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LETTERS OF TRANSMITTAL

DECEMBER 23, 1974.Transmitted herewith is "Public Employment and Wage Subsidies."This is Paper No. 19 in the series Studies in Public Welfare, pre-pared for the use of the Subcommittee on Fiscal Policy.The views expressed in this paper are those of the authors only, anddo not necessarily reflect the views of the Subcommittee on FiscalPolicy, the Joint Economic Committee, or its staff.
WRIGHT PAT3MAN,

Chairman, Joint Economic Com, mizttee.

Hon. WRIGHT PATMAN, 
DECEMBER 19, 1974.Chairman, Joint Economic Committee,

U.S. Congress, Washington, D.C.
DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: Transmitted herewith is "Public Employ-ment and Wage Subsidies," Paper No. 19 in the subcommittee's seriesStudies in Public Welfare. Part I of this volume presents a publicemployment-wage subsidy proposal to replace many existing welfareprograms. Part II examines various public employment and wagesubsidy programs from historical and theoretical perspectives.Robert Lerman, former staff economist on the subcommittee, designeda work-conditioned program at my request so that it would be possibleto assess the merits of such plans. He developed a detailed programfor relieving poverty through a combination of wage subsidies andpublic jobs, with income supplements for one-parent families. Hisplan would replace a number of existing welfare programs. This planis certainly one of the most sophisticated and well-documented pro-posals of its type. Lerman would offer Wage subsidies and would makethe Federal Government the employer of last resort. He estimatesthat the Government would have to create 2.5 million jobs under hisprogram for individuals who would otherwise be jobless or earn verylow wages in private employment. In my judgment, such extensivecreation of public jobs would require a large bureaucracy in orderto function properly, and could easily become an administrative night-mare. Furthermore, the provision that persons take available privatejobs before applying for public jobs would arouse controversy overwhat private jobs are acceptable. Although I appreciate the thorough-ness of Lerman's proposal, I find the problems overwhelming.Lerman, C. Duncan MacRae, and Anthony M. J. Yezer present ananalysis of the labor market impact of the Lerman work plan. Theyconclude that his plan would not adversely affect individual workefforts or undercut average wages paid by employers.
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Alan Fecliter, of the Urban Institute, evaluates the potential success

of exp)anding public empl6yment programs to reach a variety of social

and economic goals, SUCh as expanding employment generally, employ-

ing hard-to-place workers, developing work skills and work experience

amuong disadvantaged w orkers. and alleviating cyclical unemployment.

Ile predicts that if public employment funds are channeled through

State and local governuments there will be a substantial substitution of

Federal payroll dollars for State and local payroll funds that other-

wisc would have been spent. Hence, relatively few new jobs will be

created on balance. Fechter concludes that there is little to be gained

through large-scale, permanent, public employment programs, but that

such programs may be of some temporary value in periods of recession.

Richard E. Hegner, of the New York State Division of the Budget,

notes that conflicts between the objectives of work and relief, employ-

ment and welfare, are inherent in public employment programs.

Drawing from the experience with the WPA under the New Deal, he

concludes that a choice has to be made between quantity and quality of

public employment, and that for public employment programs to

serve a useful function they need to be funded on a long-term basis.

Peter Mieszkowski, professor of economics at the University of

Houston, analyzes the effect of wage subsidy and public employment

programs on the market wages of workers in the private sector. He

reports that such programs could under certain conditions reduce

private wages, but concludes that this is unlikely to occur in practice.

I would like to thank all of these people for their generous

contributions.
Alair Townsend prepared this volume for publication, with the aid

of Alexander Korns and Martha Grundmann, and former staff memn-

bers Robert Lerman and Jon Goldstein.
MARTHA W. GRiFIrrrs,

Chairman, Subcommittee on Fiscal Policy.
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Part I. A PROPOSAL FOR THE 1970's



JOIN: A JOBS AND INCOME PROGRAM FOR AMERICAN
FA MILIES

By ROBERT I. LER,-LAN-*

SUCfMARy

The weak state of the national economy has deepened the problemsof low income and high unempl)oyment. IHigh inflation rates have hurtthe poor and near-poor by raising the prices they pay relatively morethan the incomes thev receive. And the attempt to control inflation hasled to highl and growving unemplonment. Current Governmient pro-grams reduce these burdens for some, but too often they are inade-quate. unfair, unproductive and inefficient. Benefits to some poorfamilies are well below the povertv level or zero while benefits to otherpoor families are worth as much as the average job. The many incomemaintenance programs add to administrative costs and worsen thebenefit inequities among equally pool families. Nearlv all income main-tenance programs deal with uinempnloyment or inadequate earnings byproviding direct benefits. neglecting to assure sufficient job and earn-ings opportunities. One recent plop)osal to help the munemployed wouldconipensate the lonz-terin unemployed with extended unemploymentinsurance benefits. However, by paying added amounts to people whodo not work. this prosposal might actuallv increase unemployment.This paper makes the case for a jobs and income program to replacethe existing welfare system and to reduce poverty and unemploymient.The proposed new pr~ogram. called JOIN, is based on the philosophythat guaranteeing a job to every family is the best policy for relievingthe worst burdens of hig h unemiployment and for raising chronicallylow earnings. JOIN would achieve the following objectives:
(1) Insure that every familv or single individual had access toone public job or one iwivate job at a subsidized wage.(2) Replace the welfare system with a more equitable, moreefficient and more work-encouiraging program. The new program-would provide national payment standards, narrowing the cur-rent wide disparities by State: it also would improve substantiallythe incentives for famiiv stability.
(.,) Reduce the unemployment rate at little or no cost inincreased inflation: and
(4) jimit the budget cost of overall welfare reform to $9 billionor less.

*The author is research associate. Brookdale Institute. Jerusalem. Israel. Heformerly served as staff economist. Subcommittee on Fiscal Policy. The authoracknowledges the important contributions to the formulation of JOIN made byJon Goldstein and the work of Arnold Packer. The author also thanks vee Burke.Gary Hendricks. Alexander Korns. and Alair Townsend for their many helpfulsuggestions. Hendricks and George Chow of the Urban Institute deserve creditfor performing the computer simulations used in this paper.
(3)
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What Is JOIN?

JOIN is a comprehensive jobs and income program. Its jobs com-

ponent would offer one public job or one wage subsidy benefit to every

family and single individual. If JOIN were introduced in 1975, the

waage rate in the public job would be $2.30 per hour, or $4,600 per year

for full-time, year-round work.' The wage subsidy payment would

equal one-half of the gap betwveen $3 and the worker's wage. For ex-

ample, a worker with a $2 per hour job with a private firm would be

eligible for a subsidy payment of 50 cents per hour, or one-half of $3

minus $2. Workers earning less than $1.80 per hour would be ineligible

for a wage subsidy payment and presumably would seek a public job.

JOIN's income component would go only to one-parent families

with at least one child under age 14. These one-parent families would

be eligible for a cash grant in addition to the opportunity for a public

job or a wage-subsidized job. Like the current aid to families with de-

pendent children (AFDC) program and a negative income tax pro-

posal, JOIN's income component would provide a maximum payment

to families with no other income and partial benefits to families with

private income. Unlike AFDC and the negative income tax, JOIN

would offer both an income guarantee and a job guarantee to one-

parent families. Total net income guarantee to one-parent families of

four would be $3,344.
All JOIN recipients would be subject to a surtax on their earnings

and on their nonemployment income. The surtax, which would par-

tially recoup JOIN benefits from some families and discourage par-

ticipation by others, would insure that JOIN benefits went to the

neediest families and individuals and would allow for differential

treatment of different types of families. The surtax payment would

equal 25 percent of all family earnings above some amount of dis-

regarded earnings and 50 percent of all family nonemplovment income.

The earnings disregards would vary from 0 for single inidividuals and

one-parent families with at least one child under 14, to 93.000 for

married couples with no children under 18, to $5,000 for families with

children under 18. Thus, a JOIN worker heading a family with chil-

dren which had no other earnings and no nonemployrnent income

would face no surtax until his earnings reached $5,000. But a single

individual's first dollar of earnings would be subject to a 25-percent

surtax. The immediate 25-percent surtax would reduce the value of

the JOIN job guarantee to single individuals from $2.30 to $1.73 per

hour.
The introduction of JOIN would coincide with (a) the elimination

of the AFDC, AFDC-unemployed father (UF), and food stamp

program; and, (b) the replacement of the $750 personal exemiption

deduction under the Federal income tax with a $170 tax credit. The

tax credit w-ould be refundable in the sense that credits not used to

reduce tax liability would be paid in cash to the tax filer. Since the

$750 personal exemption is more valuable than the, $170 tax credit

to families of four with income tax rates of 22 percent or more,

'This is the wage rate for all workers other than the following: single in-

dividuals and 1-parent families with at least 1 child under age 14. whose effec-

tive wage would he $1.73, and childless married eouples, whose effective wage

would he $2.10. Effective wages differ because of the imposition of a surtax de-

scribed below.
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most families with incomes of $17,500 or more would pay increasedtaxes.
The entire package would produce minimum after-tax income op-portunities to all families and individuals with a full-time, year-round worker of $4,510 to two-parent families with two childrenunder 18, $3,837 to married coupe3s With no children, and $3,012 tosingle individuals. In comparison, the national average benefit guaran-tees available to these groups as of July 1972 were $2,431, $1,362,and $914.2

What Does JOIN Cost? By aow AMuch Does ,O/N Raflaise the Iwconmesof the Poor and lear-Poor?
The net budget cost of introducing JOIN and the tax credit' aldeliminating AVDC, AFDC-UF, and food stamps would be about$9 billion in 1975.3 Federal expenditures would rise by $6.06 billion,and the loss in projected tax revenues would equal $2.4 billion. Al-though State and local governments would save some welfare finds,some of this money would be used to prevent income losses for currentrecipients. States also would be encouraged to use the rest of theirsavings to improve emergency assistance and temporary disabilityprograms.

A modified, less comprehensive JOIN program could achieve sub-stantial cost savings while continuing to raise income opportunitiesfor most poor families. The net budget costs of JOIN would fall from$9 to $6 billion simply by excluding single individuals between age18 and 22. Alternatively, at a gross direct cost of $4.5 billion, onecould provide the JOIN job guarantee and wage subsidy componentsto all two-parent families and childless couples and retain existingincome support programs.
The estimated gains in income to the poor and near-poor from thecomprehensive JOIN program are substantial. Although the poorwould lose food stamps, they would gain an aggregate increase of$7.8 billion in cash income. Almost two-thirds of JOIN's cacli gainwould go to families with incomes below $4,000. The largest familieswould benefit most. For example, JOIN would raise the averaoe cashincomes of six-person families in the $0-$3,999 class from $2,418 to$4,328.

Many families currently receiving AFDC also would benefit finan-cially from JOIN's replacement of AFDC. Although the JOIN plustax credit income guarantees would be smaller than current guaran-tees in high payment States, and lower than the median State AFDCpayment plus food stamp bonus, JOIN families could keep a hiigherpercentage of their earnings and other income without losses in benefitsthan under AFDC, and JOIN would guarantee a job in addition to
2 These were the average annual cash and food benefits available in 100nationally representative counties, weighted by the distribution of the povertypopulation, for families with no income. See U.S. Congress, Joint EconomicCommittee. Subcommittee on Fiscal Policy, Welfare in the 70's: A NationalStudy of Benefits Available in 100 Local Areas, by James R. Storer. PaperNo. 15 (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1974), p. 5. Note, sinceJuly 1972, food stamp benefits have been increased by 23 percent on average.aThis net budget cost does not reflect the higher taxes many would have topay beause the tax credit raised their tax liability above what they would beusing the current personal exemptions.
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cash income supplements. The estimates show that JOIN would in-

crease the average cash incomes of AFDC families whose total pre-

JOIN incomes were less than $3,000 from $1,979 to $3,195.

How Does JOIN Create Productive Public Jobs?

The problems of creating productive jobs; of assigning, supervising,

and disciplining workers; and of adjusting job flows for timing and

geographic variations raise questions about whether a job guarantee

program is practical. JOIN's job creation mechanism is designed to

operate as efficiently as possible. -Nevertheless, unexpectedly large ad-

miniistrative burdens could add to program costs.

JOIN would establish a public corporation to administer its job

,lplranltee component along the lines of Canada's successful local initi-

atives program (LIlA). Since 1971, LIP has sponsored 15.000 projects

and created over 250,000 jobs: evaluators found that community lead-

ers believed 90 percent of the jobs produced worthwhile public goods

and servicers. JOIN would follow much of the LIP design by soliciting

p)roposals and granting contracts to individuals, nonprofit institutions,

and government units. Project sponsors would have to sign contracts

specifying exact tasks to be performed and their dates of completion.

JOIN administrators would monitor the projects and would shave the

power to cancel or sirspend projects not fulfilling contract provisions.

ITow productive the public jobs are in practice will determine to a

large extent the success of the entire JOIN: program. The specter of

large numbers of people workings in wasteful jobs or pursuiing poor

work habits is a serious concern. But JOIN public jobs also have oreat

potential for oood. Althoulgh job creation problems will be difficult in

the first few years, experience will surely improve the ability to utilize

JOITN workers effectively. JOIN could tap the idealism of many Young

people. bv encouraging them to devise and to run projects that produc-

tively emplov the Nation's most disadvantaged workers. Such a result

is not pure speculation. lMany project sponsors who participated in

Canlada's LIP program came out of the experience with the belief that

their Government listens to citizens' ideas and acts to help achieve

them. JOIN- could also improve the unemployed worker's self-image

by making hinm a contributing member of society.

HowIi Does JOIN Help Reduce Unenploymyefent?

Attaining low unemplovment and low inflation is an increasingly

difficult task. The limited uses of general tax, expenditure, and credit

policies have stimulated a search for other tools to reduce unemplov-

iment and to cushion its effects on the0 poo0. JOIN offers a partial vay

out of the unemplovyment-iiflation dilemma. Among JOIN's advani-

ta~res as an employment expansion tool are: (1) JOIN public jobs

vouldl reach the most disadvantaged workers, who gyenerally are in

slack labor markets: (2) TOIN's wage subsidy to low wagve private

eiuplovment -wonld limit JOIN's cost-push effects; and (3t) IJOIN's

assurance of a job to all families and individuals, even in slow economic

periods, woul d spread the burden of economic restraint more equitably.

J(OIN also ould help to changre attitudes about unemplovment.

Some citizens believe that unemployment is the worker's fault, that
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plenty of jobs are normally available, but that w orkers simnplv rellhse
to accept the availa!ble jobs. Other citizens 'jelieve that steady jobs aledificult for disadvantagYed workers to find, even in periods o; low u1n-
employ3 melt. JOIN would help settle the arguinent by assurinlg a lar-
share of workers a job. Whiclever view is ucre correct, T(J \ wculd
serve a useful purpose. If few workers actually accep)ted JOIN Jobs
because of tieir expectation oft better jobs. JOIN would deniolis-tra!t
at lox -Government cost that unemployment for m,,ost wo:lners doce not
mean tlhe alb-ence of jobs, but the absence of good jobs. If many vorii-
ers did accel)t JOIN jobs, then *JOIN would show that the unnniploNed
are wvilling to work even at low wages. More important, JOIN would
uti]ize manpower Wvhich otherwise would have been unem-uployed or
underemployed.

Why Is JOIN Superior to Standard Public Service Employmet
P2rograms?

JOIN differs significantly from most public service employment
(PSE) programs, including the ones enacted under the Emergency
Employmeimt Act (EEA) of 1971 and the Comprehensive Employ-
ment and Training Act (CETA) of 1973. PSE programis provide
financing for a fixed number of moderate-wage jobs; JOIN would
guarantee jobs at low wages to all families and individuals. PSE; plO-
grams add jobs directly only in the public sector: the JOIN Wtz-e
subsidy could help stimulate added private jobs. PSE progranms Create
new public jobs solely through the State and local gocerniumIent
bureaucracies; JOIN would utilize nongovernmental institutions aswell as Government agencies to perform useful projects with new
publ] ic workers.

JOIN would create more jobs than PSE programs for an' given
Federal expenditure and total increase in aggregate dem-nand. JOIN's
lower wages are one reason for the larger job creation effect. The
other is the greater tendency for PSE plograms to help State and
local governments use Federal dollars to refinance o0l jobs rather
than creating new ones. JOIN's higher employment impact pid dollar
of demand would help make its inflationary effect lower.

JOIN would excel over PSE programs in targeting jobs to the
disadvantaged. This is an advantage both on equity and on antiinflation
grounds. By hiring only workers vwhose alternative opportunities are
poorest, JOTN would ]help workers in slack labolr markets within theeconomy and thereby limit any wage pressure that could stimulate
inflation. In contrast, PSE programs hire workers -whose qualifica-
tions are similar to the average, worker's and whiose alternative iobs
may be as good as 35 percent of full-time, year-round -workers. Thus,
the wage pressure generated from added PSE jobs may be as high as
from igeneral increases in demand. JOIN's equity advantage is sub-
stantial. PSE programs provide a large benefit to i small percent of
eligible workers and little or nothing to the rest. JOIN -would guaran-
tee a public job or would subsidize a private job on the same terms to
all families w^ ith similar needs. .TOTN also *.would imlinrove the equity- of
the entire ineome sumport system by helpinz most those eligible for the
lowest current benefits, such as poor single individuals and childless
couples and all poor persons in low-payrment States.
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I. INTRODUCTIONr

Povertv has a commonsense solution: provide jobs to people able to

work and provide income to people unable to work. This basic idea has

broad appeal to the American people, especially in comparison to pure

cash plans to fight poverty. Most research and legislative efforts to

reform welfare and to help the working poor, however, have empha-

sized the guaranteed income approach, usually with the negative in-

come tax (NIT) .4 One unfortunate result is that no comprehensive,

well-designed and cost-effective jobs and income proposal has been

developed.5

The absence of a well-conceived work subsidy plan is one reason

income maintenance analysts have considered work-conditioned pro-

grams as administratively cumbersome, excessively costly, and often

inhumane. According to these critics, jobs programs may sound good

to the public in theory, but would prove unpopular and would operate

poorly in. practice. This conclusion has apparently been accepted by

many politicians and social analysts.
One major HEW-sponsored report, Work in America, has criti-

cized the underemphasis on jobs programs and has noted some of its

causes. In the report's words:
* * * it is unfortunate that so much of the reformist energies of the past dec-

ade or so have gone into the issue of guaranteed income and so little into the

issue of guaranteed, rewarding work. It is difficult to avoid the impression that

guaranteed income has been appealing both because it is simpler-one thing the

Federal Go-ernment knows how to do easily is write checks-and perhaps be-

cause a guaranteed income program is less likely than a guaranteed job program

to require or result in deep structural changes in the organization of work in our

society.6

Although the report encourages the development of a jobs program,

it fails to propose a specific alternative to the existing welfare system

or to the negative income tax.
In addition to their antipoverty potential, job guarantee programs

offer a way of reducing unemployment, particularly the unemploy-

ment facing the most disadvantaged workers. But the recent policy

emphasis has been on a limited expansion of conventional State and

local government jobs and on liberalizing unemployment insurance.

Unfortunately, these two alternatives are unlikely to reduce unemploy-

Considerably more legislative effort went toward developing and lobbying for

the family assistance plan (FAP), a negative income tax plan, than toward

work subsidy, job guarantee plans. The Federal Government has funded nega-

tive income tax experiments in New Jersey, Gary, Seattle, Denver, and in rural

counties in Iowa and North Carolina. No comparable, carefully designed job

guarantee experiments have been funded. And the social science literature on

negative income taxes is far more extensive than the literature on work-subsidy

plans.
5 The popular proposals to expand State and local government employment are

not comprehensive; they would do little to eliminate poverty or to reform

welfare.
6 Special Task Force to the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare, Work

in America (Cambridge: Massachusetts Institute of Technology Press, 1972),

p. 148.
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ment. At best, they may spread the burden of high unemployment more
equitably; at worst, they may increase unemployment and its burden
on disadvantaged workers.7

Although such programs have been ignored in the past, a well-con-
ceived job guarantee program should be considered today. The old
solutions are inappropriate for today's economic situation. And a
negative income tax replacement of the existing welfare system may be
too costly in Federal dollars-$10-$15 billion-to attract the necessary
political support, especially since the public is suspicious of universal
income guarantee programs. A moderate level NIT program could in-
crease the problems of unemployment or inflation, although it would
also help spread the current economic burdens more equitably. The
current unemployment problem also is not amenable to the recom-
mended cures. High rates of inflation force a macroeconomic policy of
restraint, rather than the expansion usually necessary to reduce unem-
ployment. The proposals for expanded public service employment
would simply redistribute unemployment, but not necessarily toward
disadvantaged workers or toward needy families. Following the con-
ventional policy proposals is an almost inevitable prescription for
forcing the burden of a sluggish economy on the poor.

This paper presents a jobs and income plan, called JOIN, that of-
fers a practical approach to replace the existing welfare system, to help
the working poor, to reduce unemployment at little inflationary cost,
and to increase public services at a low cost to the hard-pressed, middle-
income taxpayer. The JOIN plan builds on an idea that has broad
popular appeal. It is that all families with someone willing to work
should be assured of the opportunity to gain employment at a wage
that provides at least minimum support for his family. But a popular
idea and worthwhile objectives are not enough. Many job guarantee
proposals arc simplistic and would deal poorly with today's economic
problems. Many analysts familiar with the pitfalls of simple job
guarantee plans regard the entire approach as unworkable. It is the
aim of this paper to suggest that a well-designed jobs and income pro-
gram is a workable method for replacing the welfare system, eliminat-
ing poverty, and reducing unemployment.

Before describing JOIN, the paper briefly discusses some major
issues and program alternatives in income maintenance policy. This is
done in section II, which also notes general objections to the jobs andincome approach. Section III describes the JO IN plan and explains
the rationale for many of its provisions. Section IV examines the costs
of JOIN, the benefits to JOIN recipients, and the effects of JOIN on
work patterns by industry and by area. Section V briefly demonstrates
JOIN's advantages over expanding public service employment pro-
grams of the kind currently operating.

U.S. Congress, Joint Economic Committee, Lowering the Permanent Rate ofUnemployment, by Martin Feldstein (Washington, D.C.: Government PrintingOffice, 1973). See Feldstein for the argument that high unemployment insurancepayments may lengthen unemployment. See sec. V in this paper for the argu-ments concerning the poor employment and equity features of expanded publicservice employment.
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II. SOME ISSUES RELEVNT TO NEGATIvE, INCO-ME TAX AND JOBS
AN-D INCOME PnoTirAMS

Iimvrovi-ig job opportunities is an attractive way to eliminate pov-

erty. Full employment, economic grow-th. an(l education and training

p)rcgrams raise the incomes of the poor by raising the economy's total

production, not by redistributing existing output from one group to

another. Low-income families likely prefer escaping po-ertv by in-

creasing their own earnings rather than relving on Uovernmient sup-

port. Middle- and upper-income taxpayers also favor more and better

jobs for the poor, both because of their belief' in the work ethic and

their tax savings. Unfortunately, general policies to improve the job

opportunities of the poor have pro-ed insufficient as measures to elim-

inate poverty. The economic expansion of the 1960's brought nearly 12

million people out of poverty, but since 1968 the poverty population

has remained at about 24 million.5 The manpower training effort. be-

gna on a large scale in 1962, helped many trainees, but failed to make a

significant dent in the poverty problem.9

The economic-growth, full-emnplopment policy suffers from three

limitations. First, low-income families with no earners are left be-

hind since they do not share directly in rising wages and profits. The

number of poor families headed by a woman has increased by 36 per-

cent in the past 6 years. Second. many families with a full-time, year-
round worker remain poor because the breadwinner's wages are too

low relative to the family's needs. Although the economic expansion

between 1965 and 1972 reduced the share of male-headed families in

poverty from 13 to 6 percent, 11.4 million persons in male-headed

families were poor in 1972.10 Third, low-income families cannot expect

continuously rapid economic growth and high employment. High in-

flation rates often require economic slowdowns that raise total unem-

ployment, with workers from lo-w-income families bearing much moie

than their share.
Many current Government programs are designed to cope with these

problems. Welfare programs operate primarily to raise the income of

families with no full-time earners. The supplemental security income

program (SSI) provides a national income guarantee nearly sufficient

to remove all aged, blind, and disabled persons from povertv. Aid to

families with dependent children (AFDC) offers income guarantees

to all low-income one-parent families with children, but payments

vary greatly from one State to another. Noncash programs, such as

food stamps, medicaid, and public housing, also help many families

with no earners. These programs all guarantee incomes to particular

Croups in the sense that they provide a real income floor. The income

guarantee or income floor is simply the value of cash plus other bene-

fits for which families with no other counted income are eligible.

U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census. "Characteristics of the

Low-Income Population: 1972," Current Population Reports, Series P-G0, No. 01

(AVashington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1973), p. 15.

'See V.S. Congress, Joint Economic Committee. Subcommittee on Fiscal Policy,

The Effectirenies of Manpower Train ingq Prograin.m: A Reriewa of Researech on

the ImIpact on thc Poor. by Jon Goldstein, Paper No. 3 (Washington, D.C.:

Government Printing Office, 1972).
'° U.S. Bureau of the Census, "Characteristics of the Low Income Population:

1972."
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Needy families with full-time workers are also eligible for someGovernment aid. Food stamps serve to supplement the income of work-ers trying to Support theil families at chronically low- wages andworkers suffering unemployment. In some areas, AFI)C for uncin-ploved fathers (UF) and general assistance pays cash aid to two-parent families with little or no earnings. And unemployment insur-ance (171) helps those laid oil or displaced because of a given firm'sproblems or a slack economy.
tlthoughl current income supplement programs provide importantaid to the poor, they do so in a haphazard and unfair way . The elrrentsystem excludes or pays too little in cash support to many poor two-parent families, childless couples, and single individuals; it payshighly inadequate benefits in many States; it erects significant finan-cial disincentives to work and savings; it encourages family splitting;it sometimes restricts the purchases of poor familiies to sluch specificitems as a particular housing unit; and its variety of programs makeserror and fraud difficult to control and results in wide payment dis-parities among equally poor families.'1

One remedy is to replace the existing welfare system with a uni-versal system of income supplements. The negative income tax (NIT)is the most popular proposal of this type. The NIT would offer incomesupplements related to income on a sliding scale, so that Governmentpayments would fall as the family's or individual's own income rises.The maximum Government payment, which goes to units with zeroprivate income, serves as an income guarantee. A universal NIT wouldbroaden coverage of Government income supplement prograams to in-clude all poor persons, would simplify program administration. wvoulldraise benefits for current recipients in the poorest States, would im-prove overall financial incentives to work and to save, and would re-duce financial incentives for illegitimacy and marital disruptions.
Adoption of a universal NIT may be viewed less as a revolutiollnavincome Guarantee program and more as a rationalization of the patch-work of existing income guarantee programs. Moderate income gilar-antees would be extended to all poolr persons, iilcluding those ill two-parent families, married persons without childrell, single individuals,and all those in States paying low benefits to covered groups. To helppay for un1iversal moderate income guarantees, benefits now availableas food stamp bonuses would be converted into cash benefits.Work subsidy programs represent an alternative approach to re-placing the welfare system and to helping the working poor. Insteadof extending the income guarantees currently available, work subsidyproposals tend to restrict them. W1age subsidies, earnings subsidies,and public job guarantees would all raise the incomes of poor persons,but only those poor families with a working member. Since manyage(l, blind, and disabled persons as well as mothers heading familieswith voung children are poor and are not expected to work, worksubsidy programs alone could not replace the existing welfare system.Most Work subsidy proposals would channel Governmlent aid into twoincome supplemelit programs: An income guarantee plan for special

"See U.S. Congress, Joint Economic Committee, Subcommittee on FiscalPolicy, Income Security for Anmericans: Recomncdulations of the Public WelfareStudy (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1a74), chapters II an(dIII for documentation.
44-271-7;-2
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categories of families and a work subsidy plan for all others. Income

guarantees whould continue to be available to the aged, blind, disabled,

and female-headed families with young children. Eliminated would

be food stamps and other income guarantees, such as AFDC-UF and

genelral assistance. Some proposals call for eliminating income guar-

an tees to fatherless families with only school-age children and re-

stricting the income guarantees to fatherless families whose youngest

child is under age 14 or age 6. All groups not covered by the income

guarantee would become eligible for a work subsidy, whether in the

form of a wage subsidy, earnings subsidy, or guaranteed job.

NIT and work-related subsidy programs differ primarily in the

coverage they accord the working poor. Uinder many NIT programs,

all poor families and individuals are eligible for purely income-

related benefits. In contrast, work-related subsidy programs offer only

benefits tied to work effort to most families and generally restrict

income guarantees to special types of families. Such work-related sub-

sidv programs are called jobs and income programs in this paper.

This section presents the issues relevant to the analysis of NIT and

jobs and income programs. Since a program's desirability depends on

its specific as well as its general features, there is no attempt to judge

between the NIT and jobs and income strategies.

Equity, Categorization, and Universality

One important objection to jobs and income programs is their cate-

gorical approach to determining eligibility. Some regard as unfair

any program which excludes whole categories of low-income families

from receiving benefits that are available to other categories of low-

income families. Although some jobs and income programs are univer-

sal in the sense that they offer the same work subsidy and income guar-

antee options to all families,12 most exclude families with employable

members from eligibility for unconditional cash grants. In contrast,

most NIT proposals treat all families and individuals alike except that

the size of the income guarantee rises with family size. Opposition to

the categorical approach runs deep and stems largely from experience

under the current welfare system. The far more generous treatment

often accorded to poor one-parent families over all other poor families

has been highly inequitable and may have encouraged illegitimacy,

family splitting, and delays in remarriage. But it does not follow that

all categorical programs are inevitable.
In judging the equity of categorical versus universal programs, one

must distinguish between equality of opportunity and equality of

results. The NIT pays equal benefits to families with equal monetary

needs and equal incomes. This policy is equitable from the standpoint

of equality of results, but not necessarily from the standpoint of

equality for opportunity. For example, high child care expenses and

parental responsibilities make earning an income far more difficult for

oth universal and categorical programs have been proposed and discussed.

In 1972, the Senate Finance Committee proposed a categorical jobs and income

program which offered public jobs and wage subsidies to two-parent families with

children and unconditional cash grants only to one-parent families whose young-

est child was under 6. For an example of a universal wage subsidy, negative in-

come tax plan, see Richard Zeckhauser and Peter Schuck, "An Alternative to the

Nixon Income Maintenance Plan," Public Intcrcst, No. 19 (Spring, 1970), 120-30.
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a mother heading a family with three young children than for twoparents with two children. Paying benefits only on the basis of incomeand needs fails to take account of their unequal opportunities. The jobsand income approach attempts to distinquish between families partlyon the basis of differential earnings capacities as well as on the basis ofdifferential needs. Aged, blind, and disabled persons and one-parentfamilies receive generous treatment because their earnings opportuni-ties are generally poorer than those of other families.Some may object that the policy of higher benefits for one-parentfamilies does not use the opportunity criteria. Since most one-parentfamilies result from illegitimacy, separation, or divorce, most parentshave equal opportunities to remain in an intact, two-parent unit or toreceive support if the unit splits. To provide special benefits to thosechoosing to split is to offer unequal benefits to those in equal circumn-stances. Although this view is the logical extension of applying the op-portunity criteria used for workers, there is an important distinction.Work-leisure choices are clearly easier to alter than one's status as adeserted or divorced parent.
One objection is that categorization under a jobs and income pro-gram may create unfair misclassifications. After all, some one-parentfamilies have earnings opportunities no worse than many two-parentfamilies. By offering more favorable benefit schedules to one-parentfamilies, jobs and income programs may treat families with equal op-portunities unequally. A worse difficulty for jobs and income pro-grams is that some families and individuals ineligible for incomeguarantees may be mentally or physically incapable of working. Uni-versal NIT programs automatically provide an income floor for thesegroups while jobs and income programs must consider each workeron a case-by-case basis. Since currently there is no national programfor temporarily disabled workers, some may be left with no incomesource at all. Universal programs make other misclassifications. Theyoffer the same benefit schedules to families with different earnings op-portunities, thereby treating unequals as equals. One example is thepayment under some NIT proposals of full benefits to nonworking stu-dents. Some regard such payments as unfair on grounds that studentshave reasonable earnings opportunities and their low actual incomesresult from a voluntary choice of trading off current for future in-come.

Impact on WVork Effort and Aggregate Production
An important criticism of income supplement plans is that they dis-courage work by making welfare financially attractive and work fi-nancially unprofitable. One source of concern is that by working less,recipients reduce the Nation's total output. More significant politi-cally is the fear that by working less, recipients add to the taxpayer'sburden and to the dependency of the poor on the Government.On the more straightforward issue of work reduction by recipients,one would expect the NIT to do more to discourage work effort thanjobs and income programs. The NIT pays a moderate benefit to thosewho do not work at all and reduces benefits with each dollar a re-cipient earns. In contrast, jobs and income programs generally raisethe monetary rewards derived from work. Except for those with dif-
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ficult barriers to full-time work, families receive sublsidies only if a

iamily member wvorks.
Nevertheless, the evidence of differential work incenti-e effects is

inconclusive. Theoretically, it has been demonstrated that a wage rate

subsidy might cause higher work reductions than an N'IT." Subsidlies

to -wa,;*es could lower work effort by lhelping participants achieve the

same cdisposable income with fe-wer hours of work. Evidence from a

recent experiment showed that families receivingr NIT gyrants woroked

only slightly less tlan did comTarable failllies not eligible for grants. 14

On the other hani. nonexperiflnental econometric studies suggrest time

NIT has a larr xvork-reducing effect. One study found that a wagye

subsidv would have caused little or no decline in. work effort. but that

an N\-IT of comparable scale would have induced a 10 to 15 percent

e(lduction in work lhours.'5
Although estimates of the effects of work-related subsidies and of

the N-IT are imiprecise, 'NIT's imnpact on work behavior is the greater

concern politically. WVork reductions generally add to the NIT's budaet

costs but generally reduce the budget costs of -work-related subsidy

programs. This fact is not lost on taxpavers. JITatching a low-income

N-IT recipient increase his leisurev would be particularly upsetting to

those -who are financing half of his foregone -wages. Taxpayers would

be less concerned about wage subsidy recipients vwho take a few weeks

off. since their vacation usually saves tax dollars.

Excessive concern with work-reducing effects of an NIT is not

entirely justified. The evidence indicates that wives and youths are the

groups most likely to reduce time at work and male family heads are

least likely to do so. Since youths and wives have the socially produc-

tive alternatives of school and housework, their exit from the work-

force probably would not result in large losses of real production. And

from the popular standpoint, families with one full-time, year-round

worker would be seen as fulfilling their obligation to supPort them-

selves.
Turning directly to the question of production losses, a number of

additional issues arise. One problem commnon to both kinds of pro-

grams is the shifting of workers toward less productive jobs. A wage

subsidy and a negative income tax narrow wage differences. Jobs

paying , 2..5, and $2 ner hour before the programs might become

worth $2.75 and $2.50 to the wage subsidy recipient and $1.25 and $1

to the NIT recipient.1s If the low-wage job is slightly more pleasant

or less demanding than the high-wage job, programs that narrow the

-wage differential from 50 to 25 cenits may cause some recipients to

switch to the less productive job. In the long run, narrowing wage

differences may cause workers to invest in less education and on-the-

'3 Irwin Garfinkel, "A Skeptical Note on 'The Optimality' of Wage Subsidy

Programs," Anicrican Economic Review, LXIII (June 1973), 447-453.

" See the articles on the graduated work incentive experiment appearing in

the .Journal of Humnan Resonurces. IX, Xos. 2 and 4 (1974).

"1 U.S. Congress, Joint Economic Committee. Sul)committee on Fiscal Policy.

'Trade-Offs Between Alternative Income 'Maintenance Programs." by Samuel

Rea. Jr.. Hoir Income Sppplements Affect Work Behavior, Paper No. 13 (Wash-

ington, D.C.: Government Printing Office. 1974). pp. 33-M.3

1' The wage subsidy assumed in the example is equal to one-half the difference

between $3 and the worker's wage.
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job training. Alternatively, NIT plans may stimulate investments in
job search, education. and migration by financing part of the largest
cost, foregone earnings. Although both the NIT and wage subsidy
would probably affect investment in human capital, analysts disagree
as to the nature of these effects.17

Jobs and income programs may cause losses in private output if large
numbers of workers move from private jobs into guaranteed public
jobs. One potential result of this job shifting would be a reduction in
private output accompanied by an increase in public output. But would
output actually increase? Some observers question whether large
numbers of low-wage workers would produce as much in guaranteed
Dublic jobs as they would in conventional jobs.

The job guarantee proposal in this paper provides a mechanism
for ]arge-scale job creation modeled after Canada's successful local
initiatives program (LIP). Section III discusses this approach in
(letail. Although the scale of programs guaranteeing jobs exceeds the
scale of LIP by a factor of 5 or 10, the LIP experience shows that a
national program can create a large number of productive public jobs
for low-to moderate-wag-e workers.

Cost-Effectiveness

One serious criticism of wage subsidy and public job guarantee
plans is that their antipoverty efficiency is low.1s Po-ertv is a problem
of low family income relative to the family's economic ne'Žds. Wl age
subsidies and public job guarantees direct their help to low-wage
wvorkers. Since many low-wage workers are in nonpoor families or are
single, a large share of work subsidy benefits may go to the nonpoor."

Towever. the inclusion of nonwvaoge provisions can vastly improve the
efficiency, of wage subsicdy. earnings subsidy, and public job p)lais.20
Restricting the subsidies to one per family and reducing the subsidies
by some percent of the failily's nonemployment income are among the
nonwage provisions that have been examined. Thus, the antipoverty
efficiency of various types of plans depend on their specific features.

Measures other than antipoverty efficiency are also useful in com-
parilng prog'ram alternatives. To measure a program's efficiency in
equalizing income opportunities, one recent study examined the share

-See Garfinkel, "A Skeptical Note," 447-53: Samuel Rea, Jr.. 'Investment in
Human Capital and Income Maintenance Programs," Urban Institute Working
Paper No. 970-2, Washington. D.C., 1973.

Antipoverty efficiency is the extent of poverty reduction per dollar of pro-
gram expenditures, where poverty reductions are either the number of people
escaping poverty or the total increase in dollar incomes of the preprogram poor.

l Michael Barth found that a wage subsidy program paying half the difference
between $2.50 and the worker's wage in 1966 would have channeled only 14 per-
cent of its expenditures to the poor. See T.S. Congress. Joint Economic Commit-
tee. "Universal Wage-Rate Subsidy: Benefits and Effects," bv Michael Barth.
The Economics of Federal Subsidy/ Programs, pt. 4, Higher Education and Man-
powCer Subsidies (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1972), pp.

,2 'Ž23.
' Samuel Rea estimated on the basis of 1966 data that well over 36 percent of

wage subsidy benefits would have gone to the presubsidy poor. Ren restricted
his subsidy to one per family and reduced the subsidy 100 percent of the family's
nonemployment income. See Joint Economic Committee. "Tr-ade-Offs Betwveen
Alternative Income Mlaintenance Programs. Paper No. 13. pp. 33-63.
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of benefits going to those with the lowest earning capacities.2 ' Still

another way of looking at cost-efficiency is to consider the assured

income opportunities of different income supplement programs. What

do programs of comparable cost provide to families entirely depend-

ent on Government help? Although the minimum incomes provided
through NIT programs are worth considerably more to recipients

than the minimum salary provided in a public job, some taxpayers are

interested only in assuring the opportunity to attain a minimum
income level at lowest cost.

Program Administration

Administrative efficiency and program integrity are important

criteria for judging income maintenance programs. A powerful po-

litical argument for cutting expenditures on programs for the poor is

that large amounts of money go to nonpoor families who maneuver

their way onto welfare rolls and to well-paid bureaucrats who simply

shuffle paper. This argument applies with considerable force to the

current welfare system. Current programs have been plagued by com-

plex design, divided authority, poor audit controls that allow substan-

tial error and fraud, and wide discretion over policy by individual case-

workers. Although agencies recently have attempted to streamline ad-

ministration, studies indicate that the underlying design prevents pro-

grams from functioning smoothly.22'

The NIT's simplicity is an important administrative advantage

over current welfare programs. Accurate reports on each filing unit's

composition, size, and income are all that is necessary to determine
the unit's NIT payment. Administering the NIT requires checking

these income and family-size reports and sending checks to recipients.

One difficult problem is obtaining accurate income reports. ANIT re-

cipients face high benefit-loss rates that operate in some ways like high

income tax rates. Each dollar of reported earnings would cause a re-

duction in Government payments of 50 cents in many NIT plans. For

the poor as well as for the rich, high tax rates provide temptation to

hide income. A $1.75 job paid in cash and easily hidden becomes worth
more than a $3 job that must be reported. Since many low-wage work-
ers have access to jobs paying in cash, NIT administrators will have to

expend considerable effort to insure accurate income reporting.
Jobs and income programs impose far heavier administrative bur-

dens than the NIT. In addition to checking a unit's composition, size,

and income, administrators must place filing units in their appropriate
program category, check a wage subsidy recipient's hours worked or

his wage rate, create productive public jobs, and supervise the opera-

tion of the public jobs program. One difficulty in obtaining accurate
reporting is the incentive for wage subsidy recipients to misreport

" See Irwin Garfinkel and Robert Haveman, "Earnings Capacity and the Anti-
Poverty Effectiveness of Income Maintenance Alternatives," American Ecnon 0li(

Review, Papers and Proceedings, LXIV (May, 1974), 196-204, Garfinkel and

Haveman found that the share of benefits going to those with the lowest earnings

capacities did not differ significantly between NIT and wage subsidy plans.

See, for example, U.S. Congress, Joint Economic Committee, Subcommittee

on Fiscal Policy. Issues in Welfare Administration: Welfare-An Administra-

tive Nightmare, by Sharon Galm, Paper No. 5 (Pt. 1) (Washington, D.C.: Gov-

ernment Printing Office, 1972).
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hours worked. By overestimating hours worked and accurately report-
ing total earnings, workers could show inaccurately low wages. Since
a wage subsidy generally makes higher per-hour payments to those
at lower wages, the worker would gain benefits by making inflated re-
ports of hours worked.

The largest administrative problems for jobs and income programs
are the job creation and supervision functions. As noted above, em-
ploying public workers at unproductive jobs deprives the Nation of
real production. Failure to discipline workers properly makes people
believe recipients are getting paid for doing nothing, but strict dis-
cipline could open the program to charges of slavery. If a worker re-
fused two or three jobs, should the Government disqualify him from
income support? If so, for how long? The necessity for these kinds
of decisions could make job guarantee programs highly arbitrary and
administratively cumbersome.

Experience with administering an NIT provides grounds for op-
timism. Those operating the NIT experiments have gained consider-
able knowledge about procedures to assure accurate income reporting
and timely NIT payments, and have kept administrative costs per
case well below unit costs of current welfare programs.

Far less experience exists in administering jobs and income pro-
grams. The most difficult functions of job creation and worker super-
vision have operated successfully in small demonstration projects,
such as the VERA Institute's job program for drug addicts and the
Emergency Employment Act's welfare demonstration project, and in
a national job creation program in Canada, the local initiatives pro-
gram. But the scope of these programs is far less than programs that
guarantee jobs and that must create 1 to 2.5 million productive jobs.
Administrative costs certainly would be much higher for job guar-
antee programs than for NIT programs, especially in the first few
years. The question is, are excessive costs in job guarantee programs
inevitable? As administrators gain experience with the job creation
tool and apply modern management techniques, administrative costs
could fall to moderate levels.

Social Effects

The poor social impact of the current welfare system is its most
dramatic failure. Welfare programs encourage family instability, gen-
erate feelings of inadequacy and dependency, and intensifv the social
divisions between income and ethnic groups. Many applicants wvho
have to prove they are destitute before receiving benefits have found
the system degrading. The hope is that alternative programs will
alleviate some of the social problems related to welfare.

One program is the stigma attached to those receiving Government
benefits and doing little or nothing in return. Welfare provisions that
divide the poor into strict categories of workers and nonworkers have
no doubt contributed to the problem. To recipients, welfare has been
an admission of failure in the labor market or in maintaining a stable
family. Recipients often express the goal of working their wav off wel-
fare. To nonrecipients, welfare payments subsidize lazy or immoral
people. One indicator of the stigma associated with welfare programs
is the extent to which eligible families participate. By this indicator,
the welfare stigma felt by poor mothers heading families has declined
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in recent years. A recent study found that the share of eligible mother-

headed families participating in AFDC rose from 63 to 91 percent

between 1967 and 19,0.23 Yet by the same criterion. the stignma from

welfare participation felt by working-poor. two-parent families re-

mains high. O]Ie stu(lv estimate(l that only 15 to 20 percent of families

eligible for the AFDC-UF program act;ually participated.2 1

One question of importance is whether alternative income supple-

ment plans can provide benefits in a less stigmatizing manner. As in

the case of welfare, the NIT would pay families an unconditional cash

allowance not directly linked to work effort. But unlike welfare. the

program could be administered as part of the income tax svstemi and a

large share of the participants would be workers. Many such workers

could derive their benefits in the form of tax relief, and hence mialt

feel no more like welfare recipients than ordinary taxpayers. Still.

it is not clear what stigma effects might be associated witlh the NIT.

The food stamp program. -which currently provides unconditional

income support for working and nonworking poor alike. has a better

image than welfare. Yet the vast majority of eligible working poor

and near-poor do not participate. This low participation may result

from a lack of information, from a belief that incomei-tested benefits

mean dependency, or from the fact that the programn is administered

by local welfare agencies and includes such traditional welfare fea-

tures as stringent asset tests.
Job guarantee and wagre subsidy programis mav be a more socially

attractive way of helping the poor. The assurance that most recipients

must work to obtain benefits would appeal to taxpayers who finance

the program. And recipients in a public job or w-age-subsidized priv-ate

job might feel that their benefits are earned and are not simply a Gov-

ernment hand-out. Holding a steady job could also improve the self-

image of many poor l)ersolis.2 3 On the other hand, job guarantee pro-

grains that involve laroely unproductive, make-work projects could

end up as degrading and uipopular as welfare.
Eliminatinlg welfare's family splitting incentives is another goal of

income maintenance policy. If welfare's impact on family splitting

occurs by helping poor mother-headed families attain a high income

relative to poor and even niodest-income two-parent families. then

programs which improve the relative income position of two-parent

families should lessen family-splitting. Support for this view coines

from a study which found that low male wage rates in an area inde-

p endently induced added numbers of females heading families with

chiildren.'r This result suagests that either extending direct income

23 1.S. Congress, Joint Economic Committee, Subcommittee on Fiscal Policy.
"Participation in the Aid to Families with Dependent Children Program
(AFDC)," by Barbara Boland. Thre Family, Porerty. anl 'Welfare Programs:

Factor? Influencing Family Instability, Paper No. 12 (Part I) (Washington,
D.C.: Government Printing Office. 1973), p. 15,3.

4 Russell M. Lidman. "Welfare For The 'Non-Deserving: A Study of the
Unemployed Fathers Segment of the Aid to Families With Dependent Children
Program." unpublished paper. July 11, 1974, ch. 1, p. 3.

2 Studies by Eliot Liebow and Leonard Goodwin demonstrate that unemploy-
ment among slum-dwellers and welfare recipients lowers the workers' self-
respect and self-confidence. See Eliot Liebow, Tally's (ortner (Boston: Little,
Brown and Co.. 1967) ; Leonard Goodwin, Do the Poor Want to 'Work? (Washing-
ton. D.C.: Brookings Institution, 1972).

M Marjorie Honig, "AFDC Income. Recipient Rates, and Family Dissolution."

Joiturnal of Untman Resources. IX (Summer. 1974). 303-322.
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subsidies through an '-IT or increasing the head's wage through jobguarantees or wage subsidies could reduce separation and divorce.Another view is that extending income supplements to poor two-parent families is by itself insufficient. Some sociological case studiessuggest that it is tle man's lack of employment, his failure as blrad-winner, that is the source of the instab ilitv.27 Additional evidence forthis hypothesis comes from looking at the AFDC-UF program.Lidnman found that of the 33 percent of recipient families leavingAFDC--UF within 5 months of the opening of the case, 21 percent ofthe discontinuances were attributable to abandonment.22 Further,areas that offer AFDC-UF show no lower amounts of family split-ting than other areas. Improving employment opportunities of malefamily heads could be a better approach to lowering family instabilitythan providing minimum income support. But other sociologicalstudies suggest that the quality of employment, not just the lack of em-plolent. is crucial. W~hether low-wage public jobs will improve feel-ings of self-worth derived from employment, and thereby stabilizefamilies, is unclear.

III. A I)ESCRIPTrION OF JOIN

Designing a sensible system to relieve poverty is a hard task. Eventhe simple approach of giving money directly to the poor forces deci-sions: W ho is poor? HoIL much should each poor person receive? Whatfamily members should comprise the recipient unit ? How should pay-ments be varied for families in different circumstances? The morecomplex antipoverty approach of jobs and income raises additionalquestions: W1rho deserves direct income payments and who deservesonly benefits tied to work? Should work-related benefits take tile formof public jobs or subsidized private employment? Answering suchquestions is burdensome, but the alternative is to condone a systemthat, to both the taxpayer and the poor, is unfair and umnecessarilycostly.
This section presents and examines JOIN. a specific jobs and incomeproposal for replacing much of the current svstem of income supple-ment programs. The design of JOIN results from an attempt to useprinciples of equity and to weigh the cost and benefit implications ofvarious program features. Because JOIN seeks to avoid undesirablefeatures found in other proposed work subsidy programs, it is com-plex, more so than negative income tax proposals.
This section describes and explains the reasons for JOIN's basicfeatures: its benefit structure, accounting period, and administrativeapparatus; its relation to other income supplement programs and tothe minimum wage; and JOIN's policies re-arding State supple-mentation and regional variation.

The JOIN Be efit Structuire
JOIN offers (1) public jobs, (2) wage subsidies, and/or (3) specialincome payments to low-income families. The JOIN proposal assumesthese faf-reaching changes in other programs: abolition of the currentAFDC, AFDC-UF, food stamp and food distribution programs; en-
=, These results are summarized in Tork- in Ame)rica. pp. 145-148.2 Lidman, ch. V, pp. 7-9.
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actment of a national health insurance program that would cover all

poor families and, thus, replace medicaid; and replacement of the $750

personal exemption in the income tax by a refundable tax credit of

$170 per person. Although these changes are not strictly a part of

JOIN, they are helpful to its success.29

Vho Is Eligible for JOIN?

All families and virtually all single individuals would be eligible

for JOIN benefits. Like every other income supplement program,

JOIN must define the filing unit for purposes of determining bene-

fits and counting income. JOIN does this on the basis of legal re-

sponsibility and family structure. JOIN has four filing unit cate-

gories as follows:
Group 1.-All single-parent families with at least one child

under age 14. Members of group 1 filing units consist of the parent

and all children under age 18.
Group 2.-All other families with at least one child under age

18. Group 2 includes one-parent families with children age 14 to

17, two-parent families with children under 18, and one-parent

families with children under 18 and with a stepparent present.

Members of group 2 filing units consist of the parent or parents,

the stepparent, and all children under 18.
Group 3.-All married couples with no children under age 18.

Members of group 3 units consist only of the husband and wife.

Group 4.-All single individuals age 18 or older. Group 4 in-

cludes all persons 18 or over who are not married and who have

no children under 18 whether or not such persons live with other

relatives.
Household status would be important only in the case of married

couples who are separated. Spouses defined as separated for purposes

of the JOIN program would be in separate filing units.

What Are the Job Benefits?

One member of each JOIN filing unit would be eligible for a wage

subsidy or a public job. The JOIN wage subsidy is a per-hour pay-

ment to workers earning between $1.80 and $3 per hour. The subsidy

equals one-half the difference between $3 and the worker's wage. For

example, a worker earning $2 per hour would receive a 50-cents-per-

hour subsidy, or one-half of ($3-$2) ; a worker earning $2.50 per hour

would receive a 25-cents-per-hour subsidy, or one-half of ($3-$ .50).

JOIN would pay recipients a wage subsidy for each hour they worked

up to a maximum of 40 hours per week. Workers paid less than $1.80

per hour would be ineligible for wage subsidy payments, but would be

guaranteed a special public job. The special public job would pay a

gross -wage rate of $2.30 per hour, for a 40-hour weekly salary of $92.

A full-time, year-round worker at a special public job would earn

The supplemental security income (SSI) program. which provides an income

guarantee to poor aged, blind, and disabled persons, would continue in its present

form, as would the low income allowance in the income tax code.
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$4,600, assuming a 50-week year. Weekly hours on a special public jobwould vary, but they could not be completely flexible. Although allJOIN filing units would be eligible for a wage subsidy or a public job,the value of these benefits would differ for different types of filingunits because of the imposition of a surtax on income of some filingunits' income. Table 1 summarizes these gross JOIN benefits.
TABLE L.-Gross hourly JOIN benefits by worker's wage I

Worker's wage 
JOIN subsidy 2 Total hourly wage

Unemployed-(5) 
$2. 30Less than $1.80-(3) 

2. 30$1.80 
$0. 60 2. 40$2.00 ------------------------------------- - $0. 50 2. 50$2.30 --------- $0.--- ----------- $0.35 2. 65$2.60 ----------- $0---.-- ------------- $& 20 2. 80$ 3 .00 - - - - - -- - - - -- - - - -- - - - - 0 3. 00 +

X Net JOIN benefits will be lower than gross benefits for many workers by the amount of a surtax appliedto other family income.
2 The wage subsidy formula determines benefits to workers with wages $1.80 and above.3 Special public job.

What Are the Inooqne Benef/ts8
Only group 1 filing units, one-parent families with at least one childunder 14, would be eligible for JOIN income benefits. JOIN wouldprovide an income floor to group 1 units at levels that depend on theirnumber of children. In addition to the JOIN income benefits, therefundable tax credits available to all filing units also would actas an income guarantee. For example, a $170 per person tax creditis a $680 income guarantee to a family of four. Table 2 illustratesthe JOIN income benefits, tax credits, and total-income guaranteesthat would be available to group 1 units of different size. Group 1units would retain eligibility for a wage subsidy or special public job.Gross JOIN payments to group 1 units would equal the JOIN incomeguarantee plus any wage subsidies or special public employmentwages. Net JOIN payments would be less than gross payments by theamount of the JOIN surtax. Net JOIN payments would be consideredtaxable under the personal income tax, reducing further the unit'snet gain in income.

TABLE 2 .- Income guarantees available to group 1 filing units by number
of children

Net JOINJOIN Income tax Income tax guaranteeNumber of children guarantee credits liability after taxes

1- $2,200 $340 $126 $2,4142---------------------- 2,600 510 188 2,9223---------------------- 2,900 680 236 3,34441 --------------------- 3,100 850 268 3,6825+- 3,300 1, 020+ 300 4, 020+
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I17hat 1s the JOLN'Surtax? flow Does it W:ork?

Each JOIN filing unit would be required to report the combined

earnings and combined nonemploymelt income from all its members

for purposes of determining the unit's surtax liability. The surtax is

a payment the filing unit may have to make that reduces the net bene-

fits it receives from participating in JOIN. Actual surtax liabilitv

depends on the filing unit's income and on the filing unit group into

which it falls. The surtax payment is equal to one-half of all non-

employment income-other than the JOIN pure income payments to

group 1 families-plus one-fourth of gross earnings-including wage

subsidy and special public job wages- above some disregard level.

The disregards vary from 0 for groups 1 and 4. to $3,000 for group

3, and to $5,000 for group 2.30 Thus, a two-parent family with chil-

dren under 18 would owe no surtax on earned income until total

familv earnings reached $5,000. In contrast, a single individual would

find his entire earnings subject to the JOIN surtax rate of 25 percent.

Table 3 summarizes the JOIN benefits and surtax payments for

each filing unit group. Table 4 illustrates the minimum incomes JOIN

would assure to individuals and to various types of families.

A single formula would determine the filing unit's surtax:

T=.25 (Ei+E2+S-Di)+.50 U, where O<T<E2+S+G

where:
T = The surtax payment,
El= Total family earnings other than earnings from the special public job,

E.= Earning from the special public job,
S = The wage subsidy payment,
U= Family nonemployment income other than JOIN pure income benefits,

G= The unit's JOIN income guarantee (available to group 1 units), and

D,= The earnings disregard that applies to filing unit i.



TABLE 3.-JOIN benefits and surtax payments byfiling unit group

Filing unit group Job benefits Income benefits Surtax paynients

i-i-parent families with
at least 1 child under age
14.

2-All families with at least
1 child under age 18
other than group 1
families.

Wage suhsidy to those in regular
jobs earning between $1.80 and
$3 equaling 112 the difference be-
tween $3 and the worker's wage.

S % ($3-w) H, where
S=total subsidy

w-wage rate paid by employer,
and

H=total hours worked over the
entire year.

Special public job paying $2.30 per
hour.

Same as for group 1 ------

An income guarantee at a level
depending on family size, as
specified in table 1, and subject
to income taxation, plus a re-
fundable tax credit.

None except refundable tax credit

3-All married couples -do -do
with no children under
age 18.

The surtax equals hi of all earned
income, including the wage sub-
sidy and special public job
earnings, plus % of all non-
employment income exclusive of
JOIN pure income benefits. The
surtax cannot exceed the sumn of
the JOIN income guarantee,
wage subsidy, and public job
earnings.

T=.25 (E,+Es+S)-l.50U, where
0< T<E+--S+G.
The surtax equals % of all earned

income, including the wage sub-
sidy and special public job
earnings, above $5,000; plus 12
of all nonemploynient income.
The surtax cannot exceed wage
subsidies plus public job earnings.

T-.25 (E1 +E2+S-$5,000) -. 50
U, where

0< T<Es+S.
The surtax equals 14 of all earned

income, including the wage sub-
sidy and special public job
earnings, above $3,000; plus Y2 of
all nonemployment income. The
surtax cannot exceed wage sub
sidies plus public job earningl.

T=.25 (E,+E 2+S-$3,000)+
U, where

0< T<E2 +S.



TABLE 3.-JOIN benefits and surtax payments by f/iing unit group-Continued

Filing unit group Job benefits Income benefits Surtax payments

4-Single individuals - Same as for group 1- None except refundable tax credit The surtax equals % of all earned
incoe including the special
public job earnings, plus % of all
nonemployment income. The sur-
tax cannot exceed public job
earnings.

T=.25 (E,+E 2)+.50U, where
0< T<E2 .
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The reader will note that single individuals would find the wage
subsidy unprofitable on a year-round basis because the surtax would
equal or exceed wage subsidy payments for all amounts of hours
worked.

What Annual Net Income Would JOIN Assure to Units With a
Full-Time, Year-Round Worker?

Although JOIN offers the same gross wage subsidy and special
public job benefits to all filing units, their net income would be differ-
entiated by JOIN surtax payments, personal income tax payments,
tax credits, income from sources other than JOIN, and social security
tax payments. To determine the minimum incomes available to differ-
ent JOIN units, we assume that the unit has zero nonemployment
income and only one full-time, year-round worker. Table 4 illustrates
minimum net incomes for units in groups 1-4 whose workers earn a
low wage in a regular job or gain employment in a special public job.

A man supporting a wife and two children could take home an
income of $4,510 per year from a full-time, year-round special public
job. If he worked at a job paying as little as $1.80, the family's net
income would total $4,734-up from $3,389 before JOIN benefits and
tax credits. Currently, such a family could receive food stamps with
a bonus value of $948 per year for a net total income after social
security taxes of $4,337. A one-parent family with three young chil-
dren would receive an income guarantee of $3,344 annually. This
amount is $104 above the July 1974 median State AFDC benefit level
available to such a family, but $772 below the combined average
AFDC-food stamps level. Although the JOIN guarantee is less than
combined AFDC-food stamp guarantees, it is as high or higher than
guarantees under negative income tax proposals of equal or higher
budget cost. In addition, JOIN would offer the one-parent family a
wage subsidy or special public job. Working at the special public
job for half a year, the parent would raise her family's net income to
$4,633.



TABLE 4.-Minimum incomes to families and individuals provided throttg, JOIN

Social JOIN JOIN Income tax Total

Hourly Aniual G ross security wage income JOIN credits less net

JOIN filing group Job type wage hours earnings taxes subsidy guarantee surtax tax ciability income

1-1-parent family with 2 chil- None - - - - -$2, 600 -- $510-iSS $2, 922

dren under 14.
Special public $2. 30 1, 000 $2, 300 $134 -2, 600 $575 510-485 4, 216

job.
------do -do -2. 30 2,000 4,600 269 -2,600 1,150 510-802 5,489

Conventional 1. 80 2, 000 3, 600 211 $1, 200 2, 600 1, 200 510-840 5, 659

job.

2-2-parent family with 2 chil- Special public
dren under 18. job.

Conventional
job.

- do-

3-Married couple, no children Special public
under 18. job.

Conventional
job.

-- do-

4-Single individual -Special public
job.

2. 30

1. 80

2. 30

2. 30

1. 80

2. 30

2. 30

2, 000

2, 000

2, 000

2, 000

2, 000

2, 000

2, 000

4, 600

3, 600

4, 600

4, 600

3, 600

4, 600

4, 600

269

211

269

269

211

269

269

1,200 -- -----

700 -75

400

1,200- 450

700 -575

1,150

680- 501

680-535

680-607

340-433

340-459

340- 522

170- 339

4, 510

4, 734

5, 029

3, 837

4, 020

4, 274

3, 012
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Married couples with no children under 18 and single individualswould also be guaranteed the opportunity to earn a modest income.If one spouse of a childless couple worked year-round at the specialpublic job. the family's minimum net income would equal $3,837. Theworker would earn $4,600 at the special public job, but the unit wouldpay a surtax of $400, or 25 percent of earned income above $3,000.iNote that the net income front the full-time, year-round public jobis lower for childless couples than for families with children becauseof the difference in the surtax formulas. Families with children do notface the 25 -percent surtax on earnings until the unit's total earningsexceed $5.000. The single individual's earnings is subject to a surtaxbeginning with his first dollar of earnings. As a result, his minimumnet income through JOIN is equal to $3,012. Although the JOINminimum incomes available to childless couples and single individ-lals are lower than those available to families with children, they areonsidlerably above the poverty lines and above the average benefitsavailable under current programs. Average annual cash plus foodbenefits available to a penniless childless couple and single individualwere $1,362 and $914 in July 1972; 31 the 1973 poverty lines were82,984 and $2,307 for childless couples and single individuals belowage 6(5. The JOIN minimnimmii benefits to childless couples and singleindividuals willing and able to work are triple the minimum incomesguaranteed under current programs.

Why Does JOIN Use Both, the Vage Subsidy and the Pu6blic JobGuarantee?
Offering a wage subsidy and a public job guarantee adds to thedifficulties of explaining and administering JOIN. Unfortunately solereliance on either the wage subsidy or the public job guarantee mightprove unnecessarily costly primarily because of the uncertainty aboutemployers' responses to changes in the wage rates of low-wage work-ers. Although the total cost of either approach depends on both thesupply of and demand for low-wage workers, the demand side deter-mines how efficient each alternative is at translating Governmentcosts into extra earnings for workers. Although there is consensusthat labor supply is relatively insensitive to small wage changes,32no general agreement exists on the reaction of emplovers to a changein wage rates 3

The influence of the demand for labor is significant. Consider firstthe efficiency of the public job guarantee. By guaranteeing jobs at awage rate above the current wage of many workers, the Governmentcompels employers to raise their wage rates in order to keep theirS' Joint Economic Committee, Paper No. 15, p. 5.Note, since July 1972, food stamp benefits have been increased by 23 percent011 average.
'-See Joint Economic Committee, "Income Transfer Programs and Work Effort:A Review," by Irwin Garfinkel, Paper No. 13, pp. 1-32.m The estimates of the elasticity of demand for labor vary widely. MichaelBarth cites studies reporting elasticities ranging from 0.3 to 2.8. Thus, the em-ployers' reactions to a I-percent wage increase may be to reduce employment byns little as 0.3 percent or by as much as 2.8 percent. see Michael Barth marketEffects of a Wage Subsidy," Industrial and Labor Relations Review, XxVII(July, 1974), 578.
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low-wage workers. Each worker not held by private employers will
move into a special public job. These moves are inefficient because
the cost to the Government is the worker's entire wage, even though
the benefit to the worker is only the increase in his wage. 3 4 Of course,
workers remaining in private employment also benefit from the in-
creased wage which employers must pay. The efficiency of the public
job guarantee will depend on how many low-wage workers move from
conventional jobs to specific public jobs and how many remain. If
employers cut back their work force significantly rather than match
the Government wage for special public jobs, the job guarantee ap-
proach will prove a costly way to increase earnings. Conversely, if the
job guarantee sets off only a small reduction in conventional employ-

ment, then it will be highly efficient. By hiring a few workers for
special public jobs, the Government will be able to raise the wages
employers pay to low-wage workers at little budget cost.

The circumstances best for the public job guarantee are worst for
the wage subsidy. A wage subsidy cuts the employers' cost of hiring
low-wage workers. If employers respond to the lower costs by sub-
stantiallv expanding their demand for workers, wages will be bid
up and the wage subsidy will result in increased employment and in-
creased wages going to the worker. But if employer demand is insensi-
tive to wage rate changes, the primary beneficiaries of the wage sub-
sidy will be employers, not workers. Barth estimated the quantitative
importance of differences in demand elasticities. He found that the
costs of a wage subsidy could be 22-30 percent higher and that the
share of costs going to workers could be 50-60 percent lower with a
low demand elasticity than with a high one.35

Thus, choosing the policy with the highest budget efficiency re-
quires knowledge of actual market conditions in the low-wage sector.
Since there is great uncertainty about actual market conditions, either
policy alone could cost the Government a great deal without produc-
ing much improvement in the earnings of low-wage workers. Using
both the job guarantee and the wage subsidy is insurance against such
an unfortunate result.

Factors other than budget efficiency also are important in choosing
a work subsidy. Traditionally, economists distinguish between the
cost to society in lost, or less valued, real output and the transfers of
output from one group of citizens to another. The net social cost of
employing workers in special public jobs is the output they would
have produced in the absence of the proaram less the amount they
produce in public jobs. If the workers would have been idle, the social
cost is near zero. But the budget cost is the amount taxpayers bear.
To the extent that special public workers do not produce anything of
value to taxpayers, the public job salaries are transfers from one group
of citizens (taxpayers) to another (special public workers). Econ-
omists generally favor policies with the lowest social costs, partly
on the grounds that other policies can correct any undesirable distri-

3 The term "Inefficiency" refers to distributional or antipoverty efficiency from
the taxpayer's point of view. Efficient alternatives are those in which high per-
centages of Government expenditures go to poor or low-income families.

* These comparisons are between demand elasticities of 0.2 and 2.5, assuming
a supply elasticity of +0.2. See Barth, "Market Effects of a Wage Subsidy,"
pp. 580-584.
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butional consequences. Since the work-subsidy plan is the primaryredistributional mechanism, social cost considerations should not takeprecedence over distributional aims. However, social costs should betaken into account. JOIN's dual approach insures against unneces-sarily high social costs by holding down the number of low-skillworkers that would have to be absorbed by special public jobs at theoutset.
Related to the dual policy-wage subsidy and public job guarantee-is the decision to limit the wage subsidy to wages equal to or above$1.80 per hour. Because of the public job component, this limit canwork without inequities. Setting a minimum subsidy wage has polit-ical appeal in addition to possibly favorable economic effects. Manypeople believe that the government should not help employers pay suchvery low wages and that wage subsidies tend to subsidize only em-ployers. The minimum subsidy wage would help allay their fears.Second, limiting the extent of the wage subsidy also limits the gainfrom illegal employer-employee collusion to misreport hours worked.Third, one may argue that inability to earn $1.80 per hour in a conven-tional job may result from various artificial market restrictions orsome easily correctible faults. In these circumstances, it is worth-while for the Government to try to gain $1.80 per hour worth of out-put from such workers rather than continuing to provide high wagesubsidies indefinitely.

How Should JOIN Be Admnnirstered?
Administration of JOIN is an especially important issue since jobsand income plans are inherently more complex than the negative in-come tax alternative. Administering a negative income tax requiresincome reporting and verification, family status reporting and verifi-cation, and distribution of payments. Administrators of JOIN mustperform the additional tasks of reporting and verifying wages andhours worked, applying the surtax, determining employability, andcreating and monitoring as many as 2.5 million special public jobs.Given the size and diversity of these tasks. it is wise to divide the over-all burden of administration. A natural division is between the finan-cial provisions, employability determinations, and the job creationfunction.

The Internal Revenue Service is the most appropriate agency to ad-minister the JOIN wage subsidy, the JOIN income guarantee, and theJOIN surtax. The advantages of IRS administration are numerous andimportant. First, IRS has extensive experience in income reporting,defining income for tax purposes, auditing income statements, design-ing payroll deduction systems, and making mass mailings. Second,verifying income reports for purposes of the JOIN surtax requiresaccess to the confidential income reports sent to IRS. Third, IRS is theagency most capable of performing the job of reconciling a unit'sincome tax liability and net JOIN benefits. A unit's tax liability canonly be determined after net JOIN benefits are known. Fourth, smoothintegration of the JOIN wage subsidy and the income tax involvesadjusting payroll deductions. Finally, IRS has a reputation for fair-ness, efficiency, and comprehensive auditing. This is an important
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psychological advantage from the viewpoint of both recipient and

taxpayer.
JOIN would give IRS a number of new tasks. All JOIN partic-

ipants, including those not subject to the income tax, would have to

report total unit earnings and nonemployment income. Not only would

IRS have to collect returns from more persons, it also would have

to obtain information on income sources not currently taxable, pri-

marily payments from other income transfer programs. One poten-

tially difficult job would be that of recording and verifying wage rates

and hours worked for wage subsidy applicants and linking records

of wage subsidy and public employment payments to combined filing

ulit income. IRS would have to require that employers keep records

of wage rates or hours worked in addition to normal payroll records.

Since nearly three-fourths of the workers eligible for the JOIN wage

subsidy normally are paid on an hourly basis,3 6 this change may not be

troublesome.
A wage subsidy in any form creates an incentive for workers and

employers to collude in order to misreport hours worked. By overstat-

ing hours worked for a given payroll check, employers and employees

can show a wage rate lower than the true wage rate. The lower wage

allows the worker to receive a higher subsidy from the Government

at no cost to the employer or allows employers and employees to share

the added subsidy payment. By establishing a minimum subsidy wage

below which no subsidy is paid, and by limiting the number of hours

per week eligible for subsidy, JOIN restricts the size of the collusion

incentive. Further, an effective random auditing system and penalties

against employers and employees are likely to make misreporting un-

profitable for the firm.

[How Does JOIN Distinguish Employable From Unemployable
Applicants ?

Determining employability is a problem for all jobs and income pro-

grams, but JOIN minimizes it by qualifying only one group-one

parent families with children under age 14-for unconditional cash

grants regardless of work capacity. Defining what constitutes separa-

tion of parents and verifying that separation is real and not feigned

are potential administrative problems, but they do not require jud-

ment about employability per se. All other JOIN filing units are ineli-

gible for nonwork payments. Nevertheless, some persons in such

JOIN filing units mav be or claim to be mentally or physically in-

capable of working. By itself the JOIN program cannot handle such

cases.
Alany of the persons considered unemployable would be eligible for

cash benefits from the supplemental security income (SSI) program.

open to all the aged, blind, and long-term disabled who have low

income and assets.37 The Social Security Administration, which ad-

ministers SSI, would continue to be responsible for determining age,

blindness, and the severity of a disability.

a This figure Is derived from unpublished data reported in the U.S. Department

of commerce, Bureau of the Census, Current Population Survey. May 1f974.

a Workers whose disability is expected to last 1 year or longer are eligible

for SSI.
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There would remain two problems affected by employability. One
concerns workers not disabled enough to receive SSI but who never-
theless are useless as public or private workers. If such workers ap-
plied for a JOIN public job and tried their best to perform, JOAIN
administrators would have to utilize them in some capacity or pay
them wages for not working. If JOIN administrators questioned their
work effort, such workers could be suspended for some specified
waiting period. The second problem is the lack of coverage for thetemporarily disabled. A person with a broken leg may be incapable of
working and thus disqualified from JOIN, wage subsidy or special
public jobs; but since he is only temporarily disabled he also is in-
eligible for SSI benefits. Since few States have programs to cover
the temporarily disabled, some needy persons would be omitted from
income help, as today. The continued existence of this problem shows
that JOIN by itself cannot solve all income problems. A supple-
mentary program would be needed to provide coverage for the tem-
porarily disabled.

How Does JOIN Create Jobs?

One of the most controversial parts of a program of guaranteed jobsis its pledge to create jobs for all who want them, for whatever period
of time they want them. Would new public jobs have value? Howwould the Government supervise workers so that they actually per-
form their assignments? Hoow could discipline be enforced if the
Government is guaranteeing a job to all? These questions create doubtthat a guaranteed employment program ever can be well administered
and suggest that the method of administration is critical to all suchprograms.

JOIN would establish a special public corporation to administer
its guaranteed jobs component. This public corporation, called Em-ployment For All (EFA), would work closely with State Employ-
ment services (ES) and with IRS. Applicants for public jobs wouTd
first be sent to ES to determine whether a private or conventional
public job is available that pays at least $1.80 per hour. This aspect
of the placement process is important. If special public jobs are more
satisfying than the available private jobs, the slightly higher waages in
private jobs may not prevent extensive shifts tonward public jobs. Toavoid cost increases associated with such substitution, ES would
have to build in tough requirements that temporarily disqualify
from public jobs those able to find jobs offering acceptable wages,whether or not the worker deemed the jobs suitable to his profession.
Determining -what types of referrals are suitable for various appli-
cants 'A ill be difficult and probably controversial.

If ES places the applicant in a private or conventional public jobor if the applicant finds one himself, he would file for a wage subsidy
payment with the local IRS office or through his employer. If both
ES and the applicant failed to locate a private or conventional publicjob within 1 week, then ES would refer the applicant to EFA. Thisnew public corporation would be required to place the applicant ina special public job within 10 working days or to begin paying himthe public employment wage anyway. EFA would report wages paid
for special public jobs to IRS. EFA also would work closely with
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IRS officers to insure that its special public workers filed a family in-

come report monthly to the IRS for purposes of determining the

unit's surtax liability.
The primary task of EFA woud be to create productive jobs and

to monitor the performance of those who filled them. Although there

are many models of public job creation, the Canadian local initiatives

program (LIP) is one of the most successful. LIP is a national job

creation program that has been in operation since 1971. LIP sponsor-

ship of 15.000 projects has created over 256,000 jobs with an average

duration of 6 months. (These figures are cumulative totals from fall

1971 through the end of 1974.) LIP jobs have been highly visible to

communities. In one test of the productivity of LIP jobs, evaluators

found that community leaders believed that 90 percent of the jobs

produced worthwhile public goods and services. 38 With some modifica-

tions, EFA would adopt the LIP approach as described below.

That is, EFA would create nearly all the jobs provided under JOIN

by granting contracts to individuals, to private nonprofit organiza-

tions, and to units of Federal, State, and local governments. The con-

tracting units or project sponsors would agree to perform specific

tasks using special public employees (hereafter called SPE's). EFA

would solicit project proposals for any non-profit productive activity.

EFA then would choose which projects to fund on the basis of the

value of the project's output to the public, the project's ease in em-

ploying SPE's, and the value of the job to the SPE. If the LIP ex-

perience in Canada is a good guide, EFA would encounter no trouble

in soliciting a surplus of good proposals.
Project sponsors would sign a contract with EFA specifying the

tasks the sponsor would fulfill, the approximate number of workers

the sponsor would use, the date of termination or the dates specific

output targets would be reached, the wages that EFA would pay,

and the amount of EFA money that would go to the sponsor for pur-

poses other than employing SPE's. EFA would be entitled to suspend

payments or to cancel the contract if the project sponsor failed to abide

by his part of the contract. EFA monitors would work with sponsors

and potential sponsors to help them decide on the tasks to specify in

the contract, to provide technical advice during the contract period,

and to negotiate changes in the contract or other compromises neces-

sary to avoid payment suspensions or cancellations.
Making project sponsors responsible for managing projects would

relieve the Federal Government from supervising the work of individ-

nal emplovees. The project sponsor would have to make sure that the

SPE's performed their tasks in order that the project fulfill its con-

tract. A project sponsor could control discipline through the normal

hiring and firing process. One way to make the discipline meaningful

would be to require ever-longer waiting periods before renewed eligi-

bility for JOIN benefits. After the first firing, the JOIN applicant

might have to wait 10-15 working days before he could apply to EFA

for another job. The second firing might lengthen the period to 15-20

days. During these periods needy families might be eligible only for

F. J. Hawkes, W. D. Gabbert. and V. M. Bryant, "LIP Evaluation 1972-73:

Impact on Employees and Communities," prepared for the Government of Canada,

Department of Manpower and Immigration, Strategic Planning and Research

Division, July 15, 1973 (mimeographed).
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medical insurance and for emergency assistance provided throughlocal governments. Although other methods for handling troublesomeworkers might be tried, it is important to allow project sponsors toretain the responsibility and the power to enforce discipline. Actualexperience under the LIP program suggests that the discipline prob-lem would not be a major one.39

One potential problem for EFA is to fund the appropriate numberof job slots so that job openings equal job applicants in each location.If EFA chooses projects on an ongoing basis and if good project pro-posals create a demand that exceeds the supply of workers, funding thecorrect number of job slots should not be a problem. To the extentthat there are insufficient numbers of good project proposals in thenecessary locations, EFA might have to undertake its own projects.But this role of EFA should be limited. EFA should seek to solicit,choose, and monitor projects, not design and manage them.
What Are Some Typical EFA Projects? What Tasks Would They

Perfjorm?
JOIN's success will depend largely on how well EFA utilizes specialpublic employees. To the extent that EFA projects perform usefultasks and the public views the output as productive, JOIN will bea popular and desirable program. Is such a result likely or are EFAprojects likely to produce only make-work jobs that are seen as penaliz-ing the poor? Specific examples of actual projects show how EFAcan work. The LIP program provides many examples of projects pro-posed and operated by private individuals and nonprofit organiza-tions. In many rural areas, local residents proposed to build or toimprove their local community halls. Although LIP allowed over-head expenses equal only to 17 percent of payrolls, the rural projectsponsors nevertheless were able to obtain the necessary materials, oftenfrom contributions from private firms or local governments. Otherprojects common in rural areas were environmental and recreationalin nature. Some cleared trails for hiking, one built modest resort facili-ties for low-income vacationers, and another renovated part of a localhall for the sport of curling.

Urban projects varied widely. A number of projects provided shel-tered workshops for the physically, mentally, and emotionally dis-abled. One Montreal project taught physically disabled and mentallyretarded persons how to refinish furniture and to make paintings,needlepoint tapestries, and clothing. Another Montreal project pro-vided services to indigent people, such as repairing appliances andfurniture and helping them move. In Toronto, oneLIP project uti-lized unemployed Chinese immigrants to repair houses of low-incomewidows. On this project, the sponsor worked closely with the localgovernment, which chose the houses to be repaired, inspected the re-pairs to insure compliance with local building codes, and paid for the
Although worker discipline was not a major problem, LIP workers were notguaranteed another job even after a waiting period. Thus, it might appear easierto discipline workers under LIP than under JOIN. However, in practice, the al-ternatives for fired workers may not differ significantly since many LIP workersfired for cause can receive unemployment insurance or welfare Payments. Thus.under JOIN and LIP, the government assumes some responsibility for workersfired for cause.
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materials used. Another Toronto project began as one to provide recre-
ational activities for children in a low-income public housing project.
The project's role expanded into such areas as temporary infant care
to allow mothers to run errands, organization of adults in the project
to help prevent vandalism, and education of tenants about birth control
and venereal disease. Virtually all the workers came from the housing
project itself. The jobs also served as transitional employment, allow-
ing many to gain enough self-confidence to move into regular
employment.

Of course, not all the LIP projects fulfilled vital public needs or em-
ployed the most disadvantaged workers. But an overwhelming share
of projects, 90 percent, did meet their contract objectives. And of the
unsuccessful projects, very few involved fraud or malfeasance. On the
basis of public popularity, LIP projects have been highly successful.
The program began as politically controversial but has reached the
1oint where few, if any, Members of Parliament oppose LIP. LIP has
demonstrated that the Canadian Government is responsive to the
wishes of its people, especially its needy citizens. By means of LIP,
many Canadians have seen their initiative or that of their neighbors
turned into a reality.

Actual EFA-type projects also have worked well in the United
States. One, outstanding example is the Vera Institute's wildcat project
in New York City. Wildcat has employed over 1.000 former drug ad-

dicts in a variety of productive activities. WVildcat workers have water-
blasted the dirt off firehouses and police stations, fixed up abandoned
buildings in slum areas, cleaned the garbage and helped remove rats
in Harlem, and painted park benches in Central Park. The programll
has been so successful that the New York City government will provide
funds to help increase employment to 3.000 per year. The Ford Fonida-
tion and the U.S. Department of Labor plan to fund jointly a
national work experiment to employ the hard-core unemployed, in-
cliding ex-drug addicts, ex-convicts, and welfare mothers.4 0

Another promising set of EFA-type projects are those that utilize
funds from conventional Government agencies as well as from a special
job creation agency. The grant from the conventional aaencv could payv
for skilled workers and materials while the special job funds could
pav for special public employees. One example of such a project is the
Follow Through program funded by the 1.S. Office of Education
(OE). Follow Through is a demonstration project intended to indicate
whether and in what ways compensatory education for former Head
Start pupils and other disadvantaged children can help raise their
educational achievement. Many of the demonstration projects em-
ployed parents of the needy children as well as educational research
professionals. Although the program was intended onlv as a demon-
stration project, many local educators are disanpointed that continued
funding from OE is unavailable.41 EFA would provide a way to lower
the cost of Follow Throuag to OE or to local school systems. A local

40 Bruee Porter, "The Wildcat Way," The ycir York Times M1agozine. Apr. 2R,

'thfqnv sneakers exnresqed their disznnaintment at the Feb. 14. 10i74 moeting

on Follow T"hromiah sponsored by the Fdneational Staff Seminar, Washinaton.
D.C. qep fo" epymnle. the comments nrenarecl by Milton Goldberg, exeeutive di-
reetor. Early Childhood Programs, Philadelphia, Pa.
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Follow Through project could obtain funding from OE or the localschool system to pay the professionals and could apply for EFA projectfunds to pay the less skilled aides. Other useful projects EFA couldhelp to expand in this manner include day care centers and recrea-tional centers.

Why Does JOIN Provide to Oiui-Parent Families With Young Chil-dren an Income Guarantee Not Available to Other Families?
An important criticism of the current welfare system is that benefitsare far more generous to one-parent than to two-parent families ofequal size and income. The wide benefit differentials encourage family-splitting 42 and create inequities by providing significantly differentbenefits to equally needy families. Recently a national study of welfarebenefits in July 1972 found that average benefits available to one- andtwo-parent penniless families of four differed by about $1,000 peryear.43 And even this figure understates the relative disadvantage oftwo-parent families since their benefits are to a larger extent restrictedto food purchases and since their actual participation in cash programsis lower, possibly in part because of more stringent administrativeprocedures. The average figures do not reveal the much larger varia-tions in benefits available to one- and to two-parent families. Cash andfood benefits available to penniless two-parent families of four were$1,500 or less in counties where nearly half of all poor people live, butall counties provided higher amounts to one-parent families of four.One may ask why the JOIN program perpetuates differences intreatment by allowing only one-parent families with young childrento receive benefits without working. First, it is important to note thatthe JOINT program w.-ould reduce benefit differentials considerably.One-parent families with children above 13 would no longer be eligiblefor income guarantees unrelated to work. The JOIN families remain-ing eligible for direct cash benefits would receive a less generous guar-antee than currently available from welfare and food stamps in themedian State. JOIN benefits to two-parent families would exceed thosecurrently available, assuming that at least one parent is willing to work.Second, although one-parent families could continue to receive somebenefits without working. JOIN strongly encourages work by membersof such families. In addition to the low 25-percent benefit-loss rate onearnings. JOIN allows group 1 filing units to earn wage subsidy bene-fits and to take a special public job. Thus. JOIN's treatment of one-and two-parent families constitutes a significant change in policy awayfrom the current welfare system.

The question that remains is whether JOIN should eliminate incomeguarantees entirely and provide only work-conditioned benefits to allfamilies. Although this approach seems more evenhanded. it is unwisefor many reasons. First and most important, an equitable policy re-quires making distinctions in the treatment of unequals. On the basisof work expenses alone, one-parent families with voting children havelarger needs when the parent works. The two-parent familv has at leastone additional adult who can share the market work and housework
42 Joint Economic Committee. "The Impact of Welfare Payment Levels onFamily Stability," by Marjorie Honig. Paper No. 12 (Pt. I), pp. 37-53.41 Joint Economic Committee, Paper No. 16, p. 6.
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responsibilities. In short, life is more difficult on average for a one-

parent family. A work subsidy plan could recognize these differences

by providing one-parent families with child care benfits instead of

income guarantees. By providing child care benefits to one-parent

families, the Government could require the parents to work in order

to receive cash benefits. This policy has at least three pitfalls. One

is that Government-provided child care is exceedingly costly. To meet

Federal day care requirements requires an annual cost of well over

$2,000 per preschool child.44 Since there is little evidence that such

expensive care is more beneficial to children than the low-cost care a

JOIN mother could purchase privately, the JOIN income guarantee

may make both the family and the taxpayer better off. 4 5 Second, pre-

venting poor mothers from caring for their infant children is poten-

tially harmful. Allowing such mothers no alternative but absence from

their child seems unnecessarily tough. Third, completely eliminating

any income support from nonworking mothers headingf0 families with

young children represents too large and too sudden a change from

current practice. To exj ect any group to suffer a large loss from the

introduction of JOIN is unfair. Limiting the income guarantee to

families with at least one child under age 14 would exclude few cur-

rent AFDC families. Less than 7 percent of AFDC families in Janu-

arv 1973 had no children under age 15.46
One worthy alternative would be to allow one-parent families with

young children to substitute child care benefits for their income guar-

antees.47 Some argue that child care of reasonable quality and cost

is simply unavailable to many families. Without this child care option,

many mothers heading families might not have the opportunity to

work outside the home. Instead of gaining such rewards from work

as self-esteem and improved job skills, many women would have to

continue outside the mainstream of society. Child care programs also

offer the potential for helping children from low-income families to

improve their learning abilities, even if the potential of such pro-

grams has yet to be realized. The JOIN program might provide group

1 filing units with the option of foregoing their income guarantee in

return for Government-provided child care plus the same work sub-

sidies and surtax treatment as group 2 units. Families accepting this

option and working full time would implicitly end up paying about

$1,300 per year to obtain the child care benefits. Althouglih the addi-

tional Government costs would probably exceed $1,300. one could

justify the policy on investment grounds, both for the children and

the parent, and on grounds that one-parent family heads otherwise

U U.S. Congress, Joint Economic Committee, Subcommittee on Fiscal Policy,

"Day Care: Need, Costs, Benefits, Alternatives," by Vivian Lewis, Issues in

the Coordination of Public Welfare Programs, Paper No. 7 (Washington. D.C.:

Government Printing Office, 1973), pp. 119-21.
4i Simulations prepared by Ralph Busby suggest that providing day care bene-

fits and requiring 1-parent families to work adds to the cost of an income support

program. See "Day Care for Families on Public Assistance: Workfare v<. Wel-

fare.,' Industrial and Labor Relations Review, XXVII (July 1974). 503-10;

also see Joint Economic Committee. Paper No. 7, pp. 130-34.
"6 U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, Social and Rehabilita-

tion Service, Findings of the 1973 AFDC Study: Part I, Demographic and Pro-

gram Characteristics, DUEW Publication No. (SRS) 74-03764, June 1974,

p. 44.
p7 Marilyn Falik deserves credit for encouraging me to make this proposal.
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would be unable to work. Since most group 1 filing units would prob-ably not use this option, the Government would not have to embarkon an enormous child care program. However, the option clearlywould provide all welfare mothers with the opportunity to work.
WhTy Does JOIN Place a Surtax on Earned and Unearned Income

of the Filing Unit?
The surtax provisions in JOIN represent an important departurefrom other wage subsidy and public employment proposals. Group 1filing units receive an income guarantee and face a surtax on earnedand nonemployment income as they would under any negative incometax. But application of a surtax to work-conditioned benefits is un-usual. The primary purpose of the surtax is to concentrate programbenefits on the neediest families. An advantage of the surtax is thatit allows the Government to provide ostensibly equal wage offers to allworkers, but to vary the value of the work-related benefits based onfamily circumstances. This is accomplished largely by varying theamounts of earnings that different filing unit groups may disregardin computing surtax liability. Since group 2 units-most familieswith children under 18-presumably have larger income needs thang roup 3 units-childless couples-and group 4 units-single individ-uals-JOIN allows group 2 units to disregard the highest amount offamily earnings. Earned income in group 2 units is not subject to thesurtax until it exceeds $5,000. For similar reasons, the earnings dis-regard is higher for group 3 than for group 4 filing units.The surtax helps to produce a smooth reduction in the attractivenessof the Government job and the wage subsidy as other family incomerises. Table 5 illustrates how the efective wage in the guaranteed jobfor a full-time, year-round worker varies with the earnings of otherfamily members and with total family nonemployment income. Theeffective wage is the net per-hour gain in family income, or the grosswage less the JOIN surtax, from working at the public job. By lower-ing effective wage offers with increased family income, JOIN providessuccessively lower financial incentives to take advantage of the specialGovernment job or the wage subsidy. At the same time, JOIN does notcompletely exclude persons from families with modest incomes whoare willing to work for low wages. The justification is that the Govern-ment should be willing to assure jobs to all who are willing to work.Since funds are too limited to provide jobs to all at moderate wagerates, JOIN gives priority to those with the least access to income rela-tive to their family needs. To those with less urgent needs, the Govern-ment's offer is helpful only if the worker has poor alternatives. Forexample, a second earner in a family with children whose primarybreadwinner earns $5,000 per year would not find the special public jobfinancially attractive unless she were unable to find a job at a $1.73wage. Earnings of $5,000 by one partner in a childless couple wouldlower the effective public job wage to the other spouse to $1.48 per hour.Although these income deficiencies are not the most severe, people insuch families should have the opportunity to supplement their incomesif they are willing to work at low wages.
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TABLE 5.-Effectice public job wage rates for workers in units with other

family earnings and nonemployment income

Effective wage I of year-round, full-time worker
in special public job

Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 Group 4 3

(One-parent (All other
families with at families with (Childless (Single
least one child children under 18) married couples) individuals)

under 14) 2

Other family earnings

$0 -$1. 73 $2. 30 $2. 10 $1. 73

$1,000 __…_- - 1 73 2. 23 1. 9L (4)

$3,000 ----------------- 1. 73 1 98 1. 73 (4)

$4,000 ---------- 1. 73 1. 85 1. 60 4
$5,00 ---- ---- ----- -- 1. 73 1. 73 L. 48 (4)

$6,000 -1. 73 1. 60 1. 35 (4)

Nonemployment income

$0 -1.73 2.30 2.10 1.73
$1,0 0 ---- ---- --- --- 1. 73 2. 05 1.895 1. 48

$2,000 -L_---- __---- _ 1 73 1. 80 l 60 1. 23

$3,000 -L--- - 1. 73 1. 55 1. 35 . 98

$4,000 -_ 1. 73 1. 30 1. 10 .73

1 The effective hourly wage rates are equal to gross earnings less JOIN surtax, divided by 2,000 hrs. These

wage raters onar ne l lated before applyisng the personal income tax and the scial security tax. The effect of

theperona inometaxwoud b tolesenthe extent to which effective wage rates decline with other family

The ubie jb wge ateof rou 1 wrkes wuldremin onsantforall levels of earned and nonem-

eployment in come. The reasoisisthatamother headinga family and receiving direct income grants would

paya urtx n oneplvoentinomewhthr o nt he alorecie publi]o or wage subsidy benefits.

3 It is asasimed that the ingle individuo works only 2,000 brsand thatall his unit's earnings come from the

special public job.
4 No other earners in molt.

What Accounting Period Does JOIN Use for Purposes of
Counting Income and Providing Benefits?

The accounting period issue is significant for all income supplement

programs. Accounting periods are the time periods over which a

recipient unit's income is counted in determining benefits. One im-

portant criticism of currentv welfare programs is that their use of short

accounting periods (often 1 month) leads to inequities and to savings

disincentives. The inequity occurs as families with unstable incomes

over the year receive considerably higher annual benefits than families

with equal anmnal incomes that are stable through the year. Short

accounting periods increase the attractiveness of unstable employment
and decrease the necessitv for savings.

Choosing the appropriate accounting period is difficult. A short

accounting period allows the program to respond quickly to unex-

pected needs of families, but a long accounting period is necessary

to retain strong savings incentives and equal treatment of people

with equal annual incomes. The length of the accounting period also is

a vital determinant of budget costs.43 At any monthly benefit level,

" Jodie Allen demonstrates how costs of a negative income tax can vary by

16 percent from one type of accounting period to another. See U.S. Congress,

Joint Economic Committee, Subcommittee on Fiscal Policy, "Designing Income

\Maintenance Systems: The Income Accounting Problem," by Jodie Allen, 8SstirS

in Welfare Administratioi: Implications of the Income Maintenance 13rperi-

issents, Paper No. 5 (Pt. 3) (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office.

1973), pp. 84-98.
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making the accounting period shorter adds to program costs sincefamilies with moderate annual incomes, but temporary shortfalls inincome are better able to qualify for benefits.
Accounting period issues of two kinds arise for JOIN. One is thetime period over which filing unit income is counted for purposes ofthe JOIN surtax. The second concerns the methods of paying JOINbenefits and of computing and charging the JOIN surtax.Use of short accounting periods for purposes of counting incomesubject to the surtax has disadvantages under JOIN similar to thoseunder a negative income tax. This is, of course, true for group 1 filingunits, whose JOIN benefits operate as a negative income tax. In thecase of JOIN units eligible only for the wage subsidy or the publicjob guarantee, short accounting periods would reduce substantially theeffectiveness of the JOIN surtax in concentrating benefits on low-income families. Indeed, it is likely that the surtax would hardlyoperate at all, since filing units would likely have little income in themonths they utilize JOIN. A filing unit with a high annual incomebut with unemployment in a particular month would be able to takethe public job for that month without paying any surtax. In addition,this policy would subsidize seasonal employment to a great extent,encourage unstable employment generally, and discourage savings.On the other hand, an annual accounting period would be higlilyinsensitive to abrupt changes in the needs of families, and could causeoverly severe surtax penalties that discourage work. If a family unitin group 2 had earned $8,000 over the first 10 months of the year andthe breadwinner became unemployed without unemployment insur-ance, the required surtax payment of $750 would deter the unit fromusing the JOIN public job offer of $400 per month. Alternatively,if the unit's breadwinner worked at a public job for the first 2 monthsand then earned $8,000 in a regular job for the rest of the year, theJOIN surtax would make his work at the public job virtually worth-less financially. Although this policy does have the advantage of hold-ing down costs, it is probably too unresponsive to changes in familycircumstances.

One compromise is to prorate the surtax payment based on the per-centage of the year that a JOIN filing unit uses the income guarantee,wage subsidy, or public job. One might multiply a unit's surtax lia-bility times the percentage of the year the unit claimed JOIN benefits.The surtax would equal 25 percent of all earnings above the unit'searnings disregard plus 50 percent of all nonemployment income, allmultiplied by the unit's months in JOIN divided by 12 .49Thus, theactual surtax applying to a JOIN unit that used the public job for 2months of full-time work would be 2/12 times the unit's annual surtax.The proration approach allows JOIN to respond to losses of incomesources by moderate-income families, while continuing to take accountof the unit's entire annual income. And those who worked in a publicjob or earned a wage subsidy for a few months early in the year wouldsuffer considerably lower surtax penalties from taking a good payingconventional job for the rest of the year. A less costly adjustment
"The new surtax formula would be:

T= (M/12) [ (.25) (E.+E2+S-D) + ( .50) U],
where M--months the unit receives JOIN benefits and where

O<T<E2+S+G
See footnote 30 for symbol definitions.
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-would be to use partial proration. For example, up to 6 months of

participation, the adjustment would be twice the share of the year the

worker participated in JOIN; beyond 6 months of participation,

recipients would pay the unadjusted surtax rate. The JOIN cost esti-

mates discussed in this paper use this partial adjustment. The added

costs of even partial proration are particularly high in the case of

single individuals, who are often part-year workers.50 Since it is not

the purpose of the adjustment to give part-year, mostly student, work-

ers a special advantage over full-year, single workers, it is appropriate

to require single individuals to pay the full rather than prorated

surtax.
JOIN payment periods would be twice monthly and JOIN income

reporting periods would be monthly. As in the case of the personli

income tax, payroll deductions or additions would reflect the unit's

expected income through the year. The use of prospective estimation

should not create recoupment hardships if estimates are too low. Be-

cause of the low surtax rates and proration of the surtax payment,

unexpected increases in a JOIN unit's income would not involve large

repayment amounts. Actual recoupment would not be particularly

difficult since the Internal Revenue Service would administer the

JOIN surtax. As an example of how JOIN would operate, consider

a unit whose family head became unemployed after working at a con-

ventional job from January through March. The unit could apply for

a public job in April and would gain placement after a 10-day waiting

period. As part of the application process, the unit would have to re-

port earned and nonemployment income received earlier in the year

and social security numbers of all members of the filing unit. After

computing the expected surtax payments per payment period, the IRS

-would inform the JOIN employment corporation of any deductions

from the worker's public job salary check. Income earned from other

sources later in the year would also be subject to payroll deductions

to reflect the JOIN surtax. At the end of each calendar year, each

JOIN filing unit would have to file a supplementary return that would

allow for annual reconciliations.

Should JOIN Benefits Be Subject to the Federal Personal Income
Tax and to Social Security Taxes?

To determine the appropriate tax treatment of JOIN benefits,

equity and incentive issues must be considered. The policy decision

concerning social security taxes is relatively easy. The JOIN income

guarantee and wage subsidy payments are not comparable to earned

income paid by an employer, but the public job payments are. On

these grounds, only the latter should be subject to social security

taxes. Covering special public jobs under the social security system

helps build up rights to future income for low-wage workers and helps

retain the near universality of social security coverage. Requiring

social security payments from JOIN special public workers also has

the advantage of demonstrating to the workers and the public that

the special jobs are to be "real" jobs.

'OA partial adjustment would add about $600 million to the costs of covering

single individuals. See sec. IV.
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Making JOIN benefits taxable under the personal income tax
involves other questions. Consider first the net benefits derived from
the wage subsidy and public jobs. On the one hand, it appears unwise
for the Government to make payments to a family and then ask the
family to repay part of the benefits. But other considerations should
prevail. If the JOIN benefits were not taxable, then earnings disincen-
tives would be high at moderate levels just above the JOIN dis-
regards. The surtax rate of 25 percent and the income tax rates of
18-20 percent would be additive. Above a unit's earnings disregard,
a dollar increase in earnings would raise the JOIN surtax by $0.25,
and the income tax by $0.19, for a total tax of $0.44. But if JOIN
benefits were taxable, the combined tax rate would be lowver. The
income tax rate of 19 percent would apply to the unit's $0.75 net
gain in income after deducting the JOIN surtax. Thus, instead of
facing a 44-percent tax rate on additional earnings, the filing unit
wvould be subject to a combined tax rate of 39 percent. Second, it would
be a distortion of the term "income" not to count public job earnings
as income for purposes of the income tax. JOIN participants should
not be exempted from the. general responsibilities of other members
of society.

Deciding to tax net wage subsidy and public job benefits virtually
determines the policy regarding the JOIN income guarantee. Since
there is no way to isolate how much of the group 1 filing unit's
surtax goes toward reducing the income guarantee and how much goes
to reduce the wage subsidy or public job benefits, taxable income
would be difficult to determine unless the JOIN income guarantee
were also subject to the income tax. Exempting the JOIN guarantee
from the income tax also would have undesirable consequences for
work incentives, since JOIN surtax rates and personal income tax
rates would be additive. The Government can adjust for the fact that
JOIN benefits are taxable by providing higher benefits than would
be the case if they were exempt from taxation.

One further problem is that the JOIN and income tax filing units
are different. The recommended solution is to attribute income from
net JOIN benefits to the income tax return of the head of the unit.

FHow Does JOIN Affect Current Cash Welfare Programs?

JOIN is designed to replace the current AFDC and AFDC-UF
programs with a more comprehensive, more equitable, more efficient,
and potentially more generous system of income support. All families
eligible for AFDC and AFDC-UF could receive sufficient benefits
under JOIN. Further, JOIN's coverage of poor two-parent families,
childless couples, and single individuals would allow State and local
governments to phase out general assistance programs that provide
regular income support. However, JOIN would not eliminate the need
for all other cash welfare programs. SSI would continue to guarantee
a minimum income to the blind, aged, and disabled in recognition of
their limited ability to work. The veterans' pension program could
remain or be subsumed under SSI. Since either alternative is con-
sistent with the smooth operation of JOIN, the paper does not discuss
this issue. As noted above, temporary disability programs would con-
tinue to serve an important role, since such workers would be ineligible
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for SSI and social security benefits and would be unable to earn JOIN
benefits. Local emergency assistance (EA) programs should continue
and possibly be expanded. With JOIN providing the necessary on-
going income supplements, EA programs could concentrate on helping
people meet short-term, emergency needs, including families whose
income sources and savings are wiped out but whose high income early
in the year makes them ineligible for JOIN.

What Role Should Other Income Supplement Programs Play After
the Introduction of JOIN?

Too often the welfare system is viewed narrowly as the programs.
providing cash aid to the poor-AFDC, SSI, and general assistance.
In recent years, analysts increasingly have come to see the importance
of considering how income supplement programs operate in combina-
tion. Most recipients of public welfare benefits appear to participate in
more than one program. The recipient's financial incentives to work, to
save, to migrate, and to separate or to form family units depend not
only on cash programs, but also on the food stamp, public housing, day
care, and medicaid programs. Also, dollars spent by Federal, State, and
local governments on one program may reduce dollars available to
spend on other programs. One must take account of the entire system
of income supplement programs in introducing JOIN.

Consider first the programs providing noncash aid on the basis of
need. The most important are food stamps, public housing, medicaid,
and child care programs. If JOIN provides sufficient direct income sup-
port for low-income families, in-kind programs would be justified only
as measures to deal with special problems in the private market or to in-
sure that all persons obtain certain essentials. As general measures,
in-kind programs are undesirable because they restrict the freedom of
recipients to buy what they feel they need, they add to the work dis-
incentive problem, and they increase administrative costs. Housing
subsidies may be especially restrictive since they often require that
the recipient accept a highly subsidized apartment in a specific location
or go without housing help. Benefit-loss rates from food stamps and
public housing alone result in a 50-percent cut in a poor worker's
net wage.

Since retaining in-kind programs as they are would offset many of
the advantages of JOIN, a number of changes are desirable. First,
food stamps should be eliminated entirely. JOIN's wage subsidy and
job guarantee benefits replace food stamp aid to the working poor in a
wav that allows recipients freedom to buy what they want and that
builds rather than reduces incentives to work. Second. although it is
impractical to eliminate housing subsidv programs, their transfer ele-
ments should be reduced considerably. This can be partially achieved
bv counting the value of the housing subsidy as income for purposes
of the JOIN program. This device reduces the work disincentive other-
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wise caused by participating in both JOIN and housing subsidy pro-
grams, and lessens the inequities caused by provision of large housing
subsidies to a few families and none to most equally needy fami]ies."5
Housing programs for poor families can best operate by concentrating
on relieving housing market imperfections that result in high rents for
all low-income families. Third, the Federal Government should not
allow federally aided child care facilities to charge fees based on in-
come. The principles are the same as in the case of housing subsidy
programs. Income-based child care programs would offset the work-
encouraging features of JOIN. And such programs are likely to have
the poor equity features of housing subsidy programs. Child care
programs should focus primarily on improving the availability ofchild care for all families.

Health programs for poor families wsould continue to be needed. But
medicaid which confines free health services largely to fatherless or
jobless poor families and no aid to all other poor families other than
aged and disabled should be replaced by some form of national health
insurance. All of the broad national health insurance plans currently
under consideration in the Congress would enlarge government-aided
coverage to include intact poor families.

JOIN's job guarantee has significant implications for the structure
of the unemployment insurance (UI) program. Since JOIN would
assure a job to nearly all individuals willing to work at a special public
job, UI would be able to concentrate on two main tasks: (1) temporary
help to the unemployed, especially the moderate- and high-wage unem-
ployed whose normal earnings far exceed JOIN wages and for whom
the surtax effectively makes JOIN benefits unavailable; and (2) en-
couraging job search so that mismatches between employee and em-
ployer are minimized. UI no longer is the necessary or appropriate
tool for handling problems of long-term unemployment and low in-
come. On equity grounds. there is no reason to treat chronic unem-
ployment facing UI eligibles any differently from chronic low earn-
ings received by those not eligible for UI. Workers with both kinds of
problems may have to accept special public jobs. Thus, extended UI
benefits should be eliminated, payments to encourage job search should
be limited in duration, and UI should replace 50 percent of aftertax
earnings of workers who earn up to 1.5 times the median State wage. 52

The question of whether UI recipients should be allowed to accept
JOIN jobs depends on whether States cut UI benefits $1 for each dollar
of JOIN earnings from partial employment. If States continued to re-
duce UI benefits dollar for dollar for all part-time earnings, UI claim-
ants who worked in JOIN jobs would atdd a Government worker at
no net cost to the Government. Federal expenditures would rise and
7I trust fund payments would fall. If UI benefits declined only par-

tially with part-time earnings, a worker might earn more from a com-
bination of UI and JOIN payments than from his regular job.

51 U.S. Congress, House Committee on Banking and Currency, Housing and
Community Development Legislation-1973, "Housing in the Seventies," reportof the Department of Housing and Urban Development before the Subcommitteeon Housing, 93d Cong., 1st sess., p. 2103.

'Along with these changes, a study should examine the financing of U1, espe-eially the possibility of applying a lower tax rate to all earnings rather than amoderate tax on employers for the first small amount of earnings of each worker.The low-wage worker might end up bearing much of the UI tax but receive onlya small share of Ul benefits.
44-271-75-4
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Do JOIN Benefits TVary by Geographic Area? 53'

The JOIN plan offers wage subsidies. special public jobs, and in-

come guarantees on an equal basis throughout the country. Many

would complain that this policy fails to take account of area differ-

ences in prices and wages. A national benefit level would provide higher

real benefits to those in low-price areas than to those in high-price

areas. And a single public wage offer may induce a considerably higher

share of special public workers to settle in low-wage than in high-wage

areas. Althoughh these arguments have merit, they are not convincing.

Upon close inspection, the justification for varying JOIN benefits to

reflect area price differences is weak. Living costs do not differ substan-

tially for low-income families. 5 4What variations do exist are consid-

erably larger within regions than between regions.53 As a result, ad-

justinlg benefits by area price differences would require variations

between areas close to each other. But these and other observed price

variations may reflect differences in living standards instead of price

differences for the same package of goods. Prices may be higher in

Washington than in Baltimore, or higher in San Francisco than in

Fresno because of differences in unmeasured environmental advan-

tages. To the extent that such advantages cause price differentials

between areas, policies that adjust benefits on the basis of observed

price differences are inequitable since they provide higher real incomes

in high- than in low-price areas. The policy is also inefficient because

it allows some beneficiaries to avoid bearing the higher real costs of

living in the environmentally attractive areas.
Many of the same arguments apply to proposals for varying benefits

to reflect area wage differences. It is inequitable to provide high JOIN

benefits in areas where real wages are high, whether measured in terms

of observed wages and prices or after adjusting for environmental
quality differences. However, special cost advantages to firms may

result in equal real wages but differential money wages. In this case

benefit variations would not necessarily be inequitable.
The efficiency implications of varying JOIN benefits are complex.

In one sense, offering equal wage subsidies and equal public job wages

is inefficient. The government would be artificially lowering wage dif-

ferentials between areas without regard to differences in productivity.
As a result, the incentive for workers to move from less productive to

more productive areas would decline and the incentive for firms to

move from high-wage to low-wage areas could also decline. Further,

equal public wage offers could produce large area differences in the

percentage of low-wage workers employed in special public jobs.

These arguments are not compelling Actual reductions in private

employment might not differ much from one area to another. The per-

centage of an area's workers currently below the public wage offer

Z For a more extended discussion of the question of regional variations in in-

come supplement benefits, see Joint Economic Committee, Income Security for

Americans: Recommendations of the Public Welfare Study, ch. VI.

i Timothy Smeeding calculates that the widest intercity variations in prices

low-income people pay are about 12-15 percent. See his "Cost of Living Differen-

tials at Low-Income Levels," Institute for Research on Poverty, Discussion Paper
No. 190-74. Madison, Wis., 1974.

5 Joint Economic Committee, "Current Public Assistance Benefits and An

Assessment of State Supplementation Under Proposed Federal Alternatives," by
Irene Lurie, Paper No. 7, pp. 221-254.
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would not determine the percentage employment reduction in conven-tional jobs. The actual reduction would depend on employer responsesto the wage subsidy as well as to the public job wage. In fact, the ad-verse employment effects of JOIN in low-wage areas would be lesssevere than the effects of the minimum wage. A minimum wage andpublic job guarantee at the same wage both would place a floor underthe wage employees would receive. But in the case of JOIN, employerswould not have to raise their wages to the public wage job in order toretain workers. With the JOIN wage subsidy, a $1.80 per hour con-ventional job would be worth more than a $2.30 special public job.JOIN's full impact may be to leave constant area differentials in thewvages paid by employers. The public job guarantee would have alarger upward effect but the wage subsidy would have a larger down-ward effect on wages employers must pay in formerly low-wage areas.
May States Supplement JOIN Benefits Out of Their Own Funds?
JOIN's use of a national standard for all geographic areas does notrule out State supplementation of federally determined benefits. How-ever, strict limits on State supplementation are, necessary so that suchadditions do not subvert the purposes of JOIN. States should not beallowed to raise either the public job wage or the wage subsidy schedule.Supplementing only the public job wage would encourage many work-ers to choose special public jobs over conventional jobs and would drawmany outside the labor force into special public jobs. State additions toonly the wage subsidy would substantially widen coverage and couldchannel an increased share of benefits to employers. A great portionof the total cost of State supplements to the wage subsidy and/or publicjob wage would be paid by the Federal Government. For example, aState's action raising the public wage from $2.30 to $2.50 could causea 15-percent increase in the number of workers applying for specialpublic jobs. The State cost would be 20 cents per hour for all specialpublic workers, but the added Federal cost would be $2.30 per hour forall new workers. Judging by the experience in the AFDC program,which allows States to determine benefit levels and requires Federalsharing of all costs, State supplementation of JOIN work subsidieswould bring about sizable Federal cost increases, mostly channeledtoward high-income States.

State supplements based entirely on income have fewer disadvan-tages than do supplements to JOIN work subsidies. Consider a Statesupplement that provides $1,000 to a two-parent family with threechildren and declines by 20 cents with each dollar of family income.Such a subsidy would probably reduce rather than increase Federalcosts. If the added cash income and the decline in the effective wagecauses JOIN recipients to work fewer hours, the number of hourssubsidized by JOIN also would fall. In contrast, a similar supplementprovided to fatherless families with young children would raise Fed-eral costs if the added income guarantee and the rise in the benefit-lossrate induced reductions in work. Although such indirect Federal costincreases may be acceptable, some limitations on income-conditionedState supplements are necessary. For example, supplements madeavailable to one-parent families with children also would have to beavailable to intact families. Otherwise, the financial incentives for
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family splitting and for delays in remarriage could become too large.

Limits on the percentage by Mhich the supplement declines with family

income also are necessary in order to avoid the work-discouraging

features of the current welfare system. Over some income ranges and

for some filing unit groups, benefit-loss rates and JOIN surtax rates

could add up to create sizable financial disincentives to work.

What Happens to Families Whose Benefits Decline With the
Introduction of JOIN?

Replacing AFDC, AFDC-UF, and food stamps with the JOIN

program and the tax credit would cut the benefits guaranteed to some

current welfare recipients. In July 1972, the cash plus food benefits

available to a single parent and two children with no private income

was between $3,000 and $5,000 per year in counties where 42 percent of

all poor people lived.56 The sum of JOIN guarantees less tax liability

plus tax credits would equal $2,922 annually for similar families with

young children but families whose youngest child is above 13 would

receive only $510 in tax credits as an income quarantee. Although the

income guarantees are lower than current guarantees in many areas,

JOIN's offer of a job or wage subsidy are offsetting advantages.

Nevertheless, it is clear that JOIN would cause income losses for some

current recipients, making desirable transition measures.
The problem is not severe in the case of AFDC-UF recipients be-

cause half of the States do not offer the program and participation is

low in States that do. Turnover is high so that the income losses are

likely to be temporary. Mhost important, a lack of available jobs is

theoretically the only barrier preventing AFDC-UF recipients from

working. JOIN guarantees access to a job at a level that assures a total

income to full-time workers that is nearly as high as the highest

amounts available to unemployed workers under AFDC-UF and food

stamps.
The adjustment of AFDC recipients presents a more difficult prob-

lem. JOIN lowers to 14 the age below which children qualify one-

parent families for income guarantees. The current minimum age is 18

or 21 in AFDC. However, this change would disqualify only about 7

percent of AFDC families, based on January 1973 caseload figures.

Some AFDC families in high payment States would lose income since

they have no workers and their JOIN income guarantee is less than

their AFDC payment. Although as many as half the AFDC mothers

do work at least part of the year, half do not. Thus, a large percentage

of recipients might not take advantage of JOIN's work opportunities

and some of these nonworkers would lose income. To avoid income

losses for many one-parent families. States should be required to use

some of their tax savings from the Federal takeover of AFDC and

AFDC-UF to compensate AFDC recipients for income losses caused

by the introduction of JOIN. Since this special hold-harmless measure

is designed to help specific recipients adjust to the new JOIN program,

it should operate only for 2 years.

'Joint Economic Committee, Paper No. 15, p. 38. Note that since July 1972,

food stamp benefits have been increased by 23 percent on average, and several

States have raised AFDC payment levels as well.
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What Is the Relationship Betwceen JOIN and the Minimum Wage?

The Federal minimum wage and the JOIN program have similar
purposes. Both are intended to assure some minimum compensation
for all workers. Current law mandates an increase in the Federal
minimum wage to $2.30 per hour and a substantial broadening of
coverage. By fiscal year 1977. the earliest year JOIN could begin, the
special public job wage would equal the Federal minimum wage. If
JOIN benefits did not rise above the levels described in this paper,
employers would have to be able to pay workers as little as $1.80 as
long as the worker's total wag. e-inclusive of a wage subsidy-equals
or exceeds $2.30 per hour. This would require a change in Federal law
so that compliance with the minimum wage provisions depends on the
worker's total wage and not simply on the employer's payment.5 7

A ithout such a change, budget costs of JOIN could rise sharply, as the
reduction in private employment caused by the higher minimum wage
l)rings an increase in applications for special public jobs. Counting the
worker s total wage is consistent with the objectives of the minimum
wage law. The value of each person's labor would be at least $2.30 per
hour from a social point of view. In fact. JOIN would advance a more
important goal. Not only could no worker receive less than $2.30 per
hour, but nearly all workers would be assured a job at that wage.58

One anomalv could develop in the demand for single individuals
and for other workers who would find the wage subsidy unprofitable.
Recall that the surtax on single individuals sometimes works to elim-
inatc any financial advantage they might gain from the wage subsidy.
Secondarv workers in wealthy families or in families in which another
member has claimed the JOIN work subsidy would also be ineligible
for wage subsidy benefits. One result is that employers would be unable
to hire such workers at wage rates less than $2.30 per hour. At the
same time, the same employers could pay those able to use the wage
subsidy as little as $1.80 per hour. A single individual would have to
command $2.30 per hour in a conventional job covered by the minimum
wage or take the special public job at the effective, after-surtax wage
of $1.73 per hour. Secondary workers ineligible for the wage subsidy
would have to find a $2.30 conventional job or become unemployed.

It is difficult to see a solution to this problem other than allowing
employers to pay wage rates as low as $1.80 to all workers, on the pre-
sumlption that the neediest workers will receive the wage subsidy for
a gross wage of $2.30 and that the high minimum wage protection is
less important for other workers. Reducing the gross wage available
to single individuals and secondary workers is not comparable to the
recent attempts to pass a subminimum wage for teenagers. An impor-
tant argument against the subminimum was that adults might be
displaced as employers tried to hire the lowest cost workers. But under
the reduced minimum proposed here. the lowest wage cost to employers
of hiring either adult family heads or young single individuals would
be the same $1.80 per hour. Further, JOIN would assure adults in
families with children or childless couples one job at $2.30 per hour.

3 There is precedent for this approach in the current treatment of tips. Em-
ployers need not pay the ftill minimum themselves if their employees' total wageincluding tips exceeds the minimum.

Single individuals would receive the assurance of a joh at an effective wage
of $1.73 per hour after taking their surtax payments into account.
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Reducing the minimum wage could help some employers by lowering
the wages they must pay. But offsetting this effect will be an upward

push on wages generated by the public job wage floor and the shifting
of some private workers into special public jobs.

How Should JOIA Benefits Vary O ver Time?

The concept of economic poverty has a number of interpretations.
To many, poverty is a matter strictly of material deprivation, or ina-

bility to gain sufficient food, clothing, and shelter necessary for a decent
life. This absolute concept is reflected in the official poverty definitions
used by the U.S. Bureau of the Census. After defining poverty in

material terms in a base year, the Census Bureau has adjusted poverty
income thresholds upward only by the percentage increase in consumer
prices. To others, poverty is a relative concept. According to these
analysts, one should define poverty income thresholds as a percentage
of average family income and should adjust these thresholds by the

percentage increase in average family income.59 A compromise view,

which seems to reflect opinions of the public, is that poverty has both

absolute and relative elements.6 0 This middle position implies a policy
of adjusting poverty income thresholds by some percentage of the in-
crease in average money income.

Accepting the compromise position helps but does not completely
settle the issue of adjusting JOIN benefits. If average incomes always
rose at as high or higher rate than prices, one reasonable adjustment
for JOIN benefits would be to raise all parameters by the percentage
increase in prices plus some portion, say 50 percent, of the additional
percentage rise in average income. Thus, a rise in prices of 5 percent
and a rise in average money income of 8 percent would cause a rise in

JOIN benefits of 6.5 percent. or 5 plus one-half of (8-5). The prob-
lem is deciding on a reasonable adjustment if prices rise faster than
average money incomes. In these cases, equal sharing by JOIN recip-

ients of the decline in real incomes would require adjusting JOIN

benefits only by the rise in average income. To summarize, the annual
percentage adjustment to JOIN benefit parameters would be the lesser

of (a) the percentage increase in prices plus half the difference between
the percentage increases in average money income and in prices: and
(b) the percentage increases in average money income.

IV. JOIN's IMPACT ON BUDGET COSTS, FAMILY INCOME, AND PA-rrERNS

OF WORK

In recent years the Nation has learned that its ability to finance
worthwhile programs is limited. Scarce resources require that we

choose among competing objectives and then design the most effective
programs to achieve those goals. Amon- Americans there is broad
agreement that the poor should be helped in a humane, equitable, and
efficient manner. But there is no consensus about how much to spend

" U.S. Congress, Joint Economic Committee, Subcommittee on Fiscal Policy,

"Poverty, Living Standards, and Family Well-Being," by Lee Rainwater. Paper

No. 12 (Part II) (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1973), pp.

207-254.
' Robert Kilpatrick, "The Income Elasticity of the Poverty Line," The Review

of Economics and Statistics, LV, No. 3 (August 1973), 327-32.
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on income maintenance programs, nor about how to spend the moneyallocated most effectively. Because of the strong competition for scarcetax dollars among income maintenance, education, health care, en-vironmental, and defense programs, new initiatives to help the poorare difficult to pass. The proposed program must not only be welldesigned; it also must promise results at a modest cost.
This section shows JOIN to be a highly cost-effective way to helpthe poor and reform the welfare system. JOIN would assure a netincome of $4,500 to all families of four with a full-time worker at anet budget cost of about $9 billion in 1975. (This figure does not in-clude the added costs to taxpayers for whom the added value of taxcredits is less than the lost value of personal exemptions.) In compari-

son, it is estimated that a neoative income tax guaranteeing $3,600 toa family of four would add a-bout $13-14 billion in fiscal year 1977.60a
JOIN would be highly efficient in reaching the poor. JOIN wouldraise the cash incomes of the pretransfer poor by nearly $8 billion.

Estimates of the income gains and budget costs of programs aslarge as JOIN deserve careful scrutiny. This chapter allows the readerto examine the methodology for deriving the estimates and to see adetailed breakdown of budget costs and income gains. The first sec-tion describes the general methodology and the source of data. Thenext section presents the gross budget costs by type of family and bytype of benefit. It also points out the expenditure reductions assumedto take place with the introduction of JOIN. Results from this sec-tion yield an estimate of JOIN's net addition to Federal budget costsin 1976. The third section gives a detailed examination of the incomegains anticipated from JOIN. Included here are estimates of incomegains accruing to the poor, to the AFDC population and to low-in-come families of various sizes. The fourth section analyzes the numberand location of new public jobs, and the occupations and industriesof the workers receiving wage subsidies and of those moving to specialpublic jobs.
Methodology and Data Sources

The estimates of JOIN's costs and benefits come from a computer
simulation of the JOIN plan on a national sample of households. Theeffort utilized the transfer income model (TRIM), a comprehensive
microsimulation program developed at the Presidentfs Commissionon Income Maintenance Programs and the Urban Institute with fundsfrom the Ford Foundation and the Department of Health, Education,
and Welfare. TRIM is designed to operate efficiently with large bodiesof data on the characteristics of thousands of individuals and families.
The primary data source for the JOIN estimates was the March 1971Current Population Survey (CPS). The CPS is a national sample of50).000 households; the March CPS includes questions on income overthe previous year.

Special steps -were required to simulate the effects of JOIN. First,the 1971 data had to be projected to a later year. Originally. the in-tention was to estimate JOIN's costs and benefits for calendar vear19t6. However, as a result of the unanticipated high inflation rates,
m" This estimate is derived from an interpolation of estimates of NIT programsappearing in Barry Blechman, Edward Gramlich, and Robert Hartman, SettingNational Priorities: The 1975 Budget, (Brookings Institution, Washington, D.C.),pp. 198-204. The estimate here also assumes a 50 percent tax on earned andunearned income.
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the growth factors used to "age" the wage and income data actually

were more applicable to mid-1974 through mid-1975. Thus, we refer

throughout the paper to estimates for fiscal year 1975. Second, the

TRIM program made a number of adjustments for the underreporting

of income. Third. a wage rate for each worker was computed; it equals

the worker's earnings the previous year-197 0 adjusted upward to

1974-75-divided by the product of his weeks worked the previous

year times the average hours worked during the survey week by mem-

bers of his age, sex, race, marital status, occupation and industry sub-
group.

The following steps provide a general description of the simulation.

First, TRIM divided all families and individuals into JOIN filing

units. Second. by checking the wage and hours worked of each filing

unit member. TRIA determined the maximum gross benefits poten-

i-ially available to the unit from the wage subsidy or job guarantee.

One-parent families with at least one child under age 14 vere assigned

their gross income guarantee. Third, the JOIN surtax was calculated.

Fourth, each unit in which gross JOIN benefits exceeded the surtax

were counted as JOIN participants and their net benefits were com-

puted. For workers expected to choose the JOIN public job over a pri-

vate job. the net JOIN benefit included only the difference in earnings

less anv surtax; but the net JOIN cost included the entire public job

salarv less any surtax. Next, net JOIN benefits were added to the tax

base for purposes of computing the Federal income tax. Finally, the

tax option in TRIM computed income taxes for all tax filing units

after substituting the $170 tax credit for the $750 personal exemption.

The estimates prepared for this paper are based on simple be-

havioral responses to JOIN by workers and firms. 6- The major as-

sumptions used in this paper concerning worker and firm reactions are:

(1) JOIN does not change the amount of time workers spend in

the labor force; that is. the sum of hours spent employed plus

hours spent unemployed remains constant.
(2) All families who gain any positive benefits participate in

JOIN.
(3) All JOIN participants earning between $1.80 and $3 per

hour remain in conventional jobs and receive a wage subsidy. The

wage rates paid by employers do not change.
(4) JOIN' participants earning less than $1.80 per hour gen-

erallv accept a special public job. but a few gain wage increases

to $1.80. continue in their current jobs, and receive waage sub-

sidies.-
2

(5) Those workers with observed unemployment and for whom

JOIN benefits are profitable work most of their previously un-

e' The second paper in this volume uses a well-constructed labor market model

to assess the impact of JOIN on the time workers spend in the labor force, on

the change in the work force available to private employers, and on the changes

in wage rates paid by employers. Although these reactions are potentially im-

portant for JOIN's costs and benefits, they are difficult to predict. The different

techniques applied in the two papers in this volume provide some measure of the

importance of labor market reactions to JOIN. See Lerman, MacRae. Yezer,

"Jobs and Income (JOIN) * A Labor Market Analysis."

e Some workers originally paid less than $1.80 will remain on their jobs as

their employer meets the Government's wage offer. The probability that a worker

stays on his current job at an increased wage equals one minus a multiple of

the percentage difference between $1.80 and the worker's pre-program wage.
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employed hours in special public jobs. However, workers do nottake JOIN special jobs until after their sixth week of unemploy-
ment or until after their unemployment insurance becomes lessprofitable than JOIN.

(6) In a JOIN filing unit in which either husband or wifemay accept the JOINT work subsidy, the subsidized worker is theone who would have gained the highest gross benefit based on hisor her preprogram wage rate and hours worked.
(7) JOIN does not induce any changes in family or householdcomposition.

The structure of the JOIN plan simulated here is the same as de-scribed in section III with the following exceptions. First, the ac-counting period adjustment to the surtax formula used the percentageof hours subsidized rather than the percentage of months subsidized.That is, a worker's surtax payment equaled his unadjusted surtaxtimes twice the fraction of the full 2,000-hour year that the workerreceived wage subsidies or special public employment. If the work-er's total amount of subsidized hours were 500, his actual surtaxpayment would have equaled one-half (or 2 times 500/2,000) timesthe basic surtax payment. One result of this accounting period adjust-ment is to make the wage subsidy profitable for some single individ-uals. The second difference is that the surtax rate applying to the earn-ings of single individuals is 33 percent in this simulation as comparedto the 25-percent rate noted in section III. The purpose of using thishigher surtax rate is to offset the unrealistically low wage rates im-puted to this group. Third, we assume JOIN wage subsidies andspecial public jobs offer complete flexibility. Each hour the recipientis employed or unemployed may be subsidized.
One important problem in estimating JOIN costs and benefits fromCPS data is the absence of direct measures of the worker's wage. Asnoted above, the wage is a significant determinant of JOIN benefits.Thus, it was necessary to impute an average wage for each worker.Although no detailed analysis was performed, comparisons of theseimputed wage rates with direct wage measures reported in the May1974 Current Population Survey indicated that the wage rates usedin this study underestimated the worker's actual wage.

How Much Does JOIN Cost?

JOIN would have many effects on the Federal budget. On the ex-penditure side, additional outlays would be necessary to pay for.JOIN's wage subsidy, public employment, and income guarantee pro-grams. Reducations in expenditures from the elimination of AFDCand food stamps and from increased contributions by JOIN recipientsto other transfer programs would partially offset direct JOIN ex-penditures. On the tax collections side, the replacement of the $750personal exemption with a $170 refundable tax credit would reduceoverall tax payments; but net JOIN benefits would add to the taxbase, thereby increasing collections. This section examines direct ex-penditures required to operate JOIN and the estimated loss in taxrevenues: analyzes the components of JOIN's gross costs, taking noteof possible sources of bias, and finally, deducts the costs of programseliminated or reduced in scale upon the introduction of JOIN to esti-mate its net costs.
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JOIN's direct expenditures would go primarily to workers in the

form of wage subsidies and salaries for working in special public jobs.

In order to receive these subsidies, a worker would have to file a special

return reporting his filing unit's nonemployment and earned income

for purposes of the JOIN surtax. The figures presented in table 6 are

payments for each type of subsidy less the surtax payments owed by

participating filing units. Workers in filing unit groups 2, 3, and 4

may receive a wage subsidy only, a public employment salary only,

or both. Those paid only a wage subsidy are workers with preprogram

wage rates between $1.80 and $3 and with little or no unemployment.

Public employment salaries go to workers with preprogram wage rates

below $1.80. Some public job salaries raise the wage rates of workers

who earn wages between $1.80 and $3 during weeks of employment,

but who gain access to public jobs when unemployed for 6 or more

weeks. In the case of work subsidy recipients in group 1 filing units,

it is not possible to separate income guarantee payments from wage

subsidies or from public employment wages. Thus, the figures for

work subsidy benefits to this group include their income guarantee
benefits.

TABLE 6.-Gross I costs of JOIN by filing unit group and by type of
benefit

[In millions of dollars]

Group 1. Group 
3 .

one-parent Group 2. married
families with other couples Group 4,

et least families with with no single
one child children children individuals

under 14 2 under 18 under 18 18 and over Total

Wage subsidy only 454 342 69 40 905

Public employment only 948 2, 286 1, 524 5, 763 10, 521

Wage subsidy and public
employment -_ 72 361 157 538 1, 128

Income guarantee only- 6, 979 - - - -6, 979

Total - 8, 453 2, 989 1, 750 6, 341 19, 533

1 Gross costs are costs before deducting expenditure. savings from eliminating or reducing other transfer

programs and before taxation of JOIN benefits under the Federal income tax.

2 The cost figures applying to group l's wvork subsidy benefits are the combined costs of the income guaran-
tee and each work subsidy for those group 1 units who receive both kinds of benefits.

The total gross cost of JOIN's wage subsidy, public employment,

and income guarantee programs is $19.5 billion. The high income

guarantee costs are understandable since JOIN replaces the AFDC

program with more generous cash benefits for the average one-parent

family. The composition of public employment costs is somewhat

surprising. Guaranteeing jobs to all married couples with and without

children under 18 costs less than $4 billion. Even though single in-

dividuals are eligible for a job on far poorer terms than adults in

other filing units ($1.73 per hour compared to $2.30), more than half

of the job creation costs would go to employ single individuals. It

should be recalled that not all of these single individuals live in

separate households. Many no doubt live with low- and middle-income
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families and their earnings could help reduce poverty in larger
families.63

The surtax feature of JOIN is important in preventing costs fromrising substantially. Income guarantee programs all use benefit-lossrates so that payments go to low- and moderate-income families. Butit is unusual to impose a surtax on work subsidy benefits for thosereceiving no income guarantee. If no surtax were imposed on groups re-ceiving only wage subsidies or public jobs, JOIN's costs would riseby about $10.6 billion. And a large share of these added costs wouldgo to middle- and upper-income families.
The figures in table 6 do not include administrative costs. There isno clear way to estimate administrative costs. One approach is toassign to JOIN the costs of administering AFDC. Although AFDCis simply a cash grant program, it is difficult to administer because ofits fragmented authority and its myriad of special rules. Moreover,many jurisdictions do not use modern computer techniques. Neverthe-less, the JOIN program probably would require at least the $1 billionfor administration projected for AFDC. Providing money for over-head costs of special public jobs is another potential JOIN cost. Thisis not an income maintenance cost, but a cost of producing a higherlevel for public services. In Canada's LIP program, which createdjobs in a way similar to JOIN, a fixed 17 percent of salaries was paidfor overhead by the Federal Government. Although this would addabout $1.7 billion to JOIN's costs, much of this money could come fromthose sponsoring JOIN projects, from State and local governmentswho gain costs savings from JOIN, and from sponsoring Federalagencies.

A final cost is the loss in tax revenues. The net loss is the added costof substituting a $170 refundable tax credit for the current $750 per-sonal exemption minus the gain from treating net JOIN benefits astaxable income. The TRIM tax model's estimate is a loss of $2.6 billion.That is, tax revenues in the presence of the JOIN program and thetax changes are projected at $2.6 billion less than in the absence ofthese changes.
In estimating JOIN'S gross costs, inadequate data, uncertainty aboutworker and employer reactions, and uncertainty about administrativecosts made it impossible to insure accuracy. Although lack of timeand money prevented detailed analysis of the biases, it is clear thatmajor sources of bias run in both directions. Among the factors biasingcosts upward are:

(1) The wage rates imputed for single individuals are far toolow; as a result, many single individuals who would appear tobenefit from JOIN in fact would not. The increased surtax onsingle individuals partially offsets this factor, but some upwardbias in the costs of JOIN for single individuals probably remains.Wage rates imputed to other workers also appeared to under-estimate their actual wages.
(2) The assumption that workers who qualify for any JOINbenefits-no matter how low-would participate is unrealistic.

a About 60 percent of the males and about 60 percent of the females who wouldwork in JOIN public jobs live in households with their families.
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Undoubtedly, many would find small JOIN benefits not worth
the time and other costs of application.

(3) The assumption that nearly all workers who earned pre-

JOIN wage rates below $1.80 and who are eligible for public jobs
would move to public jobs is conservative. In fact, employers
would retain most of these workers by raising their wage rates. The

estimates are biased upward to the extent that they overstate
those in public jobs and understate those receiving the wage
subsidy.

(4) The familv and individual incomes reported to census inter-
viewers are lower than actual incomes. Estimates of JOIN net

benefits are correspondingly higher than actual payments would
be.

(5) The estimates are based on paving wage subsidies for each
hour the JOIN recipient works. In fact, JOIN wage subsidies
would cover a maximum of 40 hours per week. Also, the assump-
tion of complete flexibility in hours of special public jobs probably
biases costs upward.

Other factors bias the cost estimates downward. Among them are:
(1) The assumption that the JOIN job guarantee and wage

subsidies do not draw new workers into the labor force. If many
who are not employed and not actively seeking jobs decide to

take special public jobs. ,JOIN's costs could rise substantially.
(2) The assumption that JOIN's wage subsidy would not cause

some drop in wages paid by employers. JOIN's wage subsidy may

draw added workers into the labor market, which would be ex-
pected to lower the wage paid by emplovers. A reduction in the
wage employers pay would mean an increase in the JOIN wage
subsidy payments.

(3) The assumption that workers choose private jobs over
public jobs if the private wage is higher. Workers may prefer
public jobs. despite lower wages, because of job content or loca-
tion. JOIN workers moving from subsidized private jobs to

special public jobs add to budget costs.
(4) Finally, the estimates for administrative and overhead

costs may be low. Experience with job creation efforts in the

United States suggests that administration and overhead costs
would be higher than those assumed for JOIN. But Canada's
local initiatives program achieved low administrative costs
largely by monitoring rather than administering individual
projects.

This paper assumes that the biases exactlY offset each other. Thus,
the gross costs of the JOIN and tax credit plans are estimated at:

Billions

JOIN direct costs_---------------- ---------------- $19. 5

JOIN' administrative and overhead costs --- --------------------- 1. 4
Loss in tax revenues - ----- --------------------------------------- 2.6

Gross Federal cost ---------------------------------------- 23. 5

Since adoption of JOIN and the tax credit would eliminate some
Federal programs and curtail expenditures in others, the gross costs
would far exceed the net costs. Savings in Federal expendTitures de-

pend on such uncertainties as food prices, changes in State welfare
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payment standards, and the enactment of some form of national healthinsurance. The estimated reductions are listed below.
BillionsIncreased social security tax revenue----------------------------------- $0. 5Elimination of Federal matching for AFDC payments ------------------- . 0Elimination of Federal matching for AFDC administration-------------- . 5Elimination of the food stamp program-------------------------------- 6. 3Reduction due to increased contributions for national health insurance____ 1. 0Reductions in expenditures on housing subsidy, school lunch, college loansand grants, and aid to Indians and Cuban refugees------------------- 1. 2

Total expenditure savings…-------------------------------------- 14. 5
Subtracting the expenditure savings of $14.5 billion from the grosscosts of $23.5 billion leaves a net cost to the Federal budget of $9 billion.Thus, for the JOIN and tax credit plans not to increase the Federalbudget deficit $9 billion would have to be raised through tax increasesand other expenditure cuts. Of course, such painful steps might not benecessary if the natural yearly increase in tax revenues resulting fromgrowth in personal income is used to finance JOIN and the tax credit.And if demand expansion is called for to stimulate growth and toreduce unemployment, for example, the increase in the budget deficitresulting from the JOIN and tax credit plans might be desirable.
Although the $9 billion figure represents a realistic estimate of thenew costs of JOIN and the tax credit in 1975, it is possible to attain costsavings and shifts in benefits by adjusting some features of the plan.

One recommendation is to require that single individuals use the unad-justed surtax formula. That is, instead of paying a surtax based ontheir income and their hours in the program, single individual wouldhave to pay the full 25 percent of earnings and 50 percent of nonem-ployment income. This change alone would save $600 million. An-other change might be to eliminate coverage of all single individuals
or of those between age 1.8 and 20. The first step would be drastic, butit would save about $6 billion. The second might be justified on theground that many young singles can obtain parental support. Theprobable cost savings of not covering 18- to 20-year-olds would be about$3 billion. Both of these steps would also reduce substantially the num-
ber of public jobs that would have to be created. Restricting the cover-age of single individuals may be wise and necessary action in order tophiase in JOIN sensibly. But moving away from the comprehensive
nature of JOIN would be inequitable and would limit JOIN's effective-ness in dealing with the serious problems of youth unemployment.64

Those who desire higher family benefits could raise the publicemployment wage from $2.30 to $2.50 or higher and the wage subsidytarget wage from $3 to $3.50 or higher. If single individuals are ex-
cluded from these increases, the added costs would be moderate. Mlov-ing, from $2.30 to a $2.40 public job wage and increasing the target
wage to $3.10 would add less than $450 million to total program costs.
Althougl further 10-cent wage increases would cost more, the percent-age increase in program coverage would probably be less than the

X The unemployment rate for 18-20 years-olds is consistently well above thenational average. The March 1074 unemployment rate for 18-19 year-old, full-timeworkers was 14.2 percent. Although many young single individuals do obtainhelp from other family members, others may resort to the street when they
cannot find jobs.
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potential cost savings from restricting the coverage of single individ-
uals. Of course, wage guarantees to families could also be increased
by raising the overall program costs.

By How Much Does JOIN Raise Family Inomes?

The primary purpose of JOIN is to increase the income opportuni-
ties of the poor and near-poor. Their actual income gains depend
largely on the degree to which they participate in JOIN's job guar-
antee and wage subsidy programs. In preparing the simulations for

this paper, it was assumed that all eligible workers would apply for

JOIN, but that they would not increase or decrease their time spent
in the labor force. Thus, the cash income gains for JOIN participants
would come from four sources:

(a) JOIN's wage subsidy and job guarantee components would
raise the wage rate of participants during hours of employment.

(b) JOIN's job guarantee component would provide emplov-
ment and earnings to participants during hours previously spent
unemployed.

(c) JOIN's income guarantee component would increase in-
comes of some one-parent families in part by paying higher bene-
fits than they now receive from AFDC.

(d) The replacement of the $750 personal exemption with a
$170 refundable credit would increase the incomes of most low-
and middle-income families.

To assess JOIN's total impact on family income, this section com-
pares pre-JOIN with post-JOIN incomes for various types of fam-
ilies. In principle. one should use a measure of spendable income-
income after taxes and after Government transfer benefits. Unfortu-
nately, the data do not include Government in-kind benefits in spite

of their importance to low-income families. This omission affects the
comparisons to the extent that the level of in-kind benefits may be

higher before than after the introduction of JOIN. The largest effect
of this kind is the elimination of food stamps. Since food stamps are
not included as income, pre-JOIN incomes appearing below are under-
estimates of what total pre-JOIN incomes would be. The comparisons
are between pre-JOIN and post-JOIN cash incomes.

The income comparisons for families of different sizes appear in

table 7. The number in a particular cell represents the average pre-

JOIN or post-JOIN net income (gross income minus taxes plus cash
income transfer benefits) for families of a given size and whose gross
incomes lie within a given income class. For example, the average post-

JOIN net income among families of four whose gross pre-JOIN in-
come was between $2,000 and $2,999 would be $4,088. The average
income gain for this subgroup is $1,588, or $4,088 minus the pre-JOIN
average net income of $2,500. Note that $1,588 is the average gain for
all families in the subgroup, not simply those families with JOIN
participants.



TABLE 7.-JOIN's impact on net family incomes byjamily size I

AlU families Family size 2 Family size 4 Family size 6
Pre-JOIN gross Net Net Net NNet Net Net Net Netincome class 2 pro-JOIN post-JOIN pre-JOIN post-JOIN pre-JOIN post-JOIN pre-JOIN post-JOIN

$0 to $999 -396 1, 430 375 1, 608 296 2, 750 250 3, 100$1,000 to $1,999 -1, 537 2, 044 1, 554 2, 246 l, 500 3, 458 1, 429 3, 857$2,000 to $2,999 -2, 484 2, 933 2, 511 2, 950 2, 500 4, 088 2, 448 4, 413 t-$3,000 to $3,999 -3, 481 3, 898 3, 512 3, 943 3, 493 4, 291 3, 444 4, 815 9$4,000 to $4,999 -4, 489 4, 814 4, 488 4, 819 4, 533 5, 225 4, 464 5, 835$5,000 to $5,999 _ 5, 506 5, 786 5, 502 5, 744 5, 500 6, 102 5, 511 6, 370$6,000 to $7,999 - 7, 008 7, 220 6, 988 7, 115 7, 056 7, 422 7, 132 7, 808$8,000 to $9,999 -9, 055 9, 132 8, 991 9, 033 9, 038 9, 216 9, 0l6 9, 455$10,000 to $14,999 -12, 344 12, 406 12, 301 12, 283 12, 394 12, 488 12, 470 12, 658$15,000+ -24, 748 24, 659 26, 016 25, 849 22, 898 22, 834 25, 323 25, 342

l Net family income equals gross income minus Federal income taxes plus all cash transfer payments.2 Pre-JOIN gross income equals gross income plus all cash transfer payments.
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The comparisons show that low-income families would register
sizable gains in cash income. The dollar gains would be the highest for
families with the lowest pre-JOIN incomes and for the largest families.
Looking down the column with income estimates for families of four,
one finds that estimated gains are a hefty $1,958 for families in the
$1,000-$1,999 class; the increases remain substantial but decline as one
moves up the income brackets. Near-poor families of four (in the
$5,000-$5,999 class) would gain a $602 average increase. Within each
gross income class, JOIN's impact rises with family size. In the $6,000-
$7.999 income class,J the average gain for a family of six is $676, well
above the $127 and $366 gains for families of two and four. The reasons
benefits rise with family size are the tax credits and the fact that large
families contain more workers, and thus more potential JOIN par-
ticipants than small ones.

JOIN ld be effective in channeling its benefits toward the lowest
income families. For example, as shown in table S. families with gross
pre-JOIN incomes of less than $4,000 will make up about 20 percent of
the population but would receive 64 percent of the cash income gains.
About 85 percent of the net income gains would go to families whose
pre-JOIN incomes are less than $6.000. According to estimates of

JOIN's impact on the poverty population, JOIN would cut in half the
poverty gap for families with two or more members. The cash incomes
of the poor would rise by $7.8 billion, or about two-thirds of the total
cash income gain estimated and over 90 percent of JOIN's net costs.

TABLE 8.-Share of total income gains by income class

Total income
Number of gain 3 (in
families (in Percent of Average net billions of Percent of

Pre-JOIN gross income' thousands) families income gain 2 dollars) total gain

$0 to $999 -2, 068 2. 8 1, 034 2. 138 17.7
$1,000 to $1,999 -3, 642 5. 0 507 1. 846 15. 3

S2,000 to $2,999 -4, 668 6. 4 449 2. 096 17. 4
$3,000 to $3,999 -3, 878 5.3 417 1.579 13. 1

$4,000 to $4,999 -3, 878 5. 3 325 1.255 10. 4

$5,000 to $5,999 -3, 838 5. 2 280 1. 075 9. 0

$6,000 to $7.999 -7, 970 10.8 212 1. 690 14.0
S8,000 to $9,999 - , 217 11.2 77 . 633 5. 2
$10,000 to $14,999 - 17, 523 23.8 62 1.086 9. 0
$15,000 +- 17, 647 24.0 -89 -1. 571 -13. 0

Total - 73, 508 99.8 164 12.078 100. 0

1 Pre-JOIN gross income equals gross income plus all cash transfer payments.
3Net income gain equals net post-JOIN income minus net pre-JOIN income.

See table 7.
3 The $12,000,000,000 figure for JOIN's aggregate income gain is higher than

JOIN's $9,000,000,000 cost primarily because table 8 measures only increases in

cash income. In fact, the gains in total income would be lower than those appear-
ing in tables 7 and 8 since low-income families would lose food stamp benefits and

would pay more for housing and other noncash subsidies. Other factors that ac-

count for the difference between JOIN's income gains and its net costs are the
underreporting of welfare income, the reduced State welfare expenditures, and
the extent to which public employment payments cost more to the government
than they gain for the recipient.
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Although JOIN income guarantees are lower than AFDC incomeplus food stamp guarantees in the median State, JOIN would raise theaverage cash income of families with AFDC income. Replacing AFDCwith JOIN would mean an average cash gain of $532 per family withAFDC income. The gains would be largest for families with the lowestincomes. The average cash income of the 862,000 families with AFDCincome whose total pre-.JOIN incomes were less than $3,000 would risefrom $1.979 to $3.195. These gains would occur mostly because JOINwould narrow the current wide State payment differentials.JOIN's largest regional impact on family income would occur in theSouth, since its wages and welfare payments are the lowest of thefour regions. Over 50 percent of the total income gains from JOINwoul( go to southern families, although they make up only 30 percentof the Nation's families. Interestingly, southern families would gainlarger increases both because they are concentrated most heavily inthe bottom income classes and because their gains are highest withinincome classes. For example, the average net income of families in the$3.000-$3.999 income class would be about $3,500 in the pre-JOINsituation. JOIN would raise the income of southern families in thisgroup to $4.148, an increase of about $650, while the gains for familiesin the Northeast, North Central, and West regions would be only$209, $341, and $292. The probable reason for this effect is that povertyin the South. relative to poverty in other regions, is more related toinsufficient earnings than to the problem of one-parent families. JOIN'swork-related approach is therefore especially beneficial to the South.The percentage of total hours worked spent in JOIN public jobs wouldbe about 5.6 percent in the South, as compared to 3.0, 3.1, and 4.5 per-cent in the Northeast, North Central, and West regions.

How Does JOIN Affect Work Patterns?
Millions of workers would participate in the JOIN wage subsidy orwork at the JOIN public job. A large number of these workers wouldearn wage subsidies or public job wages for a small number of hours.Nevertheless, the total impact on work patterns would be significant.This section first considers the effects of the job guarantee, includingthe number of new jobs required, the types of workers in public jobs,the location of the public jobs, and the industries and occupations fromwhich public workers are drawn. The second part of the sectionexamines the potential effects of the JOIN wage subsidies.JOIN would create public jobs for low-wage workers during theirweeks of employment and unemployment and for moderate-wage work-ers during their weeks of unemployment. The best way of summarizingthe job creation effort is to convert hours worked in JOIN public jobsto full-time, year-round equivalent jobs.65 The assumption is thatprogram managers could create full-time, year-round openings whichone or more workers would fill for the full year. Of course, it is anexaggeration to suggest that the managers could match openings andworkers completely, but the assumption greatly simplifies theexposition.

es Full-time, year-round equivalent jobs equal the number of hours worked inpublic jobs divided by 2,000 hours.

44-271-5-7 5
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The total number of JOIN jobs is substantial. As table 9 shows,

nearly 2.5 million JOIN public jobs would have to be created. It is

noteworthy that 56 percent of the public jobs would result from ap-

plications of single individuals. As noted above, the wages imputed to

single individuals appear biased downward. If this is true, then the

number of public jobs could be overestimated significantly. Another

reason for an overestimate is the conservative assumption about the

extent to which employers retain their workers by meeting the Govern-

ment's wage offer. Even if the number of jobs to be created is an

overestimate, JOIN administrators still have a massive job creation

task.

TABLE 9.-Number of JOIN public jobs by family type and by employ-
ment status of workers

Number of full-time, year-round equivalent public jobs (in thousands) 1

Group 1- Group 2- Group 3-
1-parent all other married
families families couples

with at least with with=ut Group
I child children children single

Public job covers- under 14 under 18 under 18 individuals Total

1. Workers with low
wages during
weeks worked 2-__ 153 388 286 1,026 1,853

2. Workers with low
wages during
weeks unem-
ployed 2__________. 7 68 46 182 303

3. Workers with mod-
erate wages dur-
ing weeks
unemployed 3_____. 7 91 50 173 321

Total- 167 547 382 1, 381 2,477

I The number of full-time, year-round equivalent public jobs represents the total hours in public employ-

nsent divid'd by 2,000 hours.
2 These workers are projected to earn wage rates below $1.80 in the absence of JOIN. For this group, row I

is the crst e At imate of employing such workers in public jobs during weeks they otherwise would work in low

wage private jobs. Row 2 is the estimate of employing such workers in public jobs during weeks they other-

wise would be unemployed.
3 These workers had wazges between $1.80 and $3 during their weeks worked.

Note.-The estimates of hours in public employment are derived from the cost simulation results discussed

in a he text. To determine hours in public employment, we divided gross public employment payments

before surtax deductions by $2.30.

In one sense, this task may be regarded as a great burden. But in

another sense, the Government is getting a bargain. With a net cost of

$6.6 billion for the entire JOIN program, not including the tax credit,

the Government cost per job is well under $3,000. A modestly success-

ful creation effort could yield more in public benefits than the Gov-

ernment's costs. Another way of looking at the problem is to consider

the social cost measured in lost private output. If the public workers

would produce considerably less in public projects than they would

have in private jobs, then there would be a loss in total national

output. Taxpayers might get a bargain in adding jobs at low cost,

but consumers would lose as the reduced private output drove prices

up. One factor that mitigates losses in private output is that about one

out of four of the public jobs would be filled by workers who would
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have been unemployed in the absence of JOIN. The output loss theyinduce is near zero. Another factor is that production by JOIN work-ers might substitute for production by higher-skill, conventional pub-lic employees. Such substitution would improve overall labor produc-tivity, could lower the costs of public services, and would mean a farsmaller addition to total public employment.To assess the extent of lost private output, it is useful to ask fromwhich industries those filling the public jobs come. The simulationestimates indicate that 58 percent of workers would come from suchlabor-intensive industries as retail trade, personal services, and profes-sional and related services. Less than 14 percent of workers wouldcome from manufacturing. Thus, most of the public workers wouldcome from low productivity industries. The fact that most of theseworkers would not have worked with much capital in their privatejobs means that lowv overhead public jobs would not necessarily be lessproductive.
The location of public jobs may also affect their productivity. Al-though the locations are broadly representative of total hours of em-ployment, the southern and rural areas are overrepresented. The south-ern and rural areas, which contain 30 and 20 percent of the laborforce, would gain 42 and 28 percent of JOIN jobs. This result is some-what unfortunate in that work stations have to be highly dispersed.On the other hand, many of these JOIN workers would come fromfarms, where rapid gains in productivity are continuing to eliminatejobs for low-skill workers. The large number of rural workers addsto the importance of using the job creation approach operating underthe local initiative program (LIP) in Canada. Reliance on local ini-tiative to design projects was especially successful in Canadian ruralareas. The LIP approach is particularly conducive to development ofmany small projects, as is necessary in rural areas. Another advantageof job creation in rural areas is the easier development of constructionprojects. These areas do not contain powerful construction unions,and their housing needs are substantial. JOIN, in cooperation withother agencies, could develop homebuilding programs in rural areasthat utilize local low-wage workers.

Turning to the distribution of wage subsidies, one finds similar loca-tional and industrial patterns. Again, workers in southern and ruralareas would receive the highest proportions of benefits. Of all hourssubsidized, 54 percent would be in the South and 33 percent would bein rural areas. The industrial distribution of wage subsidy recipientswould differ somewhat from that of public job recipients. The shiftwould be primarily from personal services to manufacturing. Whileabout 20 percent of public job workers would come from personalservices and 13 percent from manufacturing, only 7 percent of hourssubsidized would be in personal services as compared to 24 percent inmanufacturing. This shift would ease the problem of administeringthe wage subsidy since fewer workers would be in the industry inwhich hours worked are easiest to misreport.Although JOIN benefits would be concentrated amon- workers inlow-wage areas and industries, JOIN's impact on overall wage andemployment patterns probably would not be significant. In most areasand industries, about 5 percent of vworkers would earn higher wagesthrough wage subsidies and public jobs. JOIN's maximum impact
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would occur in the southern and rural areas and in the retail trade and

personal services industries, where 10 percent or fewer workers would

receive JOIN wage subsidies or take JOIN public jobs.

JOIN would cause some narrowing of differentials in gross wages

received by workers, but its impact on wages paid by employers would

probably be small. Although the simulations presented here show sub-

stantially more workers taking public jobs than receiving wage sub-

sidies, this result is due largely to the assumption of a high elasticity

of labor demand. In fact, it is likely that the upward wage pressure

-generated by JOIN job guarantees would be off set by downward pres-

sure resulting from the JOIN wage subsidy. The relative incidence of

public jobs and wage subsidies would be similar among most areas and

industries. For example, 28 percent of JOIN public workers would

come from rural areas, thereby driving up rural wages ? but 33 percent

of hours subsidized would be in rural areas, thereby lowering rural

wages.
The exceptions would be in the manufacturing and personal services

industries. As noted above, manufacturing workers would benefit more

from the wage subsidy than from public jobs while the opposite would

be true for workers in personal services industries.

Does JOIN Cause Production Losses and Social Costs?

One fear about the JOIN program is that it might cause substantial

production losses. If JOIN public jobs were unproductive, then na-

tional output would fall by the amount JOIN workers would have

produced in the private sector. An additional decline would result from

hiring new public employees to administer JOIN.66 How serious is

this problem?
The largest potential output loss is the amount JOIN public workers

would have produced in conventional jobs. Making the usual assump-

tion that workers are paid according to their marginal contribution to

output, one may approximate the value of lost output by calculating

the amount of wages JOIN public workers would have earned in the

absence of JOIN. A high estimate of this figure is $6 billion.67

Administrative costs also represent losses in national output. The

employees and other inputs necessary to administer JOIN could be

used to produce other goods and services. Although one can only specu-

late about JOIN's total administrative costs, they should not exceed

$2 billion. A $2 billion administrative cost is twice the projected cost

of administering AFDC. While AFDC administrators do not have to

perform job creation and monitoring functions. AFDC costs are al-

ready unnecessarily high because of the program's complexity, the

large numbers of separate administrative units, and the slow adoption

of modern management techniques.

Another potential cost is the loss due to labor market distortions introduced

by the JOIN' wage subsidy. These are likely to be minimal since the JOIN public

job component would push wages upward and would offset wage declines result-

ing from the wage subsidy.
e This estimate comes from the simulations described earlier. A direct estimate

is available of the hours JOIN public workers would have worked in private jobs.

All would have earned less than $1.80 per hour during those hours. Using $1.70

as the average private wage yields the $6 billion estimate.
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Combining the $2 billion in administration costs with the $6 billion
in foregone production by JOIN public workers yields a total loss of
$8 billion. But this estimate is based on assuming a zero value of output
for JOIN public workers, hardly a reasonable assumption. JOIN par-
ticipants would work about 5 billion hours in JOIN public jobs. If
their labor were worth only $1 per hour, JOIN output would equal
$5 billion. Thus, the gain in JOIN output would offset most of the loss
in private output.

V. JOIN's ADVANTAGE OVER STANDARD PUBLIC, SERVICE
EMPLOYMENT PROGRAMS

Proposals for expanded public service employment programs have
attracted a large following in recent months. With high rates of infla-
tion forcing a policy of restraint on the President, the Congress, and
the Federal Reserve Board, many see public service employment
(PSE) programs as the best feasible way to combat the high and
growing unemployment rates. The cost to the Government is low
since nearly every dollar goes toward hiring added workers, and the
cost in inflation is low since the jobs are targeted toward high unem-
ployment areas and disadvantaged workers.

Although JOIN too would expand public employment substantially,
it differs significantly from recent PSE proposals. JOIN offers a
number of advantages over expanded PSE programs. It would reduce
unemployment more at any rate of inflation; it would help the dis-
advantaged more at any level of Federal expenditures; and it would
do far more to reform the Nation's welfare system. After describing
the major differences between JOIN and PSE proposals, this chapter
shows why JOIN is superior as a macroeconomic tool and as a measure
to improve equity.

How Do PSE Progranem Differ F'ro',m JOIAN?

PSE programs were launched by the Emergency Employment Act
of 1971 (EEA) and now operate under the Comprehensive Employ-
ment and Training Act of 1973 (CETA). Most proposals for ex-
panded PSE simply call for expanding expenditures and job creation
under CETA. Except for scale, the recent proposals are similar inutilizing the approach embodied under EEA and CETA. JOIN's
program design is entirely different from the design of EEA and
CETA. The following are the most important differences:

(1) PSE programs offer a fixed number of moderate wage
jobs; JOIN guarantees one public job at low wages to all families
and single individuals.

(2) PSE programs attempt to channel jobs toward the disad-
vantaged primarily by stating the intent of Congress; JOIN in-
sures that jobs go to the neediest families by means of a surtax on
the other family income.

(3) PSE programs focus their direct employment-creating
efforts exclusively on jobs in the public sector; JOIN's wage
subsidy component encourages expanded private sector employ-
ment.

(4) PSE programs are temporary, countercyclical measures that
operate on top of the existing system of income supplement pro-
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grams; JOIN is a permanent program that reforms much of the

current welfare system.
(5) PSE programs rely entirely on existing State and local

government bureaucracies to create jobs; JOIN utilizes the initia-

tive of nongovernment institutions and individuals and requires

Federal, State, and local agencies to compete for funds.

How Well Do PSE Programs and JOIN Fight Unemploymvent?

The conventional policy for combating high aggregate unemploy-

ment rates is to expand the demand for goods and services in the

economy. Unfortunately, current high inflation rates rule out general

expansionary policies. The high unemployment-high inflation

dilemma adds urgency to the search for tools that reduce unemploy-

ment without fueling inflation.68

In the current economic situation, the employment strategy must

limit price pressure emanating from product and labor markets. One

way to contain pressure on product markets is to maximize the employ-

ment impact for any given dollar increase in aggregate demand. Here

PSE is less effective than JOIN. First, although each Federal dollar

spent on PSE programs is intended for the hiring of additional pub-

lic employees, some Federal dollars simply substitute for normal State

and local payroll expenditures. Studies attempting to estimate the

importance of this substitution effect suggest that about 50 percent of

PSE dollars refinance old jobs rather than create new ones.69 To the

extent that PSE monev ends up going to State and local taxpayers or

toward normal State and local expenditures, PSE's employment im-

pact per dollar increase in demand is no better than general expansion

measures. Under the JOIN program, the ability of State and local

governments to refinance positions with Federal dollars would be far

more limited. Competition for JOIN job creation funds with non-

governmental institutions and Federal agencies would mean that State

and local agencies would receive project funds only if they submitted

winning proposals. JOIN administrators could exert greater control

to assure that little substitution takes place. Further, JOIN's low wage

offers and ban against State and local government wage supplementa-
tion would prevent them from financing their normal higher paid

positions with JOIN funds.
Second, the fact that wage offers are lower under JOIN than under

PSE programs means that JOIN would add more to employment for

a given increase in aggregate demand. The cost of full-time, year-

round JOIN salaries are a maximum of $4,600, considerably less than

the $7.000-$8,000 levels common in PSE programs. The third cost

' Economists disagree on whether there exists a short-run tradeoff between

unemployment and inflation or a natural unemployment rate below which ac-

celerating rates of inflation are set off. But they agree on the desirability of

finding tools other than aggregate demand policies to reduce unemployment.

Among the more popular proposals in the 1960's were expanded training programs

and repealing the minimum wage. More recently, suggestions have been made to

expand greatly the role of the Employment Service and to restructure the finan-

cial incentives in the unemployment insurance system.
'For a number of these estimates, see U.S. Department of Labor, Office of the

Assistant Secretary for Policy, Evaluation, and Research, "An Impact Evaluation

of the Public Employment Program," by George Johnson and James Tomola,

Technical Analysis Paper No. 17, Washington, D.C., April 1974, pp. 5-17.
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issue relates to savings in Government transfer payments. Many claimthat PSE program reduce the costs of other programs on the basis ofthe hope that PSE dollars go to hire large proportions of workers whootherwise would receive food stamps, welfare payments, and unem-ployment insurance. JOIN insures savings in other programs by usingits income guarantee and work subsidy components to replace foodstamps and welfare.
Another advantage of JOIN over PSE programs is its higher effec-tiveness in limiting the demand pressure on nonlabor inputs, such asenergy and other materials. Although both JOIN and PSE programsencourage Government production to become more labor-intensive,

only JOIN through its wage subsidy provides similar financial incen-tives to private producers. Since the private sector contains a widerrange of production options and probably greater responsiveness tofinancial incentives, JOIN's wage subsidy may add to employmentwithout undue pressure on the market for other inputs. Further, thewage subsidy may also create more jobs per dollar increase in aggre-gate demand than public employment programs.
Turning to the impact of JOIN and PSE programs on labor mar-ket pressure, one again finds that JOIN is likely to be less inflationary.The best way to limit pressure on labor markets is to channel the jobstoward disadvantaged workers, since they generally face the highestunemployment rates. Here PSE programs have a poor record. In re-cent experience under the Emergency Employment Act, only 17 per-cent of the workers hired met the official criteria of "disadvan-taged." 70 In fact, Johnson and Tomola found that EEA employeesaveraged higher levels of schooling than the entire experienced laborforce. For example, 70 percent of EEA employees completed highschool as compared to 61 percent of the experienced labor force.7 Incontrast, JOIN's payment structure insures that only those with thepoorest alternative job opportunities would choose to work in publicjobs. Comparing data on EEA workers with the simulation findings onthe expected efects of JOIN, one finds that JOIN would employ ahigher share of workers from slack labor markets. Youth and women,who bear the highest unemployment rates, would make up about 30and 53 percent of JOIN workers, as compared to 22 and 28 percent ofEEA workers.72 Workers from welfare families would gain a farhigher share of JOIN jobs than the 12 percent they obtained underEEA. JOIN workers would also come from industries with competi-tive labor markets. The simulations provide information on the indus-try and occupation in which JOIN workers last found employment.About 40 percent had last worked in the retail trade or personal serv-ices industries. Only 6 percent had been affiliated with the durablegoods manufacturing industry, the industry with unions which tradi-tionally exert strong wage-push pressure. Upward wage pressure onthe low-wage industries losing workers to special public jobs wouldbe offset by JOIN's wage subsidy.

0 Sar Levitan and Robert Taggart, "Summary Report I: An Overview,"Emnergency Employment Act: The PEP Generation (Salt Lake City: OlympusPublishing Co., 1974), p. 26.
! U.S. Department of Labor, "An Impact Evaluation of the Public EmploymentProgram."
*2Levitan and Taggart, pp. 27-28.
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How Well Do PSE and JOIN Programs Help the Disadvantaged and
Promote Equity?

Helping the disadvantaged and promoting equity are important

long-run goals. But they are also complementary with the goal of re-

ducing unemployment in the short run. As noted above, targeting the

added jobs toward disadvantaged workers probably would cause the

least upward pressure on wages and prices. And relieving the special

burdens on the lowest income families makes a policy of economic re-

straint more tolerable and easier for policyinakers to impose.

One potential benefit to disadvantaged workers of PSE and JOIN

programs is their impact on artificial hiring criteria. Many argue that

irrelevant education and experience requirements exclude disadvan-

taged workers from good jobs and prevent an expanded labor supply

from relieving wage pressure.7 3 State and local governments are

among the most conspicuous offenders. Overly rigid civil service rules

and defensive public employee unions often perpetuate clearly irrele-

vant hiring criteria. 7 4 Thus far, PSE programs have failed to help

disadvantaged workers avoid these employment barriers. Under EEA,

few State and local governments reformed their civil service proce-

dures or restructured jobs in spite of the legislative mandate to do So.71

This conclusion even applies to the demonstration projects especially

designed to hire large numbers of welfare recipients.76

JOIN avoids the problem of artificial hiring criteria by channeling

money and jobs through nongovernmental institutions and by limiting

eligibility for JOIN jobs. If State and local agencies do use unrealis-

tically high hiring standards for jobs that could be performed by less

skilled workers, nongovernmental institutions may be able to perform

some tasks in less costly ways. JOIN administrators would be recep-

tive to proposals for low cost ways to perform various tasks, including

those traditionally done by State and local agencies. Since JOIN ad-

ministrators would not have to channel money through State and local

agencies, JOIN could require that agencies bidding for JOIN proj -

ect funds must reform their hiring criteria for conventional jobs.

JOIN would target more jobs to the disadvantaged than PSE pro-

grams for another important reason. By offering a large number of low

wage jobs, JOIN insures that jobs go to those with the poorest alterna-

tives. In contrast, PSE programs offer a limited number of jobs pay-

ing at least $7,000-$8,000 per year. This figure exceeded the earnings

of 20 million full-time workers with 50-52 weeks of employment, over

one-third of all year-round, full-time workers in 1972. Nearly 10 mil-

lion year-round, full-time workers then earned between $5,000 and

$7,000.77 It is no wonder that PSE jobs look attractive to an enormous

7. See, for example, U.S. Congress, Joint Economic Committee, The American

Distribution of Income, Lester Thurow and Robert E. B. Lucas (Washington,

D.C.: Government Printing Office. 1972).

74 Marilyn Gittrell, "Public Employment and the Public Service," Public Service

Employment, An Anialysis of Its History, Problems, and Prospects, ed., Gartner,

Nixon, and Reissman (New York: Praeger Publications, 1973), pp. 121-142.
7 5Levitan and Taggart, p. 36; Emergency Employment Act, Statutes at Large,

LXXXV (1973).
" See the Auerbach Associates report to the U.S. Department of Labor, "Lower-

ing Artificial Barriers to Public Employment of the Disadvantaged: The Wel-

fare Demonstration Program and Institutional Change." June 29,1973.

77 U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census "Money Income in 1972

of Families and Persons in the United States," Current Population Reports, Series

P-60 (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1973), pp. 132-33.
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number of workers who would not normally be considered "disad-vantaged." The desire of Government managers to hire good workersand the pressure from personnel people and public employee unionsto maintain civil service hiring criteria adds to the likelihood thatPSE jobs will not generally go to disadvantaged workers.
PSE's high wage policy is especially disturbing on grounds of pro-moting equity. Even supposing the PSE managers can target jobsto people whose earnings would have been no higher than $5,000 peryear, the subsidy elements in PSE would be inequitable. A PSE pro-gram offering 1 million jobs would cover only a small proportion of allpersons with earnings under $5,000 who desire such jobs. As a result,the PSE program would be providing a considerable subsidy to 5-8percent of all eligibles and nothing to the rest, except some moderatepressure on the general wage level. PSE's distributional efficiency isalso limited by the fact that many moderate-wage jobs go to secondaryworkers and single individuals, whose needs are well under those ofmany family heads unable to find any job.
JOIN is a far more equitable proposal. Every family and individualwould be eligible for a wage subsidy or public job, not just a lucky few.Further, JOIN's surtax provision takes account of the differentialneeds of different types of family units, thereby improving the extentto which JOIN targets its job opportunities toward the neediest fam-ilies. The JOIN program recognizes the goal of assuring good jobs toall Americans who want to work. Unfortunately, scarce Governmentfunds limit the JOIN job offers to one per family and to low wageoffers. Still, JOIN does guarantee that no family will be without asource of employment.
The JOIN guarantees would improve the conduct of macroeconomicpolicy directly and indirectly. Insuring that all family units are ableto have at least one paid full-time worker avoids the excessive unem-ployment burden normally borne by low-wage workers and low-incomefamilies. With an equitable sharing of the burden of economic re-straint, such a policy becomes easier to impose in inflationary periods.



JOBS AND INCOME (JOIN): A LABOR MARKET

ANALYSIS

By R. I. LERMAN, C. D. MAcRAE, and A. M. J. YEZER*

I. INTRODUCTION

A major controversy in the welfare reform rebate is whether to

adopt an employment subsidy program or a purely income-conditioned

program. An important limitation of such income-conditioned pro-

grams as the negative income tax (NIT) is their effect on the financial

reward for working. In order to assure poor families a moderate

income at reasonable costs to the taxpayer under an NIT, the implicit

tax rate on earned income of recipients would have to reach near 50

percent or higher. The substantial reduction in the financial return

to work and the provision of an income guarantee could trigger a

reduction in work hours. And, if not, the NIT might still be considered

unfair because it narrows greatly the income differences among per-

sons working at the same wage but for considerably different num-

bers of hours.
Many work subsidy programs have been proposed as alternatives

to the NIT, but these programs also may have some undesirable eco-

nomic effects. Wage subsidies themselves could lower work hours, as

much or more than an NIT.1 To some extent they may reduce the

wages employers pay, thereby offsetting Government attempts to raise

the incomes of low wage workers. And wage subsidies may channel too

large a share of Government dollars toward secondary workers in

middle and upper income families. Guaranteed employment plans may

draw laborers from the private sector and may cause employers to

reduce their employment of low-wage workers, again raising the Gov-

ernment costs per dollar of improvement in the incomes of poor and

near-poor families.
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Theoretically, work subsidy plans could induce a wide range of
effects on labor supply, wage rates, and poverty.2 The actual outcome
depends on the precise nature of the subsidy program and on the re-
actions of -workers and employers. Although the few empirical studies
of work subsidy plans provide some useful results, their value is
limited by the failure to take account of the demand side of the labor
market.3

The purpose of this paper is to simulate the wage, employment
and, hence, earnings effects of a proposed work subsidy program. The
Jobs and Income proposal (JOIN) is a comprehensive one that would,
replace several existing welfare programs. The JOIN design attempts
to overcome some important criticisms of work subsidy programs. To
focus program benefits on the poorest families, JOIN utilizes a surtax
on total family income. This surtax varies somewhat with the pre-
sunied needs of different kinds of families. To avoid substantial reduc-
tions in the wages employers pay or in the number of low-wage
workers they hire, JOIN has both wage subsidy and guaranteed job
ce(iponents. aUsing either program alone could result in low cost-
eieactvelness, depending on how demand for low-wage workers
changes with wage-rate changes. The substantial uncertainty about
employer reactions makes the combination wage-subsidy, guaranteed-
job approach advisable. A third component of JOIN is an income
guarantee available onlv to one-parent families with at least one child
under age 14. Although this feature is not efficient because of its cate-
gForical nature, the only alternative may be that the Federal Govern-
ment. provide child care to all such families to free the parents for
lull-time work.

Estimating the impact of JOIN on the wages employers pay, on the
levels of employment in conventional jobs and in special public jobs,
and on the incomes of low-income families is an extraordinarily dif-
ficult task. Perhaps the largest problem is the uncertainty about how
workers and employers would react to the JOIN program. Even the
direction of JOIN effects on the labor supplied by workers and the
number of workers demanded by employers is ambiguous. A higher
wage through the wage subsidy or special public job may cause work-
ers to increase or decrease their time at work. The surtax on other
family earnings might cause the second earner to reduce his work time
but the surtax on family unearned income could raise the work time
of all family members. Demand for workers by conventional em-
ployers could rise if the JOIN wage subsidy allows employers to pay
lower wages. But employment demand could also fall since the public
employment component of JOIN might increase the wages employers
must pay.

These worker and employer responses could exert a considerable im-
pact on the Government costs and the income gains that result fromthe JOIN program. In order to take such responses into account, the

See for example, Peter Mieszkowski, "The Indirect Market Effects of Wage-Snchjc(-s and Public Employment programs," this volume; and Jonothan Kessel-
man. "A Comprehensive Approaeh to Income Maintenance: SVIET,"' Jourmil ofPublic Econonics, February 1973, pp. 59-88.

Samuel Rea, Jr., "Trade-Offs Between Alternative Income Maintenance Pro-grams," in Studies in Public Welfare, Paper No. 13, Subeommittee on Fiscal
Policy, Joint Economic Committee, U.S. Congress (U.S. Government Printing
Office, Washington 1974) ; see, however, Michael Barth, "Market Effects of a
Wage Subsidy," Industrial and Labor Relation8 Review, April 1974, pp. 575-585.
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paper utilizes an econometric model of the market for labor. The

model includes equations representing how workers react to wage

and income changes and how employers react to wage changes. The

model also uses the notion that adjustments in the market yield a

wage rate at which the amount of labor workers are willing to provide

is equal to the amount of labor firms are willing to employ. The model

offers a systematic approach to estimating the impact of JOIN

on changes in labor supply and demand, which in turn determine

changes in wage rates, conventional employment, and special public

employment.
A combined program of wage subsidies, public employment and

income guarantees has the potential for transferring a work subsidy

to participants without dissipating the benefits of the subsidy

to nonparticipants through higher market wage rates or displacing

them with lower wage rates. The reason for this potential is that the

wage subsidy would tend to increase manhours supplied to the private

sector while the income guarantee and public employment would tend

to work in the opposite direction. If this potential is realized then the

program would be labor market neutral. By this we mean that it

would transfer benefits to participants through the fiscal process with-

out also transferring benefits or costs to nonparticipants through the

labor market. If the program is truly market neutral, then the costs

are borne solely through the fiscal mechanism.
The primary objective of this paper is to determine the labor

market effects of JOIN, in particular the degree to which the program

would be market neutral. Both the structure of JOIN and a particular

set of program parameters have already been presented in the first

paper of this volume. In this paper we simulate a JOIN program with

the same structure but with a higher level of family benefits. We simu-

late an alternative set of program parameters both because there is

room for reasonable debate regarding the appropriate parameters and

because we believe that within limits the scale of benefits is less im-

portant than the structure of the program in determining market

neutrality. Moreover, since we are concerned with the market effects

of a combined wage subsidy, public employment, and income guaran-

tee program, we believe that these effects will stand out more clearly

with higher benefit levels. Lower benefits would in general only di-

minish labor market effects.
The next section describes the JOIN program. Following this de-

scription is a translation of the program's benefit structure into effects

on wages and nonemployment income. How JOIN influences the wage

rates and nonemployment income of each family type largely deter-

mines JOIN's impact on labor supply. The fourth section explains the

State labor market model used to stimulate JOIN. The simulations pro-

vide predictions of how JOIN would affect wages, employment, in-

comes, and program payments to participants if introduced in 1976.

The next section reports and interprets these simulation results and

points out their limitations. The final section presents a summary and

conclusions.
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II. A DESCRIPTION OF JOIN
The jobs and income (JOIN) program is a comprehensive one em-bodying wage subsidies, guaranteed public jobs7 and income guar-

antees. JOIN is universal in the sense that all families and individualsare potentially eligible for benefits, and categorical in the sense thatbenefit generosity depends partly on family type. This section outlinesthe basic financial structure of the program. A detailed descriptionand analysis of JOIN appears elsewhere.'
All families or individuals fall into one and only one filing unitgroup. The five filing unit categories are: (1) two-parent families withat least one child under age 18; (2) one-parent families with at leastone child under age 18 and no children under age 14; (3) one-parentfamilies with at least one child under age 14; (4) childless marriedcouples; (5) single individuals age 18 and over. Filing units 1, 2;and 3 exclude all family members other than a parent, spouse, or childunder age 18. Children age 18 and over are not in the same unit withtheir parents, whether or not they live together.
Each filing unit is eligible for one wage subsidy or one public job.Filing units in category 3 are also eligible for an income guarantee.Finally all filing units are subject to a surtax based on total familyearnings and total family nonemployment income.' All filing unitscould designate one and only one person 18 or over to receive the wagesubsidy or public job. In the version of JOIN with higher family bene-fits considered in this paper, if the person worked in a private job orin a conventional public job paying between $2.10 and $4 per hour, hewould be eligible for a wage subsidy equaling one-half the differencebetween $4 and the person's wage. For example, a worker earning $2.50per hour would receive a $0.75 per hour subsidy, thereby raising histotal wage to $3.25 per hour. As the worker's net wage varied from$2.10 to $4, his wage subsidy would decline but his gross wage wouldrise. If the applicant's job paid less than $2.10 per hour, he would beineligible for -the wage subsidy, but' he could work at a special publicjob paying $3 per hour.

Group 3 filing units would be eligible for an income guarantee inaddition to the wage subsidy or job guarantee. The income guaranteewould depend on family size as follows:
Family size: Income guarantee

2--------------------------------$2. 
SOO

5- 
3, 7006 or more------------------------------------------------------- 3. 900

'Robert I. Lerman, "JOIN: A Jobs and Income Program for AmericanFamilies," this volume.
SThe JOIN plan outlined in the first paper in this volume includes a provisionfor transforming the current $750 personal income tax exemption into refundabletax credits. The value of the tax credits could equal about $200 per person withno loss in Federal tax revenues. Because the complexities of integrating theincome tax changes into the model would have required substantial time andmoney, the simulations included in this paper do not take account of thisprovision.
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All filing units receiving JOIN benefits would be subject to a surtax.

The following surtax formula would apply:

(1) T=.25(E,+E,+S-Di) +.5Yn, in} -1 - - 0q

T= .35(E 1 +E 2 +S) +.5Yn
fori 5

where 0< T<E2 +S+ C
and

T=The surtax payment;
E,=Total annual family earnings other than earnings from the

special public job;
E2=Annual dollar earnings from the special public joh;
S =The wage subsidy payment. in dolars per year;

Yn Annual family nonemployment income other than JOIN

benefits;
G=The annual income guarantee available to group 3, and;

DF =Tle annual earnings disregar d that applies to filing unit group

The disregard parameters for 1976 are:

D,=D2 =D4 =$6,600, and DL3 V)5 U=.

The surtax formulas are identical for groups except primarily for

differences in the amount of earnings disregarded. For example, two-

parent families with children under 18 would pay no surtax on family

earnings below $6,600 while single parent families with children under

14 would be subject to a 25-percent surtax on all family earnings. The

effect of the zero disregard on single individuals (group 5) is to render

their wage subsidy alternative unprofitable. Single individuals would

not choose to apply for a wage subsidy, because at wage rates between

$2.10 and $4, their surtax would always equal or exceed their wage

subsidy. Group 3 filing units would find the wage subsidy profitable

in spite of the zero earnings disregard. For example, at a private wage

of $2.50, a working mother heading a family and receiving an income

guarantee would face a $1.88 effective wage without the wage subsidy

and a $2.44 effective wage with the subsidy (.75X3.25).

One may derive two expressions for the net income of JOIN

recipients, after benefits and surtaxes. These formulas are:

(2) Y 1=E,+E2 +S+.5Y-+G fori=1 ,2 , 3,4

where E 1 +E 2 +S 1)i,

Y 1=.75(E,+E2+S) +.25Di+.5Y ±G
for w=1,°,3 .4

where E1 + En + AD 1 ,

and
(3) Y1 =.65(E1 +E 2 +S) + .5yn

for = 5,

with Yl=total annual family income of JOIN recipients after benefits

and surtax payments.

\_1

. A
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Equation (2) applies to those filing units whose earnings are belowthe earnings disregard levels and therefore not subject to any surtax.Such units would still have to pay a surtax equal to one-half of non-employment income. Equation (3) applies to units receiving JOINbenefits whose earnings are above the unit's disregard level. Since thedisregard level for groups 3 and 5 is zero, each dollar of earnings issubject to the surtax and therefore equation (3) always applies. Equa-tions (2) and (3) cover only those units whose net income after JOINbenefits and surtaxes exceeds their net income from earned and non-employment income.
This description is sufficient for analyzing how JOIN influences theindividual's total supply of labor, but not the distribution of laborbetween the public and private sectors. The distribution dependspartly on the nature of public jobs. Although many of the jobs wouldfill public needs not met currently, some of their work would undoubt-edly be similar to work that conventional public employees mightperform.6 In other words, governments may use JOIN funds to sub-stitute special public workers for conventional workers on the publicpayroll. Thus, the net expansion in public jobs would be less than thenumber of jobs funded by JOIN.In this simulation, however, weassume for the sake of simplicity that there is no substitution of specialpublic employees for conventional ones, so that all public jobs fundedby JOIN add to the total demand for labor.

III. Tim IMPACT or JOIN ON LABOR SUPPLY

The first step in simulating the effects of the JOIN program is toanalyze how recipients would change the amount they work. A familymember or individual might have a larger or smaller probability ofworking and might work longer or shorter hours as a result of theJOIN program. The wage subsidy and special public jobs would im-prove the wage opportunities for many JOIN recipients. But thehigher wage both increases the return to added hours of work, inducingan increase in labor supply, and allows workers to afford added leisure,inducing a decrease in labor supply. The JOIN surtax provisionsmight also raise or lower work effort. The surtax on nonemploymentincome reduces the family's ability to afford leisure while the surtax
on earnings causes a decline in the effective wage rate for some work-ers in JOIN filing units.

These considerations alone suggest that the analysis of labor sup-ply changes is a complex and difficult one. This section describes inas simple a fashion as possible the techniques used in this paper toestimate such labor supply changes. Unfortunately, the presentationis of necessity somewhat technical. Thus, those readers who are notinterested in the analytical approach may want to skim this sectionand move to the following sections.
The labor-supply analysis draws on economic theory and on esti-mates of how workers currently respond to wage and income changes.
The substitution of special public workers for conventional public workers mayoccur in a variety of ways. One is simply to replace low-skill conventional publicworkers with low-skill special public workers. A second is to alter the mix oflabor toward low-skill and away from medium- and high-skill workers to performa given task. A third is to replace projects of conventional public agencies withprojects performed by outside-project sponsors using special public workers thataccomplish the same goal.
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Economic theory suggests that the amount individuals choose to work
depends primarily on their wage rate, on their nonemployment in-
come, and on their preferences for leisure and income. Faced with a
wage rate and a level of nonemployment income that is beyond the
worker's control in the short run, it is assumed that the worker chooses
that amount of work time which maximizes his satisfaction level.

JOIN has a potentially important effect on this choice since it in-
fluences the worker's wage and nonemployment income opportunities.
Estimating JOIN's impact first requires speciflying exactly how the
program would alter each person's wage and income opportunities.
Then, using statistically derived relationships between the amounts
different people work and their wage rates, nonemployment income,
and some other factors, one can estimate how wage and nonemploy-
ment income changes induced by JOIN would influence the amount
recipients work.

This way in which JOIN alters a particular filing units' wage and
income opportunities depends on the wage rates of the filing unit
members, the category of the filing unit, and the filing unit's nonem-

F1IGuP.E L-Budget constraint of a single worker with and without the JOIN
wage subsidy.*

Total
Income

* i

s ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ I

, - ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~H

| lt X~~~~~~~~~~I I

HP liP HP °
3 2 1

* This figure applies to JOIN family types 1, 2, and 4. See figure 2 for the

budget constraint for type 3. Type 5 families are not eligible for the wage,

subsidy.
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ployment income. For exposition purposes it is worthwhile to begin
with the case of a multiperson filing unit with a single worker.

The object is to consider how JOIN alters the worker's wage rate
and nonemployment income at every level of hours worked. As noted
above, JOIN offers benefits in the form of wage subsidy, a public
job at a fixed wage rate, and/or an income guarantee to category
3 filing units. But JOIN applies a surtax on earnings and nonemploy-
ment income that may be charged against benefit payments. Except
for category 3 units, workers are eligible for JOIN benefits only if
their wage rate is below the target wage under the wage subsidy.

Consider first those units whose wage rates are in the wage sub-
sidy range. Figure 1 illustrates such a worker's alternatives for in-
come and hours worked with and without the JOIN program. Cor-
responding to the lines in figure 1 indicating the worker's options
are equations that relate total income to the level of hours worked.
Without the JOIN program, the worker's income is based on the fol-
lowing equation:

(4) ~~~~Y = WVPHP + Yn

where
Y = Total income in dollars per year;
WP=The hourly wage rate of the primary worker;
HP=Aniual hours worked by the primary worker; and
Y= Annual nonemployment income of the filing unit.

Line AB illustrates this equation. Eligibility for the JOIN program
may increase the worker's wage and nonemployment income. At earn-
ings levels below the filing unit's earnings disregard under the JOIN
surtax, the worker's income is based on the following equation:

(5) Y= (2.00+.5WP) HP+.5Yn.

Segment CE illustrates this equation. Note that at work hours below
point D the worker attains a higher income by remaining out of JOIN.
This is because the surtax applied to his nonemployment income is
larger than the benefit from the wage subsidy payments. As work
hours increase beyond HSI, the worker gains by receiving the wage
subsidy even after paying the JOIN surtax. The hours level at which
participating in JOIN increases family income is determined by set-
ting income in equations (4) and (5) equal and solving for hours to
obtain the following equation:

(6) HlP=MaxI0, (.5Yn)/(2.00-.5WP)I.

If nonemployment income is zero, then JOIN becomes immediately
profitable.

A third segment applies to those JOIN filing units whose earnings
exceed the JOIN disregard. Such families face a 25 percent surtax on
earnings and a tax on nonemployment income, except type 5 families
for whom the surtax is 35 percent. At hours yielding earnings above
the filing unit's disregard, Di, family income equals:

(7) Y=(1-0.25) (2.00+. 50WP)HP+ .5Y +.25D,.
44-271-75-6
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Line (GFEH illustrates this equation. The line is applicable to the

individual at hours worked levels between points E and F. In this

range of hours worked. the JOIN subsidy is financially profitable but

the surtax on added earnings applies. The hours level at point E equals:

2 2.00+.5WP

At hours levels beyond point F. the JOIN program becomes no

longer profitable for the worker. The fact that segment AF lies above

segment GF illustrates that income is higher without the JOIN bene-

fits and JOIN surtax than with them. Segment AF lies along line AB,

which represents equation (4). The hours level at point F. at which

income is equal whether or not the unit participates in JOIN, equals

(9) HI= (.25D-.5Yn)/[WP-.75(2.00-.5Wv)].

In summniary, one may see how the JOIN program can raise the income

attainable over some ranges of hours worked by comparing line

BDEFA with line BA. The problem of the labor supply analysis is

to determine how the new options illustrated by segment DEF would

influence the worker's choice of hours worked. According to economic

theory the worker will choose the point which maximizes his satis-

faction level. Given the worker's preferences for leisure and income,

it is possible to derive a general expression for how the hours level

he chooses depends on his wage rate and his level of nonemployment

income. In the absence of JOIN, this expression is:

(10) HP=hP(W1, YP),

where hP is a function the form of which will be estimated later in

this paper. In principle, one could easily determine HP by simply

plugging into (10) the worker's new vwage rate and level of nonem-

ployment income under JOIN. The problem is that the worker's effec-

tive wage, (his net increase in income for an added hour worked) and

his net nonemployment income level (lepend on the hours range the

worker chooses. That is, there is no single -wage rate and nonemploy-

ment income level appropriate for all hours levels.

A general solution to this problem is to assume that workers make

only small changes in hours worked in response to JOIN. Under this

assumption, workers whose original level of hours worked was ob-

served in a particular region would choose a new hours level based

on effective wages and nonemployment incomes relevant to that range.

For example, workers supplying hours in the AF and DB ranges would

face the. same wage rates and nonemplovment income levels after

JOIN and would be expected not to change their hours choice. But

effective ware rates and nonemplovment incomes would differ over

the hours range between fHP, and HP.. Those whose original hours

levels were between HP, and HP" would choose hours levels under the

JOIN program based on the following equation:

)HP=hP( (2.00+.5WVP), .5y").-(11)
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The workers in this range would face a new effective wage, 2+.5 Wv,
and a new effective nonemployment income level, .*5 n. Those whose
original hours levels were between HP2 and HP3 would choose hours
levels under JOIN based on the following equation:

(12) HP=hP(.75(2+. 5WVP), .5Yn+.25Di).

For this group, the effective wage is .75(2+.5WP) or three-quarters
.of the effective wage for the group in range DE. The reduction results
from the application of the surtax on earnings. The group would also
act as if its nonemployment income were equal to .5Yn + .25Di, or OH
in figure 1. To the worker choosing over range, DE, JOIN acts as if
it places a surtax on all his earnings and as if it provides an income
transfer equal to the surtax not paid on the first Di dollars of income.

One aspect of the JOIN program is that at certain levels of income
workers are confronted with a discontinuous increase in marginal tax
rates. Labor supply theory says that under these circumstances workers
at a variety of wage rates will work just the number of hours that
maintains their earnings at the level where the tax rate increases.
This result occurs in the transition between receipt of the wage sub-
sidy with no surtax on earnings, segment DE, and a wage subsidy in
which earnings are subject to the surtax, segment EF. Point E is a
peak which represents the best choice for workers at many wage rates.
This point represents the hours level at which earnings are just equal
to the earnings disregard, Di.

Although the general approach of using equations (7), (8), and (9)
is appropriate in many cases. this procedure can yield incorrect re-
sults. One problem occurs for those whose predicted hours are near
points D and F. For this group, it is clearly inappropriate to base
predictions as if they -were faced with only a single set of wage rate,
nonemployment income opportunities. It can be demonstrated that
workers who would appear to choose points very near D and F if their
choice were based on only one option would actually choose other
points if confronted with the entire range of JOIN options. Unfor-
tunately, it is impossible without substantial information about indi-
vidual preferences to determine which option or which range of hours
worked would yield the best choice for any individual. However,
there is a presumption that points near D and F are inferior to points
further awav from D and F. Thus, the choice predicted in this simu-
lation is the one further awav from D or F. To determine which point
is closer requires using a ratio test that compares, for example, the
hours levels at point D with the hours levels chosen using equation
(10). segment BD. and equation (11), segment DE.

Altihorfrh the analvsis discussed above covers only single, worker
filin97 u-nits who are eligible for a wage subsidv, the same techniques
are apnlicablv to other -ituations. Consider workers who would be
ineligible for the wage -ubsidv becvnse. their highest wage was less than
S2.10 npr hour. This group would be eligible for a special public
job paving 1.3 Per hour. Figure 1 again illustrates the ontions facing
such workers in filingz unitq with only one worker. lBut hlie equations
would have to be adjusted. Equations (4) and (10) would remain the
same since they represent the individual's wage and nonemployment
income in the absence of JOIN. In equations (5) and (11), one would
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replace the effective hourly wage term, 2 + .5 WP, with the figure $3.

This would cover the range in which none of the workers' earnings

would be subject to the surtax. In (7) and (12), one would again re-

place the effective wage term, .75(2.+.50WP), with the figure $2.25.

Over the hours range covered by these equations, earnings are subject

to a 25 percent surtax, thereby reducing the public employment wage

from $3 to an effective wage of $2.25.
JOIN has a sl ightly different effect on the budget constraint of cate-

gory 3 filing units. Since this group may receive an income guarantee,

they receive an immediate benefit of 0=.5Yn at zero hours of work (G

denotes the dollar guarantee level). Those in this category would find

their options altered by JOIN to CEFA in figure 2. BC represents the

guarantee minus one-half other nonemployment income and we as-

sume that this number is positive. Notice that the worker in figure 2

will participate in JOIN unless hours exceed IJ's.

Total
Income

A

G

I

I I

I I

I 
I

IHP HP 0 Hours Worked

FrJBGuTE 2.-Budget constraint of a single worker in a JOIN category 3 family

with and without a JOIN wage subsidy.

Single individuals (category 5) would find that part of figure 1 de-

scribes their budget constraint. As noted above, only the special public

job is potentially advantageous for this group. If the category 5 work-

er's best wage were less than $2.25, then JOIN might prove profitable.

The worker's options under JOIN would resemble BDEJ in figure 1.

At hours levels under Hv1, the surtax on the worker's nonemployment

income would exceed the effective earnings gain from the $3 public
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job less the 25 percent surtax on earnings. Beyond Hfr, the worker's
effective wage would be $2.25 and he would participate in public
employment.

The important groups not covered by the preceding discussion are
those filing units with more than one worker. These cases are highly
complex to analyze, but the same general techniques are applicable.
The analysis of this case is not presented in this paper, but is available
from the authors Upon request. Nevertheless, the reader should be
aware of the general approach. One basic assumption is that the filing
unit acts so as to maximize its satisfaction, where its satisfaction level
depends on total income of the unit and the leisure of each of its mem-
bers. It follows that one worker's choice concerning his work time de-
pends partly on the time spent at work and the earnings of the other
worker. The filing unit has a broad range of options since either worker
may accept the work subsidy. Presumably, the unit will choose the
hours of work for each member, and choose the person who is to re-
ceive the subsidy that maximizes satisfaction for the filing unit as a
whole. The analytical techniques employed, but not presented in this
paper, attempt to simulate those decisions.

IV. USING THE STATn LABOR MARKET MODEL To SIMuLAE JOIN

A comprehensive analysis of JOIN requires an assessment of its im-
pact on the hours people work and on the wages employers pay. If
workers eligible to receive the JOIN wage subsidy increase their time
at work. JOIN's cost to the Government may rise as a result of the addi-
tional hours subsidized. In addition, the subsidy cost per hour will
rise if the increase in the labor force causes a fall in the wages employ-
ers pay. Alternatively, employers may have to increase their wage
offers in order to retain workers who otherwise might accept JOIN's
public job guarantee. Increased wage rates, in turn, will reduce JOIN
costs as more people stay in private employment and fewer people go
into special public jobs.

Use of a State labor market model allows one to simulate how
JOIN would influence wage rates paid in private employment, the
total employment levels in public and private employment, the extent
to which JOIN draws new workers into the labor force, and JOIN's
benefits to recipients and nonrecipients. The model represents the wage
determination process in each State of the United States with a system
of equations.7 One set of equations relates the way work hours sup-
plied by workers depend on their wage rates, their nonemployment
income, their dependents. and their other personal characteristics. An-
other equation expresses the relationship between the amount of labor
demanded by firms, and the wages they pay, and the overall level of
output. The model determines the market wage by finding that wage
rate which equates labor supplied and labor demanded.

In commonsense terms, the model assumes that the hours which
persons of each demographic type choose to work are a function of
the wage rate they can obtain and their nonemployment income. In
other words, it assumes that Americans in every State have the same
relative preferences between income and leisure, and that they behave

'See Peter Al. Greenston and C. Duncan MacRae, "Labor Markets, HumanCapital, and the Structure of Earnings," The Urban Institute, July 1974.
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differently in different States only because of variations in the wage

rate and the availability of nonemployment income. Similarly, the

model assumes that the number of labor hours -which employers in

each State -wish to purchase depends on the level and composition of

State output and the wage rate prevailing in the State. In other words,

the model assumes that given similar output composition, employers

in each State will vary their demand for labor hours per dollar of

output solely on the basis of the prevailing wage rates in the State.

Finally, the model assumes that employers enjoy perfect flexibility in

substituting workers of various skill levels for one another. As a con-

sequence, the Model assumes that the effect of a rise in the wage rate

is that employers will choose to substitute capital for labor. Given

these assumptions, the State labor market model tells us how Aeir-

ican workers and employers can be expected to respond to variations

in wage rates.
To simulate the effects of JOTN, one first specifies how JOIN

-would affect the wage and income opportunities of all families and in-

dividuals. The previous section per formed this task. Next, one plugs

these new effective wage and income figures into the labor supply

equations derived from State-by-State analysis to determine their

effect of JOIN on the amount people work and on the numbers of

workers remaining in private jobs and the numbers taking the special

public jobs offered under JOIN. This next step does not take account

of the feedback effect of changes in labor supply on the wages em-

plovers pay. If JOIN changes the amount of labor supplied to private

firms, the pre-JOIN wage will no longer result in equality between

labor supplied and labor demanded. Thus, the model must find the new

wage that will bring supply and demand into equality. As the model

solves new for the wage level, it simultaneously determines the, amount

people work in private and in public employment, their total earnings.

and their total subsidies from JOIN.
To understand the logic of the model requires an examination of its

equations and how they describe the behavior of workers and firms.

Consider first the labor supply enuiations. Since different population

groups are expected to respond differently to changes in wage rates

and nonemployment income, separate equations are necessary for each

group. For example, family heads very their work patterns in dif-

ferent -ways than wives do; young persons in different ways than old

persons; and well educated workers in different ways than less edu-

cated workers. Of primary importance is the distinction between

labor supplied by the primary worker anml labor supplied bv secondary

workers in each family. The other dlistinction-s of significanee are be-

tween different types of families. To def ermiie which types of fimnilies

show similar labor supply behavior, a special statistical teclhnique was

employed to select the g-roupings on the basis of 1nini~iim -' wi -

g roup awage variation and maximum between-group variation. This

technique classified all families into eight groups based on the charac-

teristics of the family head. The most relevant groullings were found

to be families headed by those with the following characteristics:
(1) Mtale and female, age 36 and over, 16 or more years of

schooling completed;
(2) MNale and female, age 16-35, 16 or more years of school-

ing completed;
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(3) Male, age 36 and over, 0-11 years of schooling completed;
(4) Male, age 36 and over, 12 years of schooling completed;
(5) Male, age 36 and over, 13-15 years of schooling completed;
(6) Male, age 16-35, 0-15 years of schooling compleili _
(7) Female, age 36 and over, 0-15 years of schooling completed;

and
(8) Female, age 16-35, 0-15 years of schooling completed.

The model of labor supply behavior consists of separate equations
for primary and secondary workers in each of the eight family types.
The equations explain the variation across 30 States and groups of
States in the average number of hours worked per family per year
on the basis of economic and demographic variables. For example,State variations in average hours worked by secondary workers of aparticular family type depend on variations in their average wage, inthe average wage of the primary worker in that family type, in thefamily's nonemployment income plus the earnings of the primary
workers, and variations inthe percentage of secondary workers whoare white, between age 22 and 54, male, living with a spouse, respon-sible for dependents, and residing in an urban area. Econometric es-timates of the relationship between hours worked and the explanatory
variables use data on each variable derived from the 1970 Census Pub-lic Use Sample of 1 of every 1,000 households. The estimated rela-tionships determine the quantitative significance of each of the vari-ables. One finding is that State variations in wages of secondaryworkers in some family types stimulate significant increases in hoursworked while for secondary workers in other family types wages haveno discernible impact on hours worked.

Although separate estimates of labor supply relationships wereperformed for 16 groups-primary and secondary workers in eightfamily types-the results were similar for some groups. In fact, onlythree separate equations were necessary to explain variations in hoursworked of secondary workers. Behavior of primary workers differedsufficiently by family type to require seven separate equations. In mostof the equations, it was found that higher wages and lower nonemploy.
ment income induce longer work hours. In some cases, work hoursincrease as wages increase only to a certain level after which furtherwage increases appear to reduce or to leave average work hoursconstant.

Equations representing the demand for workers also take accountof worker differences. But for employers, the relevant differences arethose affecting worker productivity rather than those affecting familystatus. The demand for college graduates will clearly differ from thedemand for workers without a high school education. In order tosimplify the analysis, the model translates hours worked by differenttypes of workers into equivalent produictivity units as measured byrelative wages. The hours worked by one gro-Cp of workers is used asthe basis of comparison. Hours worked by all other groups becometranslated into hours of the base-or numeraire-group on the basisof wage differences. The base group is male, primary workers. highschool graduates, over age 36. One hour of work by male college grad-uates over 36 might become 2 hours in terms of the base group's hours.Alternatively, the value in numeraire hours of an hour worked bymales with less than a high school education might be only one-half
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an hour. The precise ratio of one group's hours to the numeraire's

hours is equal to the ratio of the wage rates. In theory, relative wages

are equal to relative productivities when markets are in equilibrium.

To determine which relative wage weights to assign to workers of

different productivity in all State areas, an equation relating relative

wage rates to age-sex-education characteristics was estimated.8 Al-

though some differences in relative wage rates appeared between

Southern and non-Southern States, relative wage rates are reasonably

constant over most areas. Using the wages derived in the relative wage

equations, hours worked by those with different productivities were

aggregated into a single hours measure.
The demand for labor part of the model is an equation intended to

represent the impact of wage rates on employers' demand for workers.

The actual equation relates State variations in the number of equiva-

lent-quality hours worked-per dollar of State output-to State vari-

ations in wage rates of the base group and to State variations in the

proportion of State output in manufacturing and construction. The

estimated equation is based on 1969 data dnd the results indicate that

a 1 percent higher wage of the base group is associated with about

a 1 percent lower demand for labor hours. The output proportion

variable is not statistically significant.
The demand for labor equation along with the condition that hours

demanded equal hours supplied completes the model. An iterative so-

lution technique solves for the wage for the base group that equates

supply and demand. The wages of other groups of workers follow

directly from the ratio of their wage rates to the wage rate of the base

group. One important assumption embodied in the model's demand

equation is that workers of different skill levels are perfectly sub-

stitutable at some fixed ratio. That is, if the wage level of a high skill

is three times that of a low skill worker, firms may substitute three

low skill workers for one high skill worker at no loss or gain in output.

This assumption implies that relative wage rates of different classes

of workers are fixed. Thus, JOIN's impact on the wages of one class

of workers. say the base group, will have an equal percentage effect on

wages of all other classes of workers. By assumption, JOIN cannot

improve or worsen the relative position of low wage workers as

measured bv their market wage rate relative to that of other workers.

One problem in using the State labor market model to simulate

the effects of JOIN is the difference in units of analysis. JOIN eligi-

bility criteria for various filing unit categories are based on the nu-

clear family and on legal responsibility. One filing unit group con-

sists of both parents and all children under 18. Children 18 and over

and other household members not married to the family head are in

different filing units. In contrast, the family unit used in the model

and in most labor supply analysis includes all household members re-

lated to the head, regardless of their ages. The solution adopted here

is to treat all secondary family workers not married to the primary

worker as eligible for JOIN. This assumes that secondary workers in

families with no spouse present are not under age 18 and that the sec-

ondary worker in families with a spouse present is the spouse.

A second problem arises because .JOIN is universal but the State

labor market model includes only the civilian nonagricultural labor

Ibid.
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force. Since wage rates in the agricultural sector are low, a significantnumber of workers excluded from this analysis may in fact be eligiblefor JOIN benefits.

V. SIMuLATION RESULTS AND IMPLICATIONS

We have discussed the inputs into the simulation process: Laborsupply analysis of JOIN and the structure of the State labor marketmodel. This section is divided into a discussion of assumptions madeto update the model to make forecasts for 1976 and an analysis ofmacro and micro effects of the JOIN program.
The program parameters of JOIN are designed to apply to a pro-gram implemented in 1976. Basic exogenous inputs into the Statelabor market model were updated to 1976 by projecting the growthof output, unearned income, population, and labor productivity fromthe 1970 census data base used to estimate the model. Furthermore,since all monetary values (wage rates, earnings, income and output)in the econometric model are expressed in 1969 dollars, the parametersof the 1976 JOIN were first converted to 1969 dollar values. This isaccomplished by multiplying them by the ratio of the 1969 GNP de-flator to an estimate of the 1976 GNP deflator (obtained from the Na-tional Planning Association).9 Then the above mentioned variablesare projected into 1976 and the model is simulated with and withoutthe program. Finally, the predicted values are translated into 1976dollar values by multiplying them by the ratio of the 1976 GNP de-flator to the 1969 GNP deflator. The projections are based on the fol-lowing trends and assumptions. Nonfarm output is assumed to growin all States at the same rate as national output, which has been pro-jected to increase from $837.3 billion in 1973 to $905.0 billion in 1976(in constant 1958 dollars), or a real growth of 24.7 percent from 1969to 1976.'° Corresponding to this growth in real output, unearned in-come is projected to grow at the same rate. The number of families ineach State is assumed to continue to grow at the same rate of 1.48percent a year which occurred over the period 1960-73. The demo-graphic composition variables are assumed to remain at their 1969values.

Labor productivity increased at a 3.1 percent annual rate over theperiod 1969-73 and is projected to grow in 1974-76 at the same 3.0percent rate that prevailed in the last two decades."' The effect ofthe labor embodied technical progress is both to increase the numberof equivalent-quality hours and to reduce the average cost of labor tofirms. Since quality per man hour is assumed to increase by 22.7 percentover 1969-76, firms obtained 1.227 (Had ) equivalent-quality hours ata market wage of W 4j so that the average cost of labor to firms isonly W 4DJ /1.227. The reduction in average cost will just absorb theincrease in effective supply since demand is slightly elastic. Therefore,on net, the effect of increased labor productivity is to increase wagerates slightly.

9Forecasts of the GNP Implicit Price Deflator are contained in NationalPlanning Association, The U.S. Ecornonty: 1973-1983, Washington, D.C., 1974.10 The 1976 estimate is a Chase Econometric forecast." Productivity trends are discussed in Manpower Report of the President,Washington, D.C., March 1973, pp. 11-12.
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The predicted values of the model are reported by JOIN category.
But some individuals who are classified by JOIN as eligible category

5 families, are actually members of extended family units living to-

gether. Such individuals appear in tables as secondary workers and

are associated with the JOIN category appropriate for their family

head. Insofar as such extended families pool income from all sources,

it would be misleading to list family members under two JOIN cate-

gories, and give the impression that they were separate units each with

rather low income. 12

For each category we report an average value of primary (WVP) and

secondary (W8) wage rates, hours per family (IPI/F, H8/F), earn-

ings per family (EP/F, E8/F), and family unearned income (Yn)

over all States. Wage rates are weighted by hours, while hours and

earnings per family are weighted by families.
In tables 1 and 2 the preprogram predicted average values by JOIN

category for participants and nonparticipants are reported. In the

Nation, an average of 4 percent of families have primary workers

participating while 0.7 percent of families have secondary workers

participating in JOIN. In the absence of the program workers in

these families on the average have significantly lower wage rates, levels

of employment and unearned income than workers in nonparticipating

families. Thus both their earned and their total income is lower.

Nationally, workers from participating families are predicted to

earn $2,500 per year in contrast to $8,100 per year for workers from

nonparticipating families.
The postprogram predicted values of the annual Government cost

per family (COSTP. COSTS) and annual subsidy per family (SUBP,

SUBS) are reported along with equilibrium wage rates and annual

hours worked in tables 3 and 4. Government costs include the wage

subsidy net of the JOIN tax, the income guarantee cost for category 3

families, and the wage bill in public employment net of JOIN tax on

participants. Figures for the annual subsidy per worker for primary

and secondary workers indicate the increase in earnings above those

determined by private market wage rates. Thus the entire amount of

wage subsidy payments and any income guarantee is included in this

figure. But, for individuals participating in public employment, the

subsidy is an implicit wage subsidy equal to wage differences in public

and private employment. Thlus our estimate of subsidy is the earnings

differential associated with this wage subsidy.

asIt should be noted that secondary values for categories 2 and 3 are identical

because they differ only in the age of dependents, whereas the corresponding

primary groups also differ in benefits provided to participants.



TABLE 1.-Preprogram predicated values for 1976 by JOIN category, nonparticipants
JOIN category WV W. Hi. H E- E- F. Non-PARTP Non-PARTS

1- $7. 80 $4. 13 1, 068 266 $8, 337 $1, 098 $1, 287 20, 712, 000 20,673,0002---------------------- 8.12 4. 32 816 178 6,617 770 1,421 2,445,000 2,540,0003---------------------- 8.69 4.32 1,149 178 9,982 770 1,577 3,133,000 5,158,0004---------------------- 8. 12 4.07 960 289 7,801 1,175 1,679 24,269,000 24,416,0005----- ---------------- 6.96 4.24 650 152 4,526 643 1,824 16,964,000 16,964,0006'- 7.84 4.13 919 237 7,201 978 1,584 67,524,000 69,753,000
Weighted average of 1 through 5. 

E'-Annual earnings of primary worker.
Key: 

E-nulearnings primconarywokrWy-Private market wage of primary worker in dollars per man-hour. Et-Annual efarnilngslaborincome in dollars.We-Private market wage of secondary worker in dollars per man-hour. Non-PART fi N nber of families with no participating primary worknn.H-Annual man-hours of primary worker. Non-PARTS- Number of families with no participating secondary worker.He-Annual man-hours of secondary worker.

TABLE 2.-Preprogram predicted values for 1976 by JOIN category, program participants
JOIN category I, W. HP H' E- E. F. PARTP PARTS

- $3.21 $2.48 1,521 222 $4,887 $550 $871 268,000 307,0002 ---------------------- 3.00 2.16 1,271 273 3,804 593 412 111,000 16,0003 -3. 31 2. 16 359 273 1,191 593 1, 076 2, 059, 000 33, 0004 -3. 12 2. 48 1, 331 219 4, 150 543 785 258, 000 110, 0005 --- 0 0 0 0 0 0 061'- - _-- _---- 3.22 2.44 607 226 1,954 553 983 2,697,000 468,000
l Weighted average of I through 5. 

PARTP-Number of families with a primary worker participating.Key-All notation is as described in table I except- PARTS-Number of families with a secondary worker participating.



TABLE 3.-Postprogram predicted values for 1976 by JOIN category, nonparticipants

JOIN category Ws W. HI H- E' E Y. Non-PARTP Non-PARTS

1-_ $7. 76 $4. 11 1,073 268 $8, 333 $1, 100 $1, 287 20, 712, 000 20,673,000

2_---8. 07 4. 30 819 179 6,609 771 1,422 2, 415, 000 2, 540, 000

32---- -8. 63 4. 30 1,155 176 9,973 755 1,577 3,133,000 5,158,000

4- 8.08 4.05 966 290 7,806 1, 175 1,679 24, 269,000 24,416 000

5- 6. 93 4. 21 652 152 4, 516 640 1, 824 16, 964, 000 16,964,000

61-7.80 4. 12 923 237 7,198 977 1,584 67, 524, 000 69, 753,000

i Weighted average of 1 through 5. 
Key: All notation as described in table 1.

TABLE 4.-Postprogram predicted values for 1976 by JOIN category, participants

JOIN category iVP W H' H- E' E- Y COSTP COSTS SUBP SUBS PARTP PARTS

1- $3. 55 $3.15 1, 660 367 $5, 889 $1, 155 $870 $272 $210 $272 $210 268,000 307,000

2- 3. 46 3.04 1,335 311 4,609 944 411 661 708 470 213 111,000 16,000

3- 3. 59 3. 04 474 398 1, 700 1, 209 1,076 2,998 907 2,932 269 2,059, 000 33, 000

4- 3. 50 3,15 1,436 370 5, 033 1,164 783 166 211 166 211 258,000 110, 000

5---0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

61 ---------- 3. 55 3. 14 719 368 2,557 1, 154 983 2,359 277 2,301 214 2,697,000 468,000

lWeighted average of 1 through 5. 
COSTS-Annual government cost per secondary worker participating in dollars.

Key-Alr notation is as described in table 2 except- SUBP-Annuai subsidy per primary worker participating in dollars.

COSTP-Annual government cost per primary worker participating in dollars. SUBS-Annual subsidy per secondary worker participating in dollars.
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Perhaps the most notable feature of the results on participants in
tables 2 and 4 is the concentration of participation in category 3 fam-
ilies and the lack of category 5 participants. JOIN is very attractive
for category 3 families because of the income guarantee which these
families receive. Since non]abor income for this group is about $1,000,
the average value of the income guarantee net of the 50 percent non-
labor income JOIN tax will be about $2,800 per year. Primary and
secondary worker hours tend to be small for category 3 families which
means that the earnings tax does not push these families near the
break-even level of income even if they have high wages. JOIN is
unattractive to category 5 families because of the higher earnings tax
which they face. 35 percent as opposed to 25 percent for other cate-
gories, and the lack of an earnings disregard. Given a public employ-
mient wage of $3, the after-tax wage available to category 5 workers
choosing to participate in JOIN is only $1.95 per hour. This is gen-
erally below private market wages projected to be available to workers
in 1976. Also, some category 5 individuals are members of extended
families that are eligible for JOIN under categories 1 through 4. Hours
and earnings for such workers appear in descriptions of secondary
worker behavior under the category of the head of the extended family.

Changes in the circumstances of families that participate in JOIN
and those that do not participate are given in tables 5 and 6. As can be
seen, JOIN is nearly market-neutral in that it has little net effect on
market-clearing wage rates. Because of this feature there is little net
effect on the behavior or income of nonparticipant families. Table 6
indicates that, for both primary and secondary workers, there is a
slight fall in market wages of nonparticipating families. But because
workers in these families are on the backward-bending portion of their
uncompensated labor supply curves, the decline in wages evokes an
increase in hours which leaves earninogs virtually unchanged.

Families that participate in JOIN show sharply higher earnings and
hours of work after the program is implemented. Table 6 indicates that
these increases in hours and earnings extend to both primary and
secondary workers of family types 1 through 4. But the percentage
gains in hours are particularly large for category 3. Given the shape of
the underlying labor supply functions, and the design of JOIN, one
would anticipate that increases in hours would be most pronounced
for the lowest wage workers. These individuals tend to be on the por-
tion of the labor supply curve which has the smallest positive slope
and they are unlikely to earn enough to exhaust the value of their dis-
regard from the JOIN earnings tax. The tendency of the income guar-
antee to discourage work effort on the part of category 3 families
apparently did not outweigh the positive effect of the wage subsidy and
public employment on work effort.



TABLE 5.-Postprogram less preprogram differences in predicted values for 1976 by JOIN category, nonparticipants

JOIN category A4 vP AW- AII AHl AE' ADE Non-PARTP Non-PARTS

1-- $0. 04 -$0. 02 + 5 + 2 -$4 +$2 20, 712, 000 20,673,000

2- -. 05 -. 02 + 3 + 1 -8 +1 2,445, 000 2, 540, 000

3- -. 06 -. 02 + 6 - 2 - 9 -15 3,133, 000 5,158,000

4- -. 04 -. 02 + 6 + 1 + 5 0 24,269,000 24,416,000

5- -. 03 -. 03 +2 0 -10 -3 16, 964, 000 16, 964, 000

61 --. 04 -. 01 4 4 0 -3 - 1 67,524,000 69,753,000

I Weighted average of 1 through 5.
Key:

AlW- Postprogram private market wages of primary workers less preprogram
wages.

Al'- Postprogramn private market wages of secondary workers less preprogram
wages.

All-Postprogram annual hours of primary workers less preprogram hours.
All-- Postprogram annual hours of secondary workers less preprogram hours.
AEP- Postprogram annual earnings of primary workers less preprogram eariungs.
AE'- Postprogram annual earnings of secondary workers less preprograin earnings.

TABLE 6.-Postprogram less preprogram differences in predicted values for 1976 by JOIN category, program participants

JOIN category All" AlW" A H' AlH AEP AE PARTP PARTS

1----+$0. 34 +$0. 67 +139 +145 +$1,002 +$605 268,000 307,000
2- - +. 46 +. 88 +64 +38 +805 +351 111,000 16, 000
3--------- ---------------------- +.28 +.99 +115 +125 +509 +616 2,059,000 33,000
4- - +.38 +.67 +105 +151 +883 +621 258,000 110,000

5-. ------- 0 0
61 ___--_--_---_----------+.-33 +.70 +112 +142 + 603 +601 2,697,000 468,000

X Weighted sum I through S.
Key-All notation is identical to table 5 except-

PARTI'-Number of primary workers participating.
PA RTS-Nunmber of secondary workers participating.
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In interpreting the results presented above, limitations of theanalysis should be recognized. We have assumed a minimum wage inprivate employment of $2.10 per hour would be permitted in spite oflegislation which mandates higher minimum wages by 1976. Of courseworkers receiving such a wage in private employment would actuallyget $3.05 per hour including the wage subsidy. Second, in analyzingthe choice of private versus public employment, we have ignored theelement of job satisfaction and amenity. It may be that workers wouldaccept a lower wage in public employment rather than work in an un-desirable job in the private sector. Also, we have ignored any role ofthe employment services associated with JOIN in encouraging workersto accept positions in the private sector. Instead workers consistentlychoose the position which yields the highest earnings for given hoursof work. Finally, we have not dealt with the existence of other taxesand subsidies which would persist, be modified, or be eliminated by theintroduction of JOIN.

VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have analyzed the market effects and program costsof the high benefit version of the JOIN proposal. We first reviewed thebasic financial structure of the program. Each family or individualfalls into one out of five possible filing unit categories depending onfamily composition. Each filing unit is eligible for one wage subsidyor one public job. A worker receiving between $2.10 and $4 per houris eligible for a wage subsidy equaling one-half the difference between$4 and his or her wage rate. A worker earning less than $2.10 perhour is ineligible for the wage subsidy but eligible for a special publicjob paying $3 per hour. Single parent families with a child lessthan 14 years old are also eligible for an income guarantee. All filingunits, however, are subject to a surtax based on total family earningsand total family nonemployment income.

Since the JOIN program affects both the wage rate and nonem-ployment income opportuntities of participants, we next used thetheory of family labor supply to analyze the consequent labor supplyeffects of the program on the different filing unit categories. The anal-ysis focused on specifying how the several program components alterthe budget opportunities confronting the family and reflecting thesechanges in the parameters which determine labor supply behavior.JOIN has been designed to incorporate some features which increaselabor supply to the private sector and others which should have theopposite effect. While the wage subsidy and special public jobs wouldimprove the wage opportunities for many JOIN recipients, the higherwage not only increases the return to added hours of work, inducing anincrease in labor supply, but also allows workers to afford added leisure,inducing a decrease in labor supply. Moreover, the JOIN surtax pro-visions might also raise or lower work effort. The surtax on nonem-ployment income reduces the family's ability to afford leisure whilethe surtax on earnings causes a decline in the effective wage rate forsome workers in JOIN filing units.
Given the labor supply effects of the JOIN program on those wlhoare eligible to participate, a model of State labor markets was em-ployed to determine the changes in wage rates and work effort on both
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participants and nonparticipants brought about by the program

through its effect on the market supply and demand for labor. Project-

ing the proposed program into 1976, we forecast that an average of 4

percent of families would have primary workers participating, and

almost 1 percent of families would have secondary workers participat-

ing. We found, however, that participation would be dominated by

single parent families eligible for the income guarantee, and that

single individuals would be only occasional participants. The simula-

tion indicated that hours supplied by participating families would tend

to increase as a result of the implementation of JOIN. These increases

would extend across both primary and secondary workers in all partic-

ipating family types. However, wages would not fall significantly

and nonparticipating families appear to be little affected by the in-

troduction of JOIN. Therefore, we conclude that the increase in labor

supply would tend to be absorbed by the public sector leaving the

private sector relatively unaffected. Thus, it seems that the potential

for JOIN to be market neutral could be realized so that the program

could be introduced without causing large indirect effects on the

nontarget population.
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PUBLIC E-MPLOYMENT PROGRAMS: AN EVALUATI\VlE
STUDY

By ALAN E. FECHTER*

I. INTRODtC;nON

Contemporary American culture is undergoing an intense experiencewith nostalgia. The current wave of nostalgia also appears to beaffecting legislators and policymakers charged with fashioning. ourmanpower programs. Public employment programs, such as l'+WAand WPA, which did yeoman work in the thirties by providing emi-ployment opportunities to the large numbers of people whio.wvereunemployed as a result of the Great Depression, are being examinedas possible vehicles for solving our current social and economic prob-lems. The Commission on Technology, Automation, and EconomnicProgress recommended in 1966 that government be the "employer oflast resort" for people who lacked skills to compete in normal labormarkets. The Commission estimated over 5 million jobs could be filhAdin the public sector., Similar recommendations have been put forthby the Urban Coalition and the Kermier Commission.2
One may argue that excessive reliance oln the past indicates lack ofcreativity. The 1930's was a time of widespread and persistent unem-ployment. The 1970's is a time of reasonably full employment, withmany unemployed persons experiencing only short durations of u11-employment. Thus, what was good for the New Deal era may not beso good for this era. This study will examine this issue in some detail.

* This paper was prepared under the auspices of the American Enterprise In-stitute and the Social and Rehabilitation Services Adminij,;tration of theDepartment of Health, Education, and Welfare (Grant No. l-P6665/.%l1)it will appear, in slightly modified form as an American Enterprise Instituteevaluative study. I would like to express my gratitude to Dave O'Neill, whofirst stimulated my interest in public employment programs, to Pat Barry_ w-hoprovided me with able research assistance, to Ann Best, Sindy Keys, andM*elissa Penney, who struggled with my handwriting and provided me withmany typed drafts and to Jerry Turem. director of the social services researchproject, who provided me with an environment and resources that allowed meto complete this study. The paper also benefited from the comments of YaleBrozen, Alair Townsend, Bennett Harrison, Michael Wiseman, and SharlenmeKranz. Of course. I am responsible for any remaining errors. The v iew.spresented in this paper are the author's and do not reflect those of either theUrban Institute or the American Enterprise Institute. The author is a seniorresearch associated at the Urban Institute.
'National Qommission on Technology, Automation and Economic Progress,Techno7logy and the American Economy (Washington, D.C.: GovernmentPrinting Office, 1966), pp. 3.-37. 110.

2 Roger 11. Davidson. The Politics of Conmp)-eh7cnqire Manpolver Legislation(Baltimore: Johns IHopkins University Press, 1972), p. 31.
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A BRIEF HISTORY

Current congressional action to establish public service employment

programs dates back to 1965, when a Senate amendment to the Eco-

nomic Opportunity Act established Operation Mainstream, a small-

scale program which provided jobs on conservation projects for un-

employed or underemployed workers. Since that time, there have

been a series of proposals submitted to the Congress to establish a

large-scale public employment program, culminating in 1971 with the

passage of the Emergency Employment Act (EEA), a $2 billion, 2-

year program. The public employment program (PEP), funded under

the provisions of this Act, was the largest public employment program

undertaken since the thirties. Designed to provide approximately

160,000 temporary jobs in the public sector when overall employment

rates rose above 4.5 percent, the program expired in 1973.

Interest in public employment did not wane with the expiration of

the EEA. The Comprehensive Employment and Training Act

(CETA), passed by the Congress and signed into law by the Presi-

dent in 1973, contains provisions for a public employment program on

a smaller scale.3 Interest remains in creating a substantially larger

program, and it is clear that public employment programs will con-

tinue to be a policy issue in the foreseeable future.

PLAN OF THIS STuDY

Rational discussion of this issue requires a clear description of the

objectives of such programs and an assessment of how these programs

will achieve those objectives. This paper provides such a description.

Section II summarizes objectives and describes briefly past and ex-

pected future performance with respect to them. Section III discusses

the conceptual issues and the empirical evidence relating to the over-

riding program objective-increasing net employment. Section IV

assesses program impact for other specific program objectives such

as the employment and earnings of particular target groups. Section

V examines and evaluates alternative future policy directions for

public employment programs based on the evidence described in

sections III and IV.
I conclude that, while the evidence does not support the use of

massive, long-term public employment programs for any of the policy

objectives considered in this paper, it is ambiguous with respect to

modest short-term programs designed either as countercyclical weap-

ons or as a means of improving the long-term employment and earn-

ings experience of certain disadvantaged groups. I therefore recom-

mend experimentation with modest public employment programs to

provide better evidence of their performance with respect to these

objectives. Serious consideration should be given to alternative meas-

ures, such as increased utilization of unemployment insurance and

welfare programs to counteract the adverse employment effects of busi-

ness recessions.
At the time of this writing, Congress has appropriated $600 million; $350

million authorized under the act, and $250 million from leftover funds under

the Emergency Employment Act.
4'Such a program has been proposed by President Ford in the event that un-

employment rates rise above 6 percent.
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II. OBJECTIVES AND PERFORMANCE

Public employment programs have been recommended as vehiclesfor achieving a wide range of objectives. These objectives can be sum-marized conveniently in five categories:
(1) To alleviate cyclical unemployment;
(2) To alleviate structural unemployment;
(3) To raise wage rates of low-skilled workers;
(4) To improve the earnings potential (human capital) of low-skilled workers; and
(5) To increase the output of State and local public services.

A. Public Employment and Cyclical Unemployment
Advocates of the first objective argue that public employment is aneffective means of stemming the shortrun surge of unemployment thataccompanies recessionary periods of the business cycle because it im-pacts quickly on employment. The alternative countercyclical weapons,monetary and fiscal policy, stimulate aggregate demand for goods andservices which, in turn, results in an increased demand for factors ofproduction -and a consequent increase in employment. Proponents ofpublic employment argue that the effect on employment of traditionalfiscal and monetary policy occurs only after a considerable lag.5 This,they continue, is eliminated by the direct purchase of labor servicesthrough the public employment program. In short, public employmentprograms are more effective countercyclical programs because (1) theygive more "bang for the buck," and (2) they produce this "bang'faster than alternative macroeconomic policy weapons.,

Countercyclical public employment programs are usually designedwith a "trigger" unemployment rate, which releases program fundswhen that rate is exceeded for a specified period of time and whichautomatically turns of I program funds when unemployment falls belowthat rate for a specified period of time. Examples of such programsinclude the Emergency Employment Act of 1971, which had a nationaltrigger rate of 4.5 percent and a local trigger of 6 percent, and title IIof the Comprehensive Employment and Training Act, which has alocal trigger of 6.5 percent for 3 consecutive monthS.
The key assumption made by proponents of public employmentprograms as a countercyclical device is that public employment fundsdo not displace local funds in providing a given amount of publicservices (that is, that there is a net increase in public expenditure atthe local level. While the evidence indicates that this assumption isquestionable, there is some evidence that, even with rates of displace-

' The lag is assumed to exist because employers "hoard labor" (i.e., employedlabor is underemployed) during recessions. Because of this, the initial increasesin demand can be met with the existing stock of employed workers. Employmentincreases only after underemployment of the existing work force is eliminated.U.S. Department of Labor, Office of the Assistant Secretary for Policy, Evalu-ation and Research, Offlce of Evaluation, "An Impact Evaluation of the PublicEmployment Program," by George E. Johnson and James D. Tomola, TechnicalAnalysis Paper No. 17 (April 1974), pp. 21-24; Laurence S. Seidman, "A Proposalto Improve the Design of the Public Employment Program" (unpublished manu-script, University of California, Berkeley, January 1973), pp. 4-6, 31-41.' See also Seidman for a proposed countercyclical program that is linkedwith a permanent public employment program.
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ment as high as 50 percent, public employment programs produce

shortrun employment effects that are superior to both increases in

other government expenditures and decreases in taxes.8 These results

indicate that a temporary public employment program, coming into

effect only when unemployment rose above some trigger level, could

be a viable countercyclical policy.
The PEP program showed that substantial numbers of State and

local government job slots could be created and filled rapidly.9 Thus,

public employment programs may be able to impact on employment

more rapidly than alternative macroeconomic policies. However, this

type of program is not necessarily the most satisf actory way of dealing

with the business cycle. Workers who are laid off in cyclically sensitive

industries might prefer a longer duration of unemployment covered

by unemployment insurance with larger unemployment insurance

payments, to temporary jobs in the public sector. The important ques-

tion of financing is not discussed here since I am interested only in

the relative performance of public employment compared to alterna-

tive countercyclical programs. Financing is assumed to be the same

for both public employment and other alternatives. Obviously, in a

less than fully employed economy. the absolute effect on employment

will be larger for both if they are financed through an increase in the

Federal budget deficit.

B. Public Employment and Structural Unemployment

Advocates of public employment programs as a means of dealing

with structural unemployment see these programs as an effective way

of reducing the unemployment (and underemployment) of struc-

turally unemployed workers 10 in a noninflationary way. A program

that is targeted on these workers would shift unemployed workers

out of the private sector, reducing downward pressure on their private-

sector wage rates, and would reduce their unemployment by providing

them with public-sector jobs. Interest in these programs and other

employment-creation programs as a vehicle for alleviating structural

unemployment has increased as the unemployment rate at cyclical

peaks has risen over time. This secular increase in the full employment

rate of imemploy-ment has frequently been linked with another phe-

nomenon, an adverse shift in the Phillips curve which relates attain-

able rates of unemployment to alternative rates of inflation. Adverse

shifting of the Phillips curve has meant that the rate of unemnloyment

that can be attained before inflation rates become intolerably high

has been rising. At this writing, this unemployment rate appears to

be approximately 5.0-5.5 percent. The hope is that employment crea-

tion programs targeted only on the structurally unemployed can, at

'U.S. Department of Labor, An Impact Evaluation of the Public Employment

Program. p. 24.
9The evidence shows that 100.000 persons were placed in PEP slots within the

first 5 months of the program. See Sar Levitan and Robert Taggart, Emerfgency

Employment Act: The PEP Generation (Salt Lake City: Olympus Publishing

Co.. 1974). p. 14.
'° Structurally unemployed workers are generally defined as workers who

remain unemployed even at full employment levels of output because their skills

do not match those required by available jobs. It also can be interpreted to

include workers who are unemployed because of discrimination.
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appropriate levels of economic activity, substitute for more generalmacroeconomic policies to further reduce unemployment without in-curring undue costs in terms of inflation.1
The obvious assumption is that reduction in the unemployment ofthe target group does not occur either at the cost of increased inflationor increased unemployment of other groups of workers. The lattercost would be incurred if there were perfect displacement; that is, ifpublic employment funds simply substituted for State and local fundsthat would have been spent for the program anyway. Again, evidencepresented in section III of this paper suggests that the displacementeffect is substantial and that such a program would largely reallocateunemployment between targeted and untargeted workers. There aresome, however, who argue that such a reallocation would be desirablebecause it could shift the Phillips curve in a more favorable direction;that is, it could permit lower rates of unemployment at given levelsof inflation.12
There is empirical evidence to support the hypothesis that reducingdifferences in unemployment rates between groups of workers improvesthe position of the Phillips curve.1 3 S3uch evidence could justify apublic service employment program that focuses on low wage workersexperiencing higher than average rates of unemployment. However,a possible constraint on public employment programs aimed at redluc-ing the unemployment of the structurally unemployed is the skillmix required to produce public services. Table 1 indicates that em-ployees of State and local governments are more highly educated thanworkers in other industries or unemployed workers. Thus, attemptingto utilize less educated workers in public service jobs could producea decline in tile quantity or a deterioration in the quality of publicservices. The outcome would depend on the degree to which less edu-cated workers can effectively substitute for more educated workers.
"This strategy has been articulated by Fellner, among others. See WilliamFellner, Employment Policy at the Crossroads: An Interim. Look at the Pressuresto be Resisted (Washington, D.C.: American Enterprise Institute for PublicPolicy Research, 1972), pp. 22-28: Barry F. Blnestone. "Economic Theory, Eco-nomic Reality and the Fate of the Poor," The Political Eronomy of Public errviceEmployment ed. H. L. Sheppard, B. Harrison, and W. J. Spring (Lexington,Maqs.: D. C. Heath and Co., 1972), pp. 117-128.

"The theoretical basis for the Phillips curve analysis lies in the assumptionsthat: (1) labor markets are segmented; (2) there is little mobility amongsegments; and (3) the relationship between the rates of inflation and the rateof unemployment Is nonlinear. Given these assumptions, it is hypothesized thatminimizing a weighted dispersion of unemployment rates among groups of work-ers would minimize the rate of inflation for a given average unemployment rate.Based on this analysis, a public employment program that did nothing but redis-tribute unemployment so as to reduce the dispersion among compartments inunemployment rates would Improve the trade-off between inflation and unem-ployment. For elaboration of these theories, see Holt et al.. (1973b), especiallyan. 66-69, and Archibald. A summary may be found in Philip J. Cook and RohertH. Frank, "The Inflationary Effects of Public Service Employment" (unpublishedmanuscript, University of California, Berkeley, 1971)." Charles C. Holt et al.. "Manpower Policies to Reduce Inflation and Unem-ployment," The Interaction of Manpower and General Economic Policies. ed.Lloyd Ulman (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press. 1973). pp. 51-83;fl. C. Archibald. "The Structure of Excess Demand for Labor." MicroecnnomnicFoundation.s of Employment and Inflation Theory. ed. E. S. Phelps (New York:W. W. Norton and Company, Inc., 1970), pp. 212-223.
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TABLE L.-Comparison of educational attainments of unemployed and;
State and local government workers, 1970

Percent distribution

Government workers

Unemployed Excluding

Years of school completed workers All teachers

Less than 12 -42 18 24

12 - 40 28 39

13 to 15 -12 16 19

16 or more -6 38 18

Total workers -__--_-_-_- 100 100 100

Source: U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, 1970 Cenums of Population, Industrial

Characteristicr. table 3; Government Workers, table 5.

Many proponents of public employment programs for the disadvan-

taged have implied that these workers can substitute effectively for

more skilled workers. They base their case on the assertion that hiring

standards are unrealistically rigid for public employment, claiming
that screening tests are culturally biased and educational requirements
are arbitrarily set higher than necessary for adequate performance of

the job.14 Unfortunately, knowledge of the production process in local

government is extremely limited and we are unable to pass judgment
on this issue at this time.

C. Public Em~ployyment and Wage Rates of Low-Skilled Labor

Advocates of public employment programs for low-wage workers

argue that the impact of such a program will be to raise their wages in
both the public and the private sector. Their reasoning is based on two

assumptions: (1) that low-wage jobs in the public sector pay higher
wages than comparable jobs in the private sector, and (2) that their
private sector wages will rise because the shift in their supply from
the private to the public sector will make them scarcer in the private
sector. There is some weak evidence in support of the first assumption.s
Figure 1 illustrates the second assumption. The demand curve of low-

14 See, for example, Harry Kranz, "Government by All the People," Good Gov-

ernment (Fall 1972), 4-6; Bennett Harrison. "Public Employment and Urban

Poverty" Urban Institute Working Paper No. 113-43, Washington, D.C., 1971, pp.

7-9, 38-49. The general belief is that the fault lies with administrative practices

rather than civil service laws. Much of the evidence showing that screening stand-

ards are set too high is, unfortunately, anecdotal. A notable exception is the work

of Ivar Berg, Education and Jobs: The Great Training Robbery (Boston: Beacon

Press, 1971). Some of the more recent evaluations of public service employment

programs have gathered evidence on the relative performance of the poor and

the disadvantaged in public service jobs and have found that their supervisors

rated them as productive as other, more educated, public employees.

15 See for example, David Lewin, "Aspects of Wage Determination in Local

Government Employment," Public Administration Review 34 (March-April,

1974), 149-55. He uses Los Angeles data to show that local governments pay more

relative to private employers for unskilled, semiskilled, and skilled craft workers,

and less for professional, managerial, and executive workers. Unfortunately, he

does not present any evidence on service workers, an occupational class that is

a large potential user of unskilled workers.
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skilled labor has shifted to the right in the public sector and hasshifted to the left in the private sector. (These shifts are illustrated bythe movement from D to D' in the government market and from S to
S' in the private market.)

Public sector Private sector

Relative Relative St
wage | wage D S

S / D
D D' S

Employment 0

FIGURE I.-Illustration of impact of public employment.

The supply shift also assumes that there is no substantial increasein the total workforce of low-skilled labor as a result of this pro-gram. Any increase in labor force participation or hours worked
would tend to attenuate the private sector wage change. Existing evi-dence on the question is mixed.'-

The analysis also assumes equilibrium in both markets. If therewere any substantial amount of excess supply the program wouldcause employment changes but no wage changes.
Proponents of public employment as a means of raising wages oflow-skilled workers ignore the indirect effects of this type of programon wages and employment of other workers. These indirect effects willbe large if displacement of existing public workers is important. Inthe extreme, with perfect displacement, a public employment pro-gram may result in a redistribution of income away from other Gov-ernment workers to low-skilled workers and/or State and local tax-payers. As noted earlier, the displacement effect appears to be fairlylarge. Thus, advocates of public employment who want to improve the

lot of low-skilled workers at no expense to other workers may get whatthey bargained for, but at a higher price than they would like to have
paid.

D. Public Employment and Human Capital of Low-Skilled Labor
Many proponents of public employment programs see them as ameans of raising the lifetime earnings capacity of low-skilled or dis-advantaged workers. Some base their arguments on the existence of

1'Robert W. Crandall et al., "An Econometric Model of the Low-Skill LaborMarket," Journal of Human Re8ource8 (forthcoming). Crandall, et al. find afairly inelastic supply schedule of low-skilled labor using State cross-section datafor the year 1970. Similar findings are reported from the New Jersey Income main-tenance experiment. For a summary of these findings, see Albert E. Rees, "AnOverview of Labor-Supply Results," The Journal of Human Resources IX (Spring1974), 158-180.
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a casual, or secondary, labor market that employs low-wage, low-

skilled labor, and that has no coimections to the more formal, or pri-

mary, labor market that employs high-wage, high-skill labor. They

assume that public employment programs will provide low-skilled
workers with work experience that will make it easier for them to

find jobs in the primary labor market.1
7 Some base their analyses on

public employment providing legitimate on-the-job training, which

is of value in the primary labor market; others base their analyses on

public employment as a credential, or union card, that demonstrates
stable work habits and other worker characteristics that are assumed

to be of value in the primary labor market.
Evidence on the success of public service employment programs

with respect to this objective is mixed. A number of evaluations
have shown that a very small proportion of program participants

wind up in permanent jobs at higher wages in either the public or

private sector. However, many of these studies have also noted that

little or no resources were allocated to training and/or placement

and followup services in the programs that were being evaluated'.s

Thus, the poor performance may have been attributable to an in-

efficient allocation of program resources. Other studies have found
that public service programs have some potential to be moderately

effective in placing particular workers such as paroled or released

convicts in pernanent jobs.19

E. Public Employment and Output of Governm72ent Services

Advocates of public employment programs want to use the pro-

grams as a means of increasing government output. They argue,

either implicitly or explicitly, that there are "shortages" of State

and local public services and that public service employment pro-

grams will alleviate those shortages as well as create jobs.2 0 The

impact of public service employment programs on the output of gov-

ernment services will depend upon the validity of those assumed

shortages. In principle, if there were no shortages, then the net

impact of the program would be to reduce State and local taxes.

There would also be some increases in output, but the size of these

increases (which depends on the responsiveness of demand to income

changes and the share of total income spent on State and local gov-

ermnent services) is expected to be quite small on a priori grounds.

Some estimate that a dollar of public service employment funds will

produce roughly 18 cents of additional State and local expenditure."

"For example, see Bennett Harrison, "Public Employment and the Theory
of the Dual Economy," The Political Economy of Public Service EBnploymlefnt.

1" See, for example, Levitan and Taggart on the PEP program, and Jay

Turim, W. T. Towles, and T. Lim, Evaluation of the PSC Program (Bethesda:
RMC. Inc., 1972). (PSC is Public Service Careers.)

D For evample, see Philip J. Cook, "The Effect of Legitimate Opportunities
on the Probability of Parolee Recidivism," Institute of Industrial Relations,
University of California, Berkeley, June 1971.

For examples of this line of reasoning, see Harrison, "Public Employment
and the Theory of the Dual Economy."

' For example, see Edward M. Gramlich and Harvey Galper, "State and
Local Fiscal Behavior and Federal Grant Policy," Brookings Papers oa Economic
Activity I (1973), 15-58.
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Once again, the large displacement effect vitiates much of the program
impact.

Moreover, even if there were no displacement effect, there is noevidence of a shortage of public goods.22 And, even if there were a
shortage, it is not clear that public service employment programs
would be the most efficient means of expanding government output.

F. Summary of 0 bjectives and Performance

Based on the discussion developed above, program success in ac-
complishing three of the five objectives (reduced cyclical unemploy-
ment, reduced structural unemployment, and increased output of State
and local public services) depends critically on the amount of dis-
placement that might occur. Available evidence indicates that dis-placement is not a trivial phenomenon, particularly in the long run.
I therefore do not enthusiastically endorse long-term public emplov-
ment programs to alleviate structural unemployment or to increase
output in the public sector. Countercyclical public employment pro-grams, on the other hand, seem to offer some promise of success.

The wage-raising objective is difficult to evaluate without some no-tion of how to assess the indirect effects of the program. There is no
doubt that wages can be raised by moving low-skill workers to thepublic sector; however, the objective may be achieved at some cost to
skilled workers and consumers of public service. More evidence about
the production process will be needed before these issues can be sorted
out.

The objective of increasing worker skills and employability is alsodifficult to evaluate without more controlled utilization of program
funds. There is evidence that public employment can help some groups
of workers (exconvicts are an example). However, the lack of pro,
gram success with disadvantaged workers cannot be interpreted as
a program failure because of the way in which funds were used. In
particular, few resources were allocated to the purchase of services
deemed complementary to the utilization of unskilled workers in hu-
man capital-creating public service jobs (for example, training. place-
ment, and followup services). Further evidence, derived from con-
trolled experiments in which funds are apportioned properly, will berequired before definitive conclusions about this objective will be
possible.

III. NET PROGRAM3I IMPACT: THIE ISSUE OF DISPLACEMENT

Mlost public service employment programs are administered through
grants. The Federal Government provides appropriate State and localagencies with funds for hiring members of the relevant target group
for a government job slot. The impact of these funds depends cru-
cially on how effectively they are constrained. If the objective of the
program is job creation for particular target groups. then the funds
should be constrained so that all are applied to creating the relevant

2' State and local governments have been running large surpluses recently.For evidence describing the fiscal status of State and local governments. seeDavid J. Ott et al., Nixon, McGovern, and the Federal Budget (Washington,D.C.: American Enterprise Institute for Public Policy Research, 1972).
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new slots for the appropriate target groups. Indeed, the legislation for

practically all public employment programs stipulates that the funds

should be used for new slots. In the absence of effective constraints

some fraction of the Federal funds will be used to purchase govern-

ment services that would otherwise have been purchased with local

funds.
The net impact of public employment programs depends crucially

on this "displacement rate." A 100-percent displacement rate would

mean that the program has no net impact on expenditures, wages, and

employment; it simply shifts the burden of financing these services

from State and local taxpayers to Federal taxpayers. A displacement

rate of zero would mean that all of the program funds go to increas-

ing expenditures, wages, and employment. If the objective of the pro-

gram is to increase public service employment and output, then

program effectiveness will vary inversely with this displacement rate.

Existing evidence on the magnitude of this rate is presented below. An

analytic framework that develops the factors determining the dis-

placement rate appears in appendix A.

A. Displacement of Total State a'nd Local Expenditures: The
Evidence

Estimates of the displacement rate of public service employment

funds on local government expenditure may be deducted by evaluating

the effects of Federal grants. The proliferation of grant programs in

the 1960's also resulted in a proliferation of literature dealing with the

effects of Federal grants. This literature seemed to indicate that there

was little, if any, displacement; in fact many of the studies suggested

that an incremental grant dollar produced more than a dollar incre-

ment in total expenditure.2 ' These results are not consistent with the

analytic framework discussed in appendix A.
A more recent study produced findings that were more in accord

with the analytic framework described in appendix A.24 Its primary

purpose was to evaluate the potential impact of grants on the budget-

ary behavior of State and local governments. Three types of grant

programs are described: open-ended categorical grants, block grants,

2 For a critical review of this literature, see Edward M. Gramlich, "The Effect

of Federal Grants on State-local Expenditures: A Review of the Econometric

Literature," National Tax Association, Proceeding8 of the Sixty-seoond Annual

Conference on Taxation, 1969 (1970), pp. 569-93.
"' Gramlich and Galper. The study describes a model of State and local fiscal

behavior based on maximization of a utility function subject to the budget con-

straint of decisionmakers at the State-local level. From this model the authors

develop a consistent set of estimating equations for State and local expenditures,

revenues, and the consequent budget surplus. The independent variables in these

equations include Federal grants of various types, income, relative prices, pre-

vious stocks of financial assets and demographic variables to index the marginal

utilities of expenditures.
The authors hypothesize that, if there are no restrictions, open-ended cate-

gorical grants will have the largest impact and lump-sum grants will have the

smallest impact on expenditures. If, however, categorical grants are limited to

incremental expenditures above some base amount, then closed-ended categorical

grants will have the smallest impact. They test their model on quarterly time-

series data for the entire United States for the years 1954-72 and on pooled

erocs-section data for 10 large urban governments over a 9 year interval, 1962-

19TO.
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and closed-ended categorical grants. Categorical grants are usuallyprogram-specific and require some matching on the part of the Stateand local government. They are generally designed to supplementState and local effort. Block grants, on the other hand, are usually notprogram-specific, nor do they require matching.hile some public employment prograams can be like lump-sumgrants in that they can be used for any program, others can be morelike closed-ended categorical programs in that they are restricted intheir use and they produce cnanges in the relative prices of publicservices.25 *We, therefore, focus our attention on the Gramlich-Galperfindings for both lump-sum and closed-ended categorical grants.The time-series analysis on closed-ended categorical grants indicatedthat only 20 percent of every dollar of Federal grant money is used todisplace State and local spending.26 While small, this estimated dis-placement effect is larger than most other studies have found. The rea-sons offered for this relatively small displacement effect are: (1) effec-tive maintenance-of-effoit requirements in existing grant programs,and (2) the newness of many of these grant programs.The pooled cross-section analysis of these grants produced a largerdisplacement effect of 42 to 46 percent of every grant dollar.27 On theother hand, the analysis of lump-sum grants produced substantiallylarger estimated rates of displacement. The time-series analysis pro-duced a displacement estimate of 57 percent. The cross-section analysisproduced an estimate of 75 percent.
Since existing and proposed public employment programs are essen-tially lump sum giant programs, I conclutie that their long-run dis-placement rates on government expenditure will be roughly 57 to 75percent. In other words, local government will substitute anywherefrom three-fifths to three-fourths of these present and proposed Fed-eral funds for local funds that would have been spent even if there hadbeen no public employment progran-l.28
In addition, based on the above evidence, I conclude that a publicemployment program that had the effect of altering relative inputprices would have a long-run displacement rate ranging between 20and 46 percent. Such a program would, oil the basis of this evidence,be more effective than the lump-sum program.

2 Public employment programs that do not alter relative input prices areanalytically equivalent to lump-sum grants, and public employment programsthat alter relative prices are analytically equivalent to closed-ended categoricalprograms in that they alter the price of labor-intensive public services relativeto capital-intensive public services.
e This estimate assumes that the local government matches the Federal granton a dollar for dollar basis.

21 Part of the reason for the larger cross-section displacement effect may be thefact that the grant data were disaggregated into five broad programs: education,public safety, social services, urban support, and other.2 These estimates imply that the income elasticity of demand for public serv-ices is substantially in excess of unity (that is. a I percent increase in incomewill produce an increase in the quantity of public services demanded that isgreater than 1 percent. The displacement rate is the complemelit of the net hi-pact rate. The net impact rate is defined as the product of the income elasticityof demand for public services and the relative share of income going to pulblieservices. The relative share has been estimated to be 0.18 (see app. A). Thls,in order to derive estimates of net relative impact ranging between 0.25 and0.93, the income elasticity would have to range between 1.4 and 2.4. This range ofelasticities is consistent with the observed rising share of national income forState and local government expenditures.
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B. Displacemnent of State-Local Wage Bill Expenditures:
The Evidence

Studies that have analyzed the consequences of providing Federal

grant dollars to State and local governments have found that only

a fraction of these dollars find their way into the employment budget.

Gramlich, using quarterly observations for 1954-64, estimated that

only 45 percent of incremental Federal grant dollars ultimately wind

up in the State and local employment budget.2 9 Ehrenberg, using a

pooled cross-section of States for the years 1958-63 and 1965-69, esti-

mated that 22 percent of incremental Federal dollars impacts on the

employment budget. 30 Ashenfelter, using annual time-series data for

the period 1929-65 estimated that 24 to 47 percent of incremental

Federal grant dollars winds up in the employment budget. 31 More

recent studies place the wage bill impact at 6 to 9 percent.3 2 These

studies estimate long-run effects. A recent evaluation of PEP esti-

mated a short-run employment impact of 54 percent. 3 3

Given estimates of displacement rates of from 57 to 75 percent for

lump sum grants on total government expenditure, it is difficult to

accept the range of 55 to 78 percent estimated as the displacement

effect of lump sum grants on the wage bill by the three cited studies by

Gramlich, Ehrenberg, and Ashenfelter. The difficulty arises from the

fact that the wage bill is only a fraction of the total budget. This fact

would lead one to expect a net displacement effect on the wage bill

that would be larger than that estimated for total expenditures 
34 (see

app. A).
- For example, if one is willing to accept the estimates of displace-

ment rates for total expenditure described in the preceding section,

then one would also have to accept as reasonable the 91 to 94 percent

displacement rates for the wage bill estimated in the more recent

studies. But, these rates imply that the wage bill is something like 14

to 36 percent of the total budget. Depending on how one defines the

3 Edward M. Gramlich, "State and Local Governments and their Budget Con-

straint," International Economic Review X (June 1969), 174.

so U.S. Department of Labor, Manpower Administration, An Economic Analysis

of the Demand for State and Local Government Employees, by Ronald G. Ehren-

berg, Report No. DLMA 91-17-71-26, p. 58.

31 0. Ashenfelter, "Demand and Supply Functions for State and Local Employ-

ment: Implications for Public Employment Programs" (unpublished manu-

script), table 4 and p. 8.

3 U.S. Department of Labor, An Impact Evaluation of the Public Employment

Program, p. 8..fn; 0. Ashenfelter and R. G. Ehrenberg. "The Demand for Labor

in the Public Sector, Labor in the Public and Non-profit Sectors, ed. D. Hamer-

mesh (Princeton: Princeton University Press, forthcoming).

" The study, not yet released by the Manpower Administration of the Depart-

ment of Labor at the time this was written. was done by the National Planning

Association. This estimate is an average for 12 demonstration areas based on

1967-72 experience and is based on an assumed proportionate growth in public

employment for the demonstration areas and for 1S2 other governmental units

that reported employment data for the entire period and that had at least one

PEP employee. The average employment impact for the 12 areas was based on a

distribution that had a large variance. I am indebted to Stan Markuson and Sey-

mour Brandwein, both of the Manpower Administration, for allowing me to exam-

ine the NPA study.
34 The ratio of the net impact on the wage bill to the net impact on total expend-

iture should be equal to the fraction of total expenditure represented by the

wage bill.
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budget, the -wage bill share has been estimated as ranging from 42 to
54 percent.3 5 If these figures are valid, then the rate of displacement
should range from 68 to 90 percent, somewhat lower than the rates
implied by the more recent studies, and somewhat higher than the
rates implied by the three earlier studies.36

In spite of these caveats, it is clear that the displacement effect on
the -wage bill is substantial-probably in excess of 60 percent. And it
may be as high as 90 percent. Such high rates of displacement cast seri-
ous doubt on the efficiency of lump-sum public employment grant pro-
grams as means of creating jobs in the public sector.

C. Net Employment Effects: The Evidence

In order to derive the net employment effect of public employment
funds one simply divides the estimate of the net increment to the
wage bill by the wage rates of government employees. Estimates of
net long-run employment effects were based on the estimates of net
wage bill effects, discussed above, by assuming: (1) that the average
annual wage of a State and local Government employee is $8,000: (2)
that 10 to 40 percent of the funds of a lump-sum program would be
incremental to the wage bill, and (3) that 25 to 50 percent of the funds
of a wage-bill subsidy program that lowers the relative cost of labor
would be incremental to the wage bill.37 The modest long-run impact
of the lump-sum program, typified by such past programs as PEP
and by the current public employment program provided for under
title II of CETA. is striking. One billion dollars is expected to create
only 12,500 to 50.000 jobs in the long run, depending upon whether the
net increment to the wage bill is closer to 10 or 40 percent. Alternative
programs are expected to do better, but not dramatically so. A $1 bil-
lion public employment program operated as a wage-bill subsidy pro-
gram would create only 30,000 to 60,000 jobs, depending upon whether
the net increment to the wage bill is closer to 25 or to 50 percent.

D. Summary

The evidence presented in this section indicates that the rate of
displacement of public employment funds for both total expenditures
and wage-bill expenditures by local government would be quite large
for long-run, permanent-type programs operated as lump-sum grant

33 U.S. Department of Labor. An Impact Evaluation of the Public EmploymentProgram, p. 8 fn.. Johnson and Tomola estimate the share at *1 percent of ad-justed personal income (i.e., personal income minus Federal taxes plus indirectState and local business taxes). If one estimates the share as a fraction of thecurrent operating budget, it is 42 to 5r4 percent. While the latter estimate isprobably biased because it excludes the rental value of capital equipment, Ibeliev e that, conceptually, it is the more appropriate figure.
'Let D, equal the rate of displacement for total expenditure and D, equalthe rate of displacement for the wage bill. Define IE--100-DE and I.=100-D.as the net impact rates for total expenditure and the wage bill, respectively.Define a as the share of total expenditure constituted by the wage bill. The netimpact rates can be related as follows: I_=aIE. Suppose IE=25 and a=0.5 I.would be estimated as 12.5 and DV would equal 87.5.

" The range of estimated net increments was derived by multiplying the shareof total cost that is represented by the wage bill (assumed to be equal to 0.5or 0.6) by the estimate net increment of closed-ended categorical programsto total Government expenditures (assumed to be 50 to 80 percent).
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programs, ranging from 55 to 75 percent for total expenditures, and

from 60 to 90 percent for wage-bill expenditures. The rates would be

somewhat lower if the programs were operated as wage-bill subsidy

programs, ranging from 20 to 40 percent for total expenditure, and

probably ranging from 50 to 70 percent for wage-bill expenditures.

Because of their rather large rate of displacement, the net employ-

ment impact of these programs is expected to be quite small. A bil-

lion dollar lump-sum program is expected to produce no more than

50,000 jobs and a similar wage-bill subsidy program will produce no

more than 63,000 jobs.
A number of caveats are necessary to these conclusions. First, the

estimates are assumed to be long-run estimates applicable to perma-

nent programs that have been in operation for some time. Short-run

displacement effects are expected to be smaller, particularly if local

administrators have not anticipated them. This suggests that, while

long-run programs look somewhat dubious, short-run, countercyclical

programs might do better. 3 8 One study suggests that the short-run

employment effects of public employment programs even with rates

of displacement of as high as 90 percent would exceed similar employ-

ment effects of an equivalent tax cut, but would be less than an equiva-

lent Government purchase policy.3 9

Second, the evidence cited above applies only to total budget and

employment effects. Programs aimed at creating jobs for particular

target groups, such as the disadvantaged, are likely to have smaller

total employment effects because they focus on inputs whose costs con-

stitute relatively smaller fractions of the budget. On the other hand,

such programs will have a larger employment effect for unskilled

workers because: (a) their wage rates are lower, resulting in a larger

employment effect from any given net wage bill impact, and (b) there

is likely to be some substitution of low-skill workers for other workers.

Such interskill substitution, while important to consider in assessing

potential employment impact of a public service employment program,

is difficult to gauge without better knowledge of production relation-

ships in the public sector. Further evidence will be required before

more definitive conclusions will be possible.

IV. HUMAN CAPITAL EFFECTS AND EMPLOYMENT EFFECTS FOR

SPECIFIC TARGET GROUPS

Some public employment program advocates perceive their plans as

vehicles for employing specific target groups-particularly workers

experienciing persistently high rates of unemployment or underemploy-

ment, such as the voumn or the old, or disadvantaged, low-skill work-

ers. The former workers are desirable targets if one accepts the premise

that a redistribution of unemployment away from high incidence

groups will have salutory effects on the inflation-unemployment trade-

off by shifting the Phillips curve so that we can have less of both. The

latter workers are desirable targets if one accepts the premise that

poverty, for a large number of people, is associated with the lack of

human capital.

99 U.S. Department of Labor, An Impact Evaluation of the Public Emnployment

Protgram, pp. 11-13.
Ibid., p. 24.
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In principle, even if public employment programs had large dis-
placement effects, they could be considered effective in terms of the'
former workers if the displacement resulted in the desired redistri-
bution of employment composition. Proper evaluation of these redis-
tribution effects requires comparison of the employment distribution
attributable to the program and the desired employment distribution.

Similarly, public employment programs can, in principle, increase'
the lifetime earnings potential of workers who are employed in them
by providing training, either formal or on the job, or by nrovilinfr
them with a chance to establish work histories that will reduce their
future job instability. Proper evaluation of these human capital effects
requires measurement of the change in earnings directly attributable
to participation in the program. Generally, this is accomplished by
comparing earnings changes of program participants with earnings
changes of some appropriate control group. This has proved to be a
difficult task in the case of most manpower training programs. 4 0 It is
even more difficult in the case of public employment programs.

Major reasons for this difficulty include: (1) the relatively small
size of the various public employment programs that have been funded
(PEP was an exception to this rule); and (2) the limited amount of
experience we have had with all public employment programs (includ-
ing PEP). In addition, even in those cases where studies have been
possible, methodological problems have made it difficult to accept the
findings at face value. Among the major methodological problems
arising from these studies are: (1) difficulty in generating adequate
controls for the effects on earnings of factors other than program par-
ticipation; and (2) inability to trace the lifetime experience of control
and experimental groups. The former problem arises largely in trying
to control for such difficult to measure factors as ability and motivation.

Studies have been conducted on a number of these programs and in
this section I shall describe what might be inferred about them from
the available evidence. I shall concentrate on four programs: (1) the
neighborhood youth corps (NYC); (2) the public service careers.
program (PSC); (3) operation mainstream (OM); and (4) the pub-
lic employment program (PEP).

A. Neighborhood Youth Corps

The neighborhood youth corps came into being in 1964, when
Congress passed the Economic Opportunity Act. Although it was not
designated as the neighborhood youth corps by the act, it was estab-
lislhed as a work-training program oriented to noor youth between the
ages of 16 and 21. Its statement of purpose declared:

40 For example, see U.S. Department of Labor. Office of the Assistant Secretary
for Poliey, Evaluation, and Research. Office of Evaluation, Proyrev? Report onr
the Development of Continuou8 Performance Information. on the Impact of the
M1anpowver Development ande Trainina Act. by 0. Ashenfelter. Technical Analysis
Paper No. 12A. Washington. D.C.. 1973: T.S. Congress. Joint Economic Commit-
tee, Subcommittee on Fiscal Policy. The Effectiveness of Alanvpoicer Training Pro-
pram.s: .4 Reriew of Research on the Imvact on the Poor. hi/ Jon aoldstein. poqnpr
No. 3' (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office. 1972) : Ernest W. Stronms-
dorfer. Review and. Synthesis of Cost-Pffectirenes.s Rtudies of Vocational 'n(l
Ter7nierl Flhdcation (Columbus: The Centre for Vocational and Teehnical Edu-
cation, 1972).

44 -271-T.--s
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The purpose of this part is to provide useful work experience opportunities for

unemployed young men and young women, through participation in State and
community work-training programs, so their employability may be increased and
their education resumed or continued and so that public agencies and private
nonprofit organizations will be enabled to carry out programs which will permit

or contribute to an undertaking or service in the public interest that would not
otherwise be provided.

The program had three major components: (1) NYC in-school, de-

Signed to provide employment for students to reduce the number of

vouth who drop out of school; (2) NYC summer, designed to provide

summer employment for youth; and (3) NYC out-of-school, designed

to provide jobs for school dropouts. Since 1965, over 800,000 have

participated in the in-school program; 2 million have participated in
the summer program; and over 700,000 have participated in the out-of

school program. Although NYC has been eliminated by the newly en-

acted CETA, there is a considerable amount of political pressure to

earmark title I and title II CETA funds for youth programs.
Its relatively large number of participants and relatively long dura-

tion has made NYC the subject of a number of evaluations.41
Indeed the state of the art for NYC evaluation has reached the point

where even the evaluations are being evaluated! a The objectives of the

program are a complex set of redistribution and allocation goals. One

evaluation has aptly summarized these as follows: (1) to redistribute

income to the poor; (2) to increase employment of youth; (3) to re-

duce juvenile crime; and (4) to increase the lifetime earnings of en-

rollees. The last objective can be accomplished by increasing either

the amount of formal or on-the-job training the enrollee receives. The

formal training effect can be observed through the program's impact

on school enrollment; the latter can be observed through comparisons

of pre- and post-enrollment earnings for enrollees and some appro-

priate control group. The findings of several major studies with respect
to these variables is summarized below.

1. SCHOOL ENROLLMENT EFFECT

Somers and Stromsdorfer, in what was probably the most impressive

study of NYC, found that participation in NYC had no significant

effect on the probability of graduation from high school or on the

number of years of school completed. 43 However, they also found that

participation in NYC had a significant impact on the probability of

" Gerald G. Somers and Ernest W. Stromsdorfer. A Cost-Effectirencss Study of

the In-School and Summer Neighborhood Youth Corps (Madison: Industrial

Relations Research Institute, 1970) ; Michael Borus, John P. Brennan, and Sidney

Rosen. "A Benefit Cost Analysis of the Neighborhood Youth Corps, the Out-of-

School Program in Indiana," Journal of Human Resources (spring 1970), 139-

59; George F. Brown et al., Analysis of the Neighborhood Youth Corps Program

(Arlington, Va.; Center for Naval Analyses. 1972) ; Gerald D. Robin. An As-

sessment of the hi-School Yeighborhood Youth Corp.s Project in Cincinnati

and Detroit with Special Reference to Summer-Only and Year-Round Enrollees

(Philadelphia: National Analysts, Inc., 1969).
42U.S. Congress, Joint Economic Committee, The Effectiveness of Manpower

Training Programs; U.S. Department of Labor, Office of the Assistant Secretary
for Policy, Evaluation and Research, Office of Evaluation. The Neighborhood
IYo)uth Corps: An Imipact Ernlu7tion. by Robert S. Smith and Hugh Il. Pitcher,
Technical Analysis Paper No. 9, Washington, D.C., 1973.

" Somers and Stromsdorfer, table 39.
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-attending college and the probability of receiving post-high school
training.44 Since Somers and Stromsdorfer took elaborate precautions
in attempting to assure a proper control group, we must conclude that
their school enrollment and training findings, while unbiased, are
-nixed.

In addition to the global Somers-Stromsdorfer study, Robin studied
the -NYC impact on school participation in Cincinnati and Detroit.
HIe found that the program did not reduce the dropout rate or increase
the educational aspirations, studiousness, or scholastic achievement of

TNYC enrollees.
Finally, the Center for Naval Analysis (CNA) studied the impact

of N YC on school enrollment using a system of simultaneous equations
based on a model of activity choice. They employed the Somers-
Stromsdorfer data base and essentially found no significant relation-
ship between NYC enrollment and high school behavior, high school
dropout rates, college enrollment, and post-high school vocational
training. These findings, however, must be taken with a large grain
of salt owing to some methodological problems in their study.45

These studies suggest that the evidence supporting a significant
impact on school enrollment is not overwhelming. The most general
(and, in my judgment, the most credible) study produced some weak
findings in support of the allegation that NYC participation raises
post-high school investment in training (both college and vocational
school). However, the other studies reviewed found no evidence of
any impact on school enrollment.

2. LIFETIME EARNINGS EFFECT

Somers and Stromsdorfer found that participation in NYC sig-
nificantly increased annual after-tax earnings by $831. Blacks tended
to benefit from participation in the program more than whites. White
women did not benefit at all. A major factor responsible for this in-
crease in earnings was the larger amount of time NYC participants
spent in the labor force. At least $400 of the $831 increase in earnings
can be attributed to the 2.3 month reduction in time spent out of the
labor force by NYC participants.4 This increase cannot reasonably
be assumed to be part of a permanent differential in productivity at-
tributable to their NYC experience. Thus, the amount of human capi-

'" Ibid., pp. 251-252. This finding was reported when a dummy (yes/no)
variable was used to index NYC enrollment. When the more continuous variable
of months enrolled in the program was employed, the impact on post-high school
training was reduced to insignificance.

' For a detailed critique, see U.S. Department of Labor, The Neighborhood
Youth. Corp8, p. 59, fn. 5.

` NYC participants earned, on average, $4,519 (unweighted) over the total
time (19 months) they were eligible to be in the labor force. If we deduct $831
estimated to be attributable to NYC participation from the unweighted earnings,
we can generate a crude estimate of what these participants would have earned
had they not had NYC experience. This estimate, $3,328, or $175 per month, as-
*;uming they work each of the 19 months, can lhe used to generate a lower bound
estimate of the increayed earnings attributable to the increased time spent in the
labor force by NYC participants. This estimate. S40, is a lower bound because
the control group for which these earnings apply did not work in each of the
19 months. Thus, their estimated monthly earnings would be higher than the

.$175 attributed to them above.
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tal created by NXYC participation is probably overstated by the esti-

mated $S31.4' Alternative specification of their impact model produced

earnings differentials that were not significantly different from zero.45

This finding directly contradicts their earlier finding and has raised

questions as to which conclusion is valid.4 9

A more narrowly focused study produced estimates of the impact

of NYC on earnings of participants that were diametrically opposite

to those described above.50 Each additional hour of training was asso-

ciated with an additional 33 cents in annual earnings.

Finally, the CNA study discussed earlier also examined the impact

of YTYC on earnings and found no significant relationship. But, these

findings must also be taken with a grain of salt because of methodo-

logical problems in the study.5 1

To summarize, the empirical investigations of the impact of Ž-\I C

on lifetime earnings is mixed. While some studies indicate there is a

significant impact, the lifetime impact may not be as large as these

studies suggest. Moreover, some doubt is cast on these studies because

alternative models formulated within the same studies produce contra-

dictory findings.
B. Public Service Careers

The public service careers program was established in 1966 by an

amendment to the Economic Opportunity Act. Its objective was to

provide permanent public-sector jobs for the disadvantaged by remov-

ing personal and/or institutional barriers to their employment. The

program provided funding to State and local governments and to

Federal agencies to encourage them to undertake innovative projects

designed to reduce such barriers as unduly stringent qualifications for

hiring or promotion. The strategy was to identify, through demonstra-

tion projects, areas where these hiring and/or promotion standard&s

could be lowered without any loss in productivity.

"Smith and Pitcher estimate that the 90 percent rate of return estimated

by Somers and Stromsdorfer would be 20 percent lower if this earnings improve-

ment were assumed to occur only once at the beginning of their working lives and

was assumed to be zero thereafter. U.S. Department of Labor, The Neighborhood

Youth Corps, p. 54.
"The earnings differential is no lonaer significant when participation is esti-

mated in continuous monthly units, rather than as a discrete yes/no participation

dummy variable.
40 Goldstein speculates that the results of the continuous variable model re--

fleet differences in ability that are not indexed in the dummy variable model.

An alternative explanation may be attributed to methodological shortcomingz in

their use of the continuous variable. In particular, because nonparticipants were

assigned a value of zero in the continuous participation variable. the distriblu-

tion of that variable was not normal. Therefore. its regression coefficient might

have been biased toward zero because of the unusual amount of weight given to

the nonparticipants. An alternative procedure that also has the property of

analytic neatness would be to ePtimate the continuous variable model only for

those who participated in the NYC program. This would produce estimates of

the impact on earnings of NYC participants of an incremental month in the-

program. F.S. Congress, Joint Economic Committee. The Effect ireness of Mlan-

power Training Proqrams, p. 45: U.S. Department of Labor, The Neighborhood

Youth Corpq. pp. 54-5S.
" Rorus et al., studied the out-of-sehool program in five cities in Indiana. The

dummy variable model produced insignificant effects, whereas the continuous

variable model produced significant effects.
" U.S. Department of Labor, Neighborhood Youth Corps, p. 59, fn. 5.
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The program had four components, each concentrating on a differ-
ent government sector or program: State and local government, grant
in aid programs, human service programs, and Federal Government.
Funding was at a modest $50 million per year.

Unfortunately, the evidence available on the impact of the PSC
program is scant and what little there is turns out to be extremely
weak. A study funded by the Department of Labor to evaluate the
impact of 39 projects produced rather pessimistic findings.

In principle, the direct human-capital effect of the PSC program
would be manifested by the creation of extra jobs for the disadvan-
taged-that is, jobs which are not taken away from non-disadvantaged
'employees-or by more rapid advancement of existing disadvantaged
public employees. In addition, the PSC program might have indirect
-effects on the lifetime earnings of disadvantaged workers by providing
a work history that reduces the future number of spells of unemploy-
ment and the average duration of these spells.

The issue of incremental jobs and displacement was discussed
,earlier. Evidence was presented that a substantial proportion of public
service employment jobs would not be new.5 2 The PSC evaluation
supports this evidence:

In many cases, projects have used PSC funds to continue the efforts of theirsponsors to employ from minority or disadvantaged populations. * * * Someprojects have not been engaged in any new activities that represent significantdepartures from ongoing activity.si
Moreover, this evaluation finds institutional barriers unchanged in

a substantial number of projects evaluated. Thus, the PSC program
seems to have had only limited success in meeting its lowest order

.obj ective. The reluctance of public administrators to alter institutional
rules to improve hiring and promotion experience of disadvantaged
-workers is consistent with the assumption that public administrators
are currently allocating their resources efficiently, and any change in
this allocation will increase costs. If this assumption is valid, at least
to a first approximation, then the PSC program can never be success-
ful in reducing institutional barriers unless it resorts to coercion or
bribery. In the case of coercion, the result will be an increase in the
cost to the local taxpayer. In the case of bribery, the result will be
an increase in the cost to the Federal taxpayer.

In light of the existing evidence of the impact of PSC on human
capital, I must conclude that the program had virtually little direct
impact. The only possible effect the program could have had on life-
time earnings is through its potential effects on lifetime work histories,
though I could find no information that would help shed light on
this effect.

C. Operation Mainstream,

Operation mainstream was one of the first modern public employ-
ment programs authorized by Congress. Funded under the provisions
-of the Economic Opportunity Act, this program consisted of work
projects and other activities for community beautification and service.
Its objective was to provide employment to poor, chronically unem-
ployed adults. The program focused on elderly workers and concen-

5' See supra, section III.
aTurlm et al., p. 11.
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trated its activity largely in rural areas. Like PSC, operation main-

stream has been eliminated as a national manpower program and

has been replaced by the manpower revenue sharing program, which

allows State and local governments the option of continuing the main-

stream program or dropping it in favor of expenditure on alternative

manpower programs.
A comprehensive evaluation of operation mainstream programs was-

undertaken for the Manpower Administration in 1971.54 National in

scope and covering each type of operation mainstream programu55 the

evaluation was .based on a sample of 53 projects constituting roughly

13 percent of all projects. The analysis was a retrospective before-after

assessment of the program's impact on the sample communities. While

10 "companion communities" were also included in the sample, they

were not used as a control group.
The programs were evaluated in terms of their effects on enrollees

and on the communities in which they operated. The impact on

incomes, on placement into permanent employment, health, skills,.

and attitudes was examined for enrollees. The impact on services pro-

vided was assessed for communities. No attempt was made to estimate'

displacement effects or to control for other factors that might have had

an impact on enrollees and their communities.
Objectives were defined as providing supplemental income and work

activity to persons, particularly older workers, who were unable to

compete successfully inl the labor market and who were also unable

to participate in other manpower programs. W17hile in the program,

enrollees were to be engaged in work activity that resulted in the bet-

terment of the community through the provision of services or tan-ai-

ble work projects that would not otherwise have been attempted. The

evaluators interpreted congressional objectives to include a focus on

rural areas and small communities. They note that some Operation

Mainstream programs also aim to provide training and placement on

unsubsidized jobs to enrollees, but they claim that such alternative

aims divert the program from its basic objective.
Thus, the program is interpreted to be an income transfer program

which provides work activity to persons who want to work, but are

unable to find work. A relevant question. then, is whether Operation

Mainstream was a more efficient mechanism for transferring income

than alternative mechanisms. While it does not say so explicitly the

study seems to imply that Operation Mainstream was superior to alter-

native transfer mechanisms because it also provided some other bene-

fits to enrollees and some services to the communitv that would other-

wise not have been available. These other benefits included improved

health, new skills, and improved outlook on life. The services included

the output of enrollee activity on the various projects to which they

were assigned.5 6

6' Dale W. Berry et al., Yational Evaluation of Operation MainRtream: A P0llic

Service Program (Albuquerque: Kinschner Associates. Inc., 1971).

t Operation mainstream consisted of three major components: The green

thumb-green light program, senior community services projects, regionally ad-

ministered programs.
' These included beautification and conservation activities, participation in

community action programs to serve the interests of older people, and provisionl

of service to the poor and the old.
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They found that the program did serve the target group specified
by Congress: the old, the uneducated, and the long-term unemployed
(table 2). On the job, enrollees were rated by their employers as the
equal of other employees. However, while Operation Mainstream was
found to be successful in providing work activity and income to its
enrollees, its record in placing enrollees in permanent, unsubsidized
jobs was poor-less than 20 percent in most projects. Moreover, theimprovement in income was attributable purely to the public jobplacement. Those enrollees who worked earned an hourly wage of
$1.74 prior to enrollment and $1.71 while enrolled. Thus, the income
improvement could hardly be attributed to increased wage rates.
Additional evidence to support the attribution of improved income
largely to program enrollment is that 68 percent of the enrollees were
looking for work at the time of enrollment.

TABLE 2.-Selected characteristics of enrollees in Operation
Mlainstreamr program

Mean age (years)------------------------- 60Mlean education (years) --------------------------------------------- S.aDuration of unemployment (months)---------------------------------- 25Unemployed 4 or more months (percent)------------------------------- 52
Source: Berry et al., phase IV, app. E.

Since very few of its enrollees wind up in unsubsidized employment,
Operation Mainstream must be considered as a job-redistribution pro-
gram rather than a human capital-creation program. This may be avery sensible program strategy since the rate of return to investment
in human capital could not be expected to be very high, given the rela-tively advanced age of its target population.

Judging from the findings of the evaluation discussed above, Opera-tion Mainstream seems to have been successful in providing employ-
ment for its target group. However, there is no wvay of judging fromthe evidence presented howv much of this employment arose from thedisplacement of other workers who wvere not members of the target-group. Thus, it is not possible to assess howv much of the employmenlt
represents a net increment to total employment. To the extent thatthe employment is a product of displacement, the employment impactof Operation Maimistream must be interpreted as a redistribution of in-come. Since this is not an undesirable goal, the program must be ex-ain-ated in light of howv well it performs relative to alternative programs~
designed to achieve the same end. The findings of this evaluation mndi-cate that the impact of Operation Mainstream on the health and atti-tude of enrollees constitute benefits that might not be attained in other-income redistribution programs. These additional benefits wvould makte
Operation Mainstream a more viable contender in the competition
among alternative programs to redistribute income.

D. The Pu~blic Em~ployment; Programn

The public employment program (PEP) wvas the first large-scale
public service employment program since the 1930's. Funded at anlannual level of approximately $1 billion under the provision of tileEmergency Employment Act of 1971 (EEA), the program w-as de-signed to provide roughly 160,000 temporary jobs in the public sector-
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when overall unemployment rates exceeded 4.5 percent. The Emer-

gency Employment Act expired in 1973. A number of bills were intro-

duced in Congress to renew the act, but most are languishing in com-

mittee, having been overtaken by events, notably the passage in early

1974 of the Comprehensive Employment and Training Act.

The political turmoil surrounding the development and passage of

the EEA produced a great deal of compromise on the part of its spon-

sors. As a result, the wording of the act had a something-for-every-

body flavor. This produced a considerable amount of ambiguity in

interpreting the intent of the act and made evaluation quite difficult.

The stated purpose of EEA was:

To provide unemployed and underemployed persons with transitional employ-

ment in jobs providing needed public services during times of high unemploy-

ment and, where feasible, related training and manpower services to enable such

persons to move to employment or training not supported by this program.

Thus, the primary objective was job placement and unemployed and

underemployed persons were equally important to place. The Depart-

ment of Labor, however, distributed PEP funds regionally according

to the regional distribution of the unemployed. The underemployed-

that is, persons who are out of the labor force for lack of job oppor-

tunities (discouraged workers), persons who are involuntarily work-

ing part time, and persons who are working, but at wages that keep

them and their families below some commonly accepted measure of the

poverty line-were not explicitly considered in allocating PEP funds.

The "transitional" nature of PEP jobs meant that workers were

not expected to stay on them long. The hope was that PEP employees

would ultimately transfer to permanent jobs. Regulations promul-

gated by the Department of Labor required recipients of PEP funds

to try to place 50 percent of their PEP employees onto regular pay-

rolls, but no incentive was offered these recipients to do so.

Finally, the act authorized a small amount of funds to be used for

o)jectives other than job placement: civil service reform, restructuring

of the public labor market, and preparation of PEP employees for

permanent jobs.
In addition to the multitude of objectives discussed above, Congress

identified a variety of target groups for particular attention, includ-

ingr veterans, the young, the old., the poor, migrants, aero-space and

other defense related workers, et cetera. This plethora of special groups

created problems in evaluating program impact. For instance, veterans

and defense-related workers are generally neither poor nor migrants.

Thus, giving them priority in the allocation of the fixed number of

PEP slots would effectively reduce participation of disadvantaged

workers.
The act was also vague about who should administer the funds and

how they should be distributed. UTnits of all three levels of government,

subdivisions of these units, and tribes on Indian reservations were

all eligible to be p)rogram agents under section 5 of the act. Any area

that was of "sufficient size and scope to sustain a public service em-

p lovment program" was eligible to receive funds under section 6 of

the act. which authorized funds to areas of substantial (6 percent or

more) unemployment. The Secretary of Labor was given discretion

in allocating the remaining funds. In the first year of the act, $600

million was distributed under section 5, $250 million under section 6,

and $150 million was left with the Secretary of Labor.
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The conflict of objectives and the disparate target groups specifiedin the EEA legislation made it difficult, if not impossible, to assess itsachievements. Nonetheless, several brave analysts waded into theswampy area of PEP evaluation. Levitan and Taggart undertook anevaluation of EEA based on reports submitted to them by observersin the field. The National Urban Coalition published an evaluation ofEEA in 1972 based on Department of Labor data and informationgathered from a survey undertaken by local Urban Coalition offices.Two PEP demonstrations, high impact and welfare, were evaluatedfor the Manpower Administration by the National Planning Associa-tion and the Auerbach Corporation.
Because program objectives were not clearly stated, most of theseevaluations" might be more accurately described as descriptions andprescriptions; i.e., they do not assess program performance in com-parison to some program objective; rather, they criticize the lack ofappropriate program objectives. Both Levitan and Taggart and theNational Urban Coalition devote substantial amounts of their workto describing the process of implementation and program impacts, andto suggesting ways and means of making the act work "better".
Levitan and Taggart conclude: 67
What has been learned, however, is that unless program agents are operatingunder strictly enforced guidelines, they are likely to go about business as usual-hiring the most qualified workers for the most vital jobs. If a large scale programIs to be implemented * * * more attention will have to be paid to these guidelines.The legislation should specify more exactly who is to be served; and it shouldprovide incentives for job redesign, civil service reform, extensive training anduse of funds for the purchase of supplies, if these are desired. In other words,Congress must specify the type of public employment program it has in mind,rather than passing open-ended legislation which has something for everyone.

The National Urban Coalition states: 58
* * * there was little excuse for the unclear goals, inadequate funds and un-realistic time frames that hampered the implementation of the EEA from its in-ception. Sensible planning in the operation of a public service employment pro-gram as part of a total economic policy designed to reduce inflationary pressuresand stimulate employment of the structurally unemployed, rather than to re-move the frictionally unemployed from the labor market, should be the goal ofall future expansions in EEA or other public service employment programs.
Implicit in these statements are policy judgments. In particular,both sets of evaluators feel that more emphasis should be given toplacement of the "disadvantaged" and the hard-core unemployed.The findings of the evaluations of high impact and welfare demon-strations funded by the Manpower Administration have not yet beenreleased. But it is hard to imagine how they will differ from those ofLevitan and Taggart and the National Urban Coalition.Table 3 contains a Labor Department summary of PEP employmentand costs roughly 18 months after its inception. Approximately 130thousand slots were funded at a direct cost of $1.23 billion. Those whofilled these slots experienced a slight loss in wage rates. Average hourlywages fell 4 cents from the pre-PEP level of $2.69. Thus, the benefits

t U.S. Congress, Senate Committee on Labor and Public Welfare, Subcommit-tee on Employment Manpower and Poverty, Thc Emergency Employment Act:An Interim Asge8sment, by Sar Levitan and Robert Taggart (Washington, D.C.:Government Printing Office, 1972), p. 72." The National Urban Coalition, The Public Employment Program: An Evalu-ation (Washington, D.C.: The National Urban Coalition, 1972), p. 72.
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*of PEP were purely in employment terms and, as noted above, these

-slots were not necessarily net additions to employment.
In contrast, the National Planning Association (NPA) study of

PEP in high impact demonstration areas found that there were sub-

stantial earnings effects for PEP participants, with increases ranging

from 20 to 200 percent. The estimated increases were derived from a

.Comparison of the 12 months of pre-PEP earnings experience to the

13 months of earnings experience after entering PEP. The findings

are thus dominated by the participants' PEP experience. The study

states that it cannot conclude that there are any long-range earnings

effects because: (1) the limited post-PEP data indicated sharp earn-

ings drops; (2) no controls were used in evaluating the short-term

*experience. Thus, the NPA study does not refute the hypothesis that

the earnings effect was largely attributable to the employment effect.

TABLE 3.-Characteristics of PEP employees

* Characteristics

[Cumulative as of February 1973]

Percent I Characteristics Percent
,-.,nlnai hy iovern-

Age: 2rrtVLou.YD
IS or less…------------------ - 20 m ent agent…----------- ------- 19

19 to 21_______________________-19 Weeks unemployed:'

22 to 44______________--_ -- 53 Less than 5 weeks_------------- 31

45 to 54_______________________ 5 5 to 14_------------------------25

55 to 64_______________________- 2 15 or more…---------------------

65 and over -------------------- 1 Occupational group:

Sex: Professional ------------------ 2

SMale ------------------------- 71 Teacher ---------------------- 2

Female ---------------------- 29 Other ------------------------
__Gronp: Employing governmental unit:'

Mupite ----------------------- 59 State -1_________________ 26

Black ---------------------- 23 County -__ 42

American Indians -------- 2 city -42------------
2 Tribal Council ---------------- 1

Oriental ------------ _------ Other -____ 1,5

Spanish Ameriean ------------- 14 Average pre-PEP hourly wage ($2.69):

M3lilitary service status: Under $1.60___________________ 7

Special and Vietnam-era veterans 29 $1.60 to $1.99_----------------- 21

Other veterans…--------------- 8 $2.00 to $2.99_------------------ 2

Nonveterans ------------------ 63 $3.00 to $3.99_---------------- 20

Disadvantaged ------------------ 41 $4.00 to $4.99-------- ------- 5

TPublic assistance recipients_______ 11 $5.00 and over_----------------
-Pubic ssitane reipints------ Average PEP hourly wage ($2.65)

Handicapped_---------------_-- 4 Under $1.60_------------------ 0

Education: $1.60 to $1.99___-______________ 27

Less than 12th…--------------- 34 $2.00 to $2.99___-______________ 42

12th -------------------------- 40 $3.00 to $3.99_----------------- 23

13th to 1.5th…___________________ 17 $4.00 to $4.99__________________ 6

16th and more----------------- 9 $5.00 and over -- 2

I Data are cumulative as of September 1972.
NOTE.-13

Number employed (in thousands)…------------------ ------------------ 134
Program cost (in billions)…$1._228--------------------------------

Levitan and Taggart concluded: 5

At the outset, the level of PEP jobs represented net additions to the total

-number of public employment opportunities.

However, they note that this initial impact declined as the program

-continued.

Levitan and Taggart, The Emergency Employment Aet: The PEP Genera-

tioa. p. 17.
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PEP provided little money for the purchase of training and other
supportive services. This constraint limited the degree to which PEP
funds were used to place disadvantaged workers. -Most program agents
chose the path of least resistance and hired more skilled workers.
This explains why almost two-thirds of the PEP slots were filled by
those who had completed at least 12 years of formal schooling. An
alternative explanation is that program agents gave priority to vet-
erans. Thirty-seven percent of the slots were filled by veterans, where-
as only 7 percent of the unemployed were veterans. This suggests that
program agents at the local level took this target group more seriously
than many of the others designated in the EEA.

In contrast, while only 11 percent of PEP employees were welfare
recipients, 44 percent were persons who had been previously unem-
ployed for 15 weeks or longer, and 41 percent were persons who could
be classified as "disadvantaged". Since only 30 percent of the Nation's
unemployed were out of work for 15 weeks or more, one can conclude
that many local program agents gave priority to the hardcore
unemployed.

In those cases where program agents made a sincere effort to place
disadvantaged workers into job slots, they found that they had to
make substantial use of the resources of other manpower programs
in order to accomplish their objectives. Even the many program agents
who chose to hire more highly skilled workers with their PEP funds
were constrained by their inability to purchase the necessary comple-
mentary capital and other materials.

There is a consensus in these studies that training funds were in-
adequate, the target for transitions to permanent jobs unreasonable,
-and efforts to reform civil service virtually nil. These findings were
presented in conjunction with statements that the program is not
-doing enough to help the disadvantaged. Roughly 7 percent of the
funds were earmarked for training; roughly 13 percent of the ex-
penditure was available for nonwage payments. The studies found that
little effort was given to building a training component into the
program or to linking up with training components in other man-
power programs. Most of the funds were spent on on-the-job-training.
No doubt, the transitory nature of the section 5 money was a major
factor in this. However, the studies argued, even if the training effort
-had been made, the funds would have been insufficient for preparing
disadvantaged workers for transition to permanent public service jobs.
Moreover, the studies concluded. the 50-percent target rate of transi-
tion to permanent jobs set by the Department of Labor was unrealistic.
One study estimated that a 2 5-percent rate, based on expected emplov-
-ment growth and turnover, would have been more realistic.' Finally,
all of the studies noted that, while civil service regulations had been
bent to accommodate PEP employees in certain instances, no real
effort was devoted to chlanging these regulations to eliminate artificial
hiring and promotion barriers.

The performance of PEP left much to be desired. Starting with the
legacy of an act that had something for everyone, PEP objectives were
specified in terms that essentially allowed local administrators con-
siderable leeway and gave analysts little basis for intelligent evalua-

-tion.

;This estimate was provided to the author by John Huss of the AuerhacbCorp.
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Nonetheless, analysts found that the program's employment objec-

tives were implemented rapidly and efficiently with little or no sub-

stitution occurring initially between local and PEP funds. The find-

ing was based mainly on judgmental evidence or crude attempts to

standardize for other factors influencing public employment. The

evidence presented in section III of this paper suggests that the long-

run employment effects will be considerably smaller.
Priority was given to those who were relatively easy to place in

public service jobs. In part, this may have been the result of the relative

lack of funds for such complementary resources as job training and

job redesign. While focusing on relatively skilled workers, PEP also

employed relatively large numbers of disadvantaged and long-term

unemployed.
The studies reviewed also found PEP to be wanting in the areas of

provision of employment-related services, transition to permanent

jobs, and civil service reforms.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND SOME THOUGHTS ABouT FuRE DIRECTIONS

Public employment programs have been advocated as a means of at-

taining a number of significant policy objectives. These objectives were

summarized as follows:
(1) Reduce cyclical unemployment;
(2) Reduce structural unemployment;
(3) Raise wage rates of low-skilled workers;
(4) Improve earnings potential (human capital) of low-skilled

workers; and
(5) Increase output of State and local public services.

The program impact on three of these five objectives (i.e., the unem-

ployment objectives and the public service output objective) depends

critically on the extent to which Federal funds displace State and

local funds in providing State and local public services. A review of

the evidence on this type of displacement indicates that 60 to 90

percent of public employment program funds would merely displace

State and local funds in the long run. The short-run displacement

effect is in the range of 40 to 50 percent. The implication of this finding

is that public employment programs buy considerably fewer jobs than

the nominal number of slots they fund.
In addition, the evidence related to program impact on upgrading

wage rates and human capital of specific target groups was mixed.

Programs such as neighborhood youth corps, operation mainstream,

public service careers, and the public employment program were

successful as income transfer programs for participants, raising their

earnings by providing them with jobs and in some cases by paying

them higher wage rates than they had in their preprogram experi-

ences. However, there was little evidence that these earnings im-

provements lasted beyond participation in the program. In the case

of Neighborhood Youth Corps, there was no conclusive evidence that

the program increased the amount of schooling of participants. In

the case of Public Service Careers, there was no evidence that the

program was able to permanently lower institutional barriers. And,

in the case of PEP, there was no evidence of any substantial transfer

to permanent employment on the part of program participants. In
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fairness to these programs, it should be noted that the quest for evi-
dence was hampered by the relatively small size of some of these pro-
grams (for example, Public Service Careers), the limited amount of
data on postprogram experience-for example, PEP-and the partic-
ular constraints that were placed on the apportionment of pro-
gram funds. Thus, the lack of evidence cannot necessarily be con-
strued as an inability of these programs to accomplish these objectives.

In light of this evidence, it is difficult to be an enthusiastic supporter
.of large-scale, permanent programs of public employment funded
through Federal grants. Permanent programs tend to have effects that
.are predominantly redistributional in nature. One can endorse these
types of programs only if one is interested in the type of income and/or
employment redistribution they generate.

One can be somewhat more enthusiastic in support of countercyclical
public employment programs, triggered when unemployment rates
rise above some critical level, since displacement is somewhat smaller.
However, alternative countercyclical measures, such as the unem-
ployment insurance program, are already automatically available. If
Congress wishes to do more, it can expand coverage-through longer
duration and wider coverage-as a means of alleviating the financial
hardships resulting from unemployment. In addition, other income
maintenance programs, like the supplemental security income and the

:aid to families with dependent children programs, can be modified to
assist cyclically unemployed workers who are not covered by either the

,existing or an expanded unemployment insurance program. Further
comparisons of the impact and the cost of the unemployment insur-
ance program will be necessary before meaningful conclusions can be
drawn about the proper mix of these programs as countercyclical
instruments.

Evidence on the wage rate and lifetime earnings impact of public
employment programs for specific target groups is inconclusive and
difficult to evaluate. Further expenditure for public employment pro-
grams with these objectives ought to be channeled into controlled ex-
periments in which sufficient program funds are allocated to invest-
ment in training or reduction of employment barriers.

A mixed bag of conclusions and policy recommendations about public
employment programs emerges from these findings. The program im-
pacts are considerably different from what program advocates make
them out to be, but the actual effects are not necessarily undesirable
ones. Under the circumstances, a policymaker might find it desirable
to be prudent, spending resources to define goals and objectives more
clearly and to compare benefits and costs of public employment pro-
grams with benefits and costs of competitive programs designed to meet
the same objectives.
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APPENDIX A
A FRAMEWORK FOR ANALYZING THE DISPLACEMENT EFFEC'T

The factors to be considered in assessing the displacement effect depend irnpart on the criteria for allocating and constraining the funds. In principle. theycan be administered so as to alter relative costs of employing workers in thepublic sector or they can be administered so that relative wvorker costs are un-(hanged. Examples of the former proeedure are programs that tie funds to em-ployment or the wage bill, or programs that award funds only if parthiulargroups of workers are hired. Examples of the latter procedure are progains thattie funds to the national or relative rate and level of unemployment. The formiel-
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procedure can be treated analytically as if it were an employment subsidy pro-

gram for target workers; the latter procedure can be treated analytically as if it

were a lump-sum grant program that augments the budget of the local agency. 1

In practice, most public employment programs have opted for the latter pro-

cedure.
The analysis below is based on the assumption of no constraints on the utiliza-

tion of funds. It is also essentially a long-run analysis. Short-run displacement

rates are expected to be smaller than long-run rates because administrators are

more likely to engage in displacement if they have time to anticipate the funds.

Displacement rates can be calculated for total expenditures for public services,

employment expenditures for public services (the government wage bill), total

government employment, or government employment of particular target

groups. For all of these cases, it is useful to view the process as reflecting: (a)

community desires about how much it wants to spend for public vs. private

goods and for different types of public goods, and (b) local administrators'

efforts to meet community demands as efficiently as possible. Using this frame-

work, the factors affecting the rate of impact of lump-sum grants on the objec-

tives described above are summarized in table A-1. The rate of impact of lump-

sum grants (which is the complement of the displacement rate) 2 for all expendi-

tures and employment categories depends on the income sensitivity of demand

for public services (frequently referred to by economists as the "income elas-

ticity") and the share of income that is allocated to the public sector. The in-

come sensitivity reflects the effect of the grant on the demand for public services

through the additional resources it provides to the community. The share of in-

come allocated to the public sector reflects the relative value of public services.

The two factors operate multiplicatively on expenditures. Thus, if a one percent

change in income results in a one percent change in the quantity of public serv-

ices demanded, and the share of income allocated to public services is .18,3 the

rate of impact on government expenditure cannot be expected to be very high.

TABLE A-1.-Factor8 affecting the rate of impact of unconstrained lump-sum

grants on various types of Government expenditure and Government employ-

ment'

Type of expenditure or employment Relevant factors

Total Government expenditures_-_____ 1. Income elasticity of demand for
public services.

2. Share of income allocated to public
sector.

Employment expenditures------------- 1 and 2 above plus
3. Employment expenditures as a frac-

tion of total expenditure.

Employment-------------------------- 
1, 2, and 3 above plus
4. Wage rate of public employees.

'The rate Is measured as the Incremental change In the objective variable per dollar

change In the grant.

Given that labor costs are only a fraction of total government expenditures,

the rate of impact on employment expenditure can, a fortiori, be expected to be

still smaller. Thus, there are strong a priori grounds for expecting unconstrained

lump-sum funds to have large long-run displacement rates for both total ex-

penditures and employment expenditures. Given the rate of impact on employ-

ment expenditures, the employment impact can be derived by dividing this rate

by the appropriate wage rate.
Additional factors must also be considered in assessing the rate of impact of

grants that alter the relative cost of inputs. A grant program that lowers the

relative cost of labor will also alter the relative price of public services, causing

some substitution of labor-intensive for capital-intensive services. The amount

of substitution will depend on how sensitive public service demand for labor

is to changes in wage rates relative to other input prices. However, the effect

of this type of grant program on the mix of private vs. public services would be

1 am grateful to George Johnson who first made me aware of the distinction.

Define the displacement rate as d. Then the rate of impact, i, can be defined as i=1.0-d.

Thus. if 4 equals 0.2, i will be equal to 0.8.
3 U.S. Department of Labor, An Impact Evaluation of the Public Employment Program,

P. S.
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essentially similar to that of the lump-sum grant. On the other hand, this typeof grant program may produce larger rates of impact on employment expendituresand employment. These larger rates of impact will occur because of the substitu-tion of labor-intensive for capital-intensive public services and because of sub-stitution of labor for capital inputs within particular public service programs.The magnitude of these impacts will depend on the price elasticities of demandfor public service and the elasticity of substitution between capital and laborfor given programs. The former elasticity will determine the change arisingfrom between-program substitution; the latter elasticity will determine thechange arising from within-program substitution. 4 This suggests that grantsthat lower the relative cost of labor would be more efficient in achieving a givenemployment objective-for either aggregate public employment or for employ-ment of any particular target groups.
4 In more rigorous terms, assuming a perfectly elastic labor supply curve, the differencecan be estimated from the traditional formula of derived demand for a factor ofproduction:

rf~airp+ (1-a) ¢
where 77f is the price elasticity of the factor input (in this case labor), a Is the sharethat factor represents of total costs, 77p Is the elasticity of demand for the product (inthis case, Government services) and a is the elasticity of substitution between labor andcapital.



THE WPA: PUBLIC EMIPLOYMENT EXPERIENCE IN

THE NEW DEAL

By RICHARD E. HEGNER*

Today, more people seem to remember Works Progress Administra-
tion (WPA) for its public works legacy-everything from parks to

post office murals to paved roads-than for the employment it provided
in depression years. This is unfortunate, for the program represents
the Nation's only extensive public employment prior to the Emergency

Employment Act of 1971, and has some important lessons for any

present-day attempts at reducing the unemployment rate through pro-

vision of jobs in the public sector.
It is easy for policymakers to dismiss the current relevance of an

employment program which lived its short life during a period when

the labor market was looser than at any other time in American his-

tory; by comparison, the present unemployment rate seems low indeed.

At its peak, WPA provided 3.3 million jobs and reduced the unem-

ployment rate by over one-third. (Its predecessor agency, CWA-the

Civil Works Administration-performed the near miracle of creating
from scratch over 4 million jobs in the course of 2 months.) Public job

generation of such proportions is not to be dismissed lightly for the

lessons it can teach us today. Nor are the administrative problems

which WPA encountered in everything from determining eligibility

to setting wage rates without some relevance for those who advocate
public employment today.

HIsTORICAL SETrING

The Roosevelt administration's first venture into Federal "work re-

lief" (as public employment was called in the thirties) came as an

incidental part of the Federal Emergency Relief Administration
(FERA) program, begun in May 1933. But the New Deal did not

really gear up a full-scale public employment program until Novem-

ber 1933, when the CWA (Civil Works Administration) was estab-

lished. Like FERA, CWA work relief consisted mainly of construction
projects.

The projects were not very carefully planned; emphasis was more

on quantity than quality of employment. In this respect, CWA dif-

fered rather radically from PWA-the Public Works Administra-
tion-not to be confused with WPA. PWA's main emphasis under

Harold Ickes was on "beautifying the national estate." The only cri-

terion for PWA employment was unemployment; there was no attempt

*The author is a budget specialist in the Program Analysis and Review Unit,

New York State Division of the Budget, Albany. He wishes to thank Irene Lurie,

Frederick H. Harbison, Robinson G. Hollister, Jr., and the staff of the Subcom-

mittee on Fiscal Policy for their helpful comments.
(124)
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to employ only the needy. PWA projects were mainly long-termconstruction on a large scale; the program was more a "pump-priming"
investment program than a pure public employment program. On theother hand, OWA under Harry Hopkins, was more a work reliefprogram; fully half of its workers were drawn from the relief rolls.But CWA was never popular with the conservative business com-munity, and in an effort to pacify them, President Roosevelt aban-doned the program in the spring of 1934, less than half a year afterit commenced. For the next year, work relief continued on a reducedscale under FERA's Emergency Work Relief program, which wassimilar to CWA in practically everything but scope and political

visibility.
The Roosevelt administration produced another full-scale work re-lief program in May 1935-the Works Progress Administration

(WPA, later called Works Projects Administration), which becamethe primary vehicle for work relief in the country until its discon-tinuation in February 1943. This program will be the major focusof this paper.
The CCC-Civilian Conservation Corps-and the NYA-National

Youth Administration-ran concurrently with the other New Dealwork relief programs; however, since both were restricted to teenagers
and those in their early twenties, and provided far fewer jobs thanthe adult work relief programs, they are not discussed here.

WVPA AS WORK AND RELIEF

Several major themes or trends run through the history of WPA.First of all, as any public employment program focusing on the poormust, WPA suffered from the inevitable conflict of its basic goals.Howard sums up the problem nicely:
When the WPA program has been attacked as inefficient, it has been defendedon the ground that it was a relief program. When critics from the opposite camphave urged that wages be graduated in accordance with workers' needs, thattests of need be more strictly applied, or that other devices be adopted to makeit more strictly a relief measure, these have frequently been opposed as beingincompatible with a work program.'
As a result, WPA was a hybrid from the outset.
As time passed and it was found necessary to ration the smallnumber of jobs which the program could provide during a time ofvery serious unemployment, WPA became less a work program andmore a relief program. In its first year, the program's aim was toprovide at least 3.5 million jobs, which it very nearly accomplished.

But the unemployed numbered nearly 10 million at the time. If welook at the ratio of WPA employment to the gross number of unem-ployed if there were no WPA, we find that the ratio reached its highpoint in October 1936, with 39.1 percent of the unemployed in WPAwork. Moreover, over the course of the thirties, the average annualratio declined: 2

lDonald S. Howard, The WPA and Federal Relief Policy (New York: RussellSage Foundation, 194.3), p. 246.2U.S. National Planning Board, Security, Work, and Relief Policies (Washing-ton, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1942), p. 236.
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Year: 33Percent Year-Continued Percent

1936 ----------------- - 33. 5 1939 ---------------------- 26. 5

1937 ---------------------- 28 1940 ---------------------- 23. 5

1938---------------------- 27

Thus, from an equity standpoint, it was inevitable the WPA should

become more a relief than a work program as scarce jobs were allo-

cated mainly on the basis of relative need.

POLriIOAL CONSTRAINTS ON PROGRAML SIZE AND ADEQUACY

But WPA suffered from an identity crisis of larger proportions. It

led a hand-to-mouth existence at the pleasure of a largely hostile Con-

gress, which remained basically opposed to public employment pro-

grams. From the beginning, it was questionable whether Congress

would support public employment/work relief on more than a short-

term, limited, emergency *basis. Each time the unemployment rate

declined, congressional caution forced a sharp cutback in the number

of those employed by WPA; as the unemployment rate rose again,

increases in WPA employment generally lagged behind that rise con-

siderably (see figure 1). As a program perhaps more at odds with the

laissez-faire tradition of American Government than any other New

Deal program except the National Recovery Administration (NRA),

WPA was a bitter pill for Congress to swallow. And as time passed,

Congress tried to purge itself of that pill.
Wild fluctuations in the level of WPA employment ensued. In

March 1936, there were 2.9 million WPA workers; by September 1937,

only 1.5 million were employed under WPA. Then with the onset of

the 1938 recession, WPA rose to its zenith of 3.3 million-but fell

sharply in 1939 when Congress stipulated that anyone who had been

employed by WPA for over 18 months should be dropped from em-

ployment for at least 30 days; in the course of July and August 1939,
775,000 were dropped.3

Throughout the program, there was a high turnover rate: From

June through November 1938, an average of 200,000 left WPA each
month.4 Further indication of this high turnover is given by the fact

that through June 1940, it is estimated that 7.8 million different in-

dividuals were employed on WPA for some 13 million man-months of
employment. 5 We can well imagine what sense of insecurity the aver-

age WPA worker must have derived from such fluctuations.

'Frances F. Piven and Richard A. Cloward, Regulating the Poor (New York:

Pantheon Books, 1971), p. 113.
'U.S. Works Projects Administration, Federal Work, Security, and Relief

Program8, by Arthur E. Burns and Edward A. Williams, Research Monograph

XXIV (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1941), p. 64.

',U.S. National Resources Planning Board, "Securlty, Work, and Relief Poli-

cies," p. 341.
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FIGuRE 1.-Estimated unemployment and WPA employment, 1936-40.

a

4

a

U

Source: U.S. National Resources Planning Board, Security, Work, and ReliefPolicies (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Offlce, 1942), p. 235.

It is remarkable indeed that Congress felt obliged to take measures
to get people off WPA and into private employment under such cir-
cumstances; surely those employed on WPA would have preferred a
private job with some stability and lower pay (if necessary) to this
roller-coaster ride of WPA employment. But private employment
was so unstable at the time that WPA looked quite steady by com-
parison. Although congressional displeasure is not entirely to blame
for the unsteadiness of WPA employment, it is with good reason thatmany who have studied the WPA experience conclude that long-term
congressional commitment-perhaps through 5-year appropriations
automatically renewed each year-is of prime importance, if some of
the major objectives of a public employment program are not to berendered futile.

PROJECT CHARACTERISTICS AND ADMINISTRATION

Turning to the character of the projects themselves, we find thatthrough the end of 1940, fully 79 percent of WPA funds were spent
on various types of construction. Of this, highways and roads ac-
counted for almost 40 percent."

'Burns and Williams, op. cit., p. 58.

-. - 12

19,9 1939 1940
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This predominance of construction in general and highway con-

struction in particular is readily understood when we remember that

WPA projects were assembled as fast as possible with concentration
on providing a large number of jobs-a procedure basically at odds

with more careful tailoring of projects to fit the available skills of

the WPA labor force. Most construction jobs demanded little more

of a worker than physical strength. Outside of the 79 percent of WPA

workers employed in construction, nearly 17 percent held white-collar
jobs of one sort or another. Included in the residual 4 percent were em-

ployees of the Federal writers project and the Federal theater project,

basically small-scale operations remembered mainly for their unique-

ness. In order to include sufficient numbers of women in the WPA

work force-and their participation was largely limited to female

heads of households to prevent competition with male breadwinners-
the WPA took special pains to develop sewing and canning projects.

It should be noted that one of the features of WPA projects which

enabled the program to develop and run such a large number of jobs
was basic laxity in administration. Workers were not guaranteed a

job every day. Everything from materials shortages to inclement
weather to shortages of basic skills could shut a project down for an
indefinite period of time and leave the workers with no source of
income. Better planning could help avoid such shortcomings in the

future, though there is definitely a tradeoff between providing a large
number of jobs in the short run and providing stability of public
employment in the long run. This dilemma might be overcome by
vesting in the Department of Labor (or in the Office of Emergency
Preparedness) the continuing responsibility for planning and pe-
riodically revising a national public employment program to be im-
plemented when Congress and the President deem necessary.

WPA projects were operated on a "force-account" basis, which
meant that the WPA itself paid all wages. No private contracts were
ever let, since it was believed that they could work only very imper-
fectly in a program that was both work and relief. After all, it was
reasoned, private businessmen were used to providing work, not relief;
they would find it extremely difficult to balance both features of

WPA employment. (It is questionable whether the Government itself
succeeded.)

All projects had to have public agencies as sponsors. This usually
meant State or local govermnents, though some Federal agencies other
than WPA sponsored WPA projects. Each State was allotted a certain
quota of jobs by WPA in Washington. The allotment process was ex-
tremely informal-and, some would contend, extremely political-but
the two basic criteria were the unemployment rate within the State and

the State population. The sponsors submitted project proposals to

Washington in an arrangement similar to the "workable program" pro-
viso of urban renewal. They agreed to carry to completion any project

which WPA might be forced to cease funding.
Prior to January 1, 1940, there were no specific requirements as to

the amount a sponsor had to contribute in cash or in kind to support

the project. After that date, a requirement was imposed that 25 per-

cent of the costs of all WPA projects within a given State had to be met

by the sponsors; at the discretion of the States, poorer municipalities
might contribute less than richer ones. For some time, this policy re-
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suited in a denial of jobs to workers in areas where sponsors were un-able to meet the requirement-including upstate New York, Pennsyl-vania, Ohio, Missouri, and most of the South. Since Congress in 1938prohibited WPA from spending more than a certain amount of Fed-eral money per worker on nonlabor costs (tools, materials, etc.), thesponsors' contributions came to be more and more in kind rather thanin cash. In fiscal 1940, for instance, sponsors' contributions met only6 percent of all WPA personnel costs but 73 percent of costs of mate-rials and 85 percent of the costs of equipment rentals.7Further project restrictions imposed by Congress included two ofbasic importance. First, projects were not to compete with privateindustry or to work so as to prevent the employment or reemploymentof workers in the private sector. This rule was supported by bothmanagement and organized labor. Second, projects were not to involvework normally performed by State and local governments; this wasto prevent sponsors from using WPA to carry on their normal publicservices and perhap's thereby cut the wages or hours or regular publicsector employees. Obviously, this requirement was largely unenforce-able. State and local governments naturally had cut back on many oftheir public services during the Depression; if they were to satisfy yetanother WPA requirement-namely, that projects be of high com-munity value and social usefulness-they inevitably had to use WPAto resume some vital services which had been cut back during therevenue crunch of the Depression. One final requirement was thatprojects had to be undertaken on public property and not reboundto the benefit of private interests.
Contrary to what one might expect the expect the evidence indicatesthat WPA was of greater benefit to the unemployed in rural areas thanin urban areas. Howard presents statistics showing that no fewer than82 percent of those unemployed in rural farm areas had either WPAor CCC-NYA employment, with the corresponding figures for urbanareas and rural nonfarm areas 36 and 64 percent, respectively. (Thismay reflect, however, the larger numbers of unemployed off the farm.)s

ELIGIBILrry REQUIREMENTS

In determining eligibility for WPA, State and local relief agencieswere given primary responsibility. Through August 1939, the non-Federal welfare bureaucracy was responsible for both referral andcertification of need to WPA in Washington; after that date, formalresponsibility for certification shifted to Washington, though in factthe State and local agencies retained most of the discretion in deter-mining eligibility. The WPA retained responsibilty only for assign-ment to jobs of those referred to it. Supposedly, Washbing-ton couldoverrule the lower jurisdictions on their judgments of need, but thisseldom occurred in practice. Thus, determination of eligibility re-mained largely in local hands; local prejudices, especially racialprejudices, inevitably entered the process.
Federal guidelines stated that WPA employment was limited tothose 18 years of age or older. Generally, no more than one member of

7Howard, op. cit., p. 146.
a Ibid., p. 555.
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a family could receive WPA employment. Furthermore, Washington
prescribed that 95 percent of those employed by WPA had to be
judged eligible for relief at the local level. This figure was not set at
100 percent, since some skilled personnel who could not always qualify
for relief had to be attracted into the program in such positions
as foreman, tradesman such as electricians and plumbers, administra-
tors, and engineers. Even the percent leeway did not always guarantee
sufficient availability of skilled labor; indeed, some projects were
held up by this requirement.

The head of the family had to use his or her WPA earnings to
support his or her family. Younger family members might take
NYA or CCC employment without jeopardizing their family's eligi-
bility for one WPA employee, but they had to contribute 40 to 60
percent of their earnings to their family's support.

Policy on eligibility for other welfare programs concurrent with
WPA employment varied considerably by State and locality. In gen-
eral, WPA employees could supplement their WPA earnings with
other relief payments if WPA income was inadequate for their sup-
port-as it almost invariably was, especially for large families. But
there were periodic attempts-especially in the later thirties-to get
those who qualified for old-age assistance or aid to dependent children
benefits off WPA and into other programs. Unemployment compen-
sation benefits had to be exhausted before WPA eligibility could be
established.

WPA never had anything as advanced as a benefit-loss rate; instead,
the program was characterized by a "notch" set at a certain income
level by State or local welfare agencies. One could supplement one's
family income up to this point without any reduction in W1TPA earn-
ings; but above the point, one lost WPA eligibility entirely. Initially,
once one showed sufficient need to qualify for WPA, there was no sub-
sequent reinvestigation of need. In 1939, however, provision was made
for recurrent checking into need, primarily by requiring WPA workers
to file quarterly statements of their outside earnings. It was not suffi-
cient that WPA workers establish their need by demonstrating eli-
gibility for relief; in addition, they had to prove their relative need,
that is, that they were among the neediest eligibles. In general, this
meant that people had to become total paupers before qualifying for
WPA, that they had to divest themselves of most of their nonpersonal
assets and exhaust any outside income before meeting State and local
eligibility requirements. It also generally meant that single persons
were discriminated against as relatively less needy; those with depend-
ents, especially a large number of dependents, were usually declared
the neediest.

DISCRIMINATION BY SEX, AGE, AND RACE

Since WPA normally limited eligibility to "economic heads" of

families, a very low percentage of women were employed in the pro-

gram. In addition, finding jobs for a female labor force that was much

less skilled than todav's was a limiting factor on female employment

under WVPA. Obviously, too, women could not usually qualify for the

heavy construction work which was WPA's forte. So sewing and can-

ning jobs were generally all that were created for women, at least

until the prewar defense preparation campaign tightened the labor
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market considerably. The percentage of women employed by WPAranged from 12.1 percent of WPA workers in December 1935 to 19.2percent in June 1941. The sexist bias in WPA employment (if it cancorrectly be characterized as such) also appears to have resulted inpart from the conscious attempt to avoid attracting people into thelabor force who had never before participated in it.There was no maximum age limit, though workers had to be physi-cally fit to the extent that their employment would not be detrimentalto their own or their coworkers' safety. Howard presents evidence thatthere was probably some informal bias in favor of older workers,especially in the work assignment process at the Federal level." Andgenerally, when cutbacks were made, the younger workers were thefirst to be laid off.lO As mentioned above, some problems arose withworkers eligible for old-age welfare assistance and social security,since one of the purported purposes of the Social Security Act wasto get older workers out of the labor force to open up jobs foryounger workers. Veterans' preference became increasingly evident asWPA grew older, and in part accounted for the higher age of WPAworkers compared to the labor force as a whole.
Veterans' widowvs and wives (when their husbands were disabled)were also given special preference. Aliens were discriminated against,being declared totally ineligible in 1939 by Congress. And Congressincluded a provision against WPA employment of Communists, NaziBundists, and those advocating the overthrow of the Government.Despite provisions against discrimination in WPA hiring on thebasis of "race, creed or color," complaints against racial bias werefrequent, particularly in the South. And given the primacy of localand State agencies in determining need, there was relatively little thatWashington could do to correct this situation. Project approval bythe Federal Government was apparently never used as an avenue toassure nondiscrimination.

THE "EMXPLOYABILITY" CRITERON AND JOB PERFORMANCE

Next to need and "relative need," "employability" was the most im-portant criterion for WPA eligibility. Though in practice an ex-tremely elusive, ambiguous term, employability generally dependedas much on the nature of available work as on the capacity of theworker. Howard writes: "An unemployed watchmaker may be con-sidered unemployable if the only available work is ditch digging;an unskilled manual laborer, if the only work to be had requires ahigh degree of skill." 11
In many States, to be eligible for WPA, workers had to show prom-ise of being able to qualify for private employment. Recent employ-ment was a criterion in other States. Furthermore, as previously men-tioned. a worker's physical condition and age could not endangerhimself or his coworkers. Usually, however, physical examinationswere not given; the relief agency merely inspected the prospective em-ployee visually to satisfy requirements of physical capacity.
Ibid., p. 276.
0 Ibid., D. 274.

1 1Ibid., p. 449.
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Employability often also included proximity to a work project,

since transportation to projects was not provided and generally could

not be met out of WPA earnings. Relatively little relocation resulted

from WPA, and, both a Federal rule and State welfare residency

requirements worked against migration to receive WPA employment.

A few work camps were set up during the middle years of the program,

but they never operated on a very large scale. Provision for training

under WPA was virtually nonexistent.
To maintain WPA's similarity to private employment, performance

on the job was intended to be a criterion for continuation of employ-

ment, but it is doubtful that this requirement was ever very strictly

enforced. This informal policy of nondismissal resulted primarily

from the sponsors' realization that the worker would have to fall

back on the meager resources of State and local relief programs if

he was declared ineligible for WPA for any reason. Moreover, most

objective assessments rate WPA high (albeit from impressionistic

evidence) on work efficiency, considering its intentional labor-intensity

and the other relief characteristics of the program.

FURTHER POLITICAL CONSTRAINTS

As time passed, Congress manifested a growing concern that WPA

might become permanent employment for many workers once the job

market opened up again. This concern culminated in 1939 in legisla-

tion requiring that anyone who had been on WPA for 18 months

or longer should be dropped from employment immediately for a

minimum of 30 days. This requirement rested on a presumption of a

rapidly tightening labor market, which was not the case at the time.

The result was considerable suffering for those suddenly cast back into

unemployment. Generally, these workers had to undergo a reinvesti-

gation of need before returning to WPA, and their reemployment

was bv no means automatic at the close of 30 days.

This 18-month rotation provision also arose in part because of com-

plaints from the business community in certain areas of labor shortages

caused by WPA. Labor shortage was, of course, a relative concept; a

labor shortage might have resulted as much from private sector jobs

being offered at very low wages or under extremely poor working

conditions. The following is probably a reasonable assessment of the

validity of the labor shortage complaints:

It cannot be argued seriously that in most parts of the country the living

conditions of recipients of public aid [including WPAI have been in general

so relatively attractive as to tempt individuals to prefer socially provided income

to that obtained through employment in private production. On the other

hand, although the reserve of unemployed workers not employed on work projects,

coupled with the backlog of labor on the farms, has been more than adequate

to meet such increases in the total demand for labor as have hitherto occurred,

it is undeniable that there have been localized shortages."

Labor shortages were prevented in part by a regulation from the

beginning of WPA that prospective workers had to file with the local

employment service and to accept private employment offered, pro-

vided it was generally as suitable to their condition as WPA. In some

instances, this requirement resulted in workers being forced to accept

' U.S. National Planning Board, Security, Work, and Relief Policies, p. 348.
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employment in the private sector that was only temporary in natureor that paid even less than WPA. Despite guarantees of immediateresumption of WPA employment upon termination of private employ-ment-guarantees that were observed mainly in the breach-workerswere naturally reluctant to accept private employment that promisedto be even less stable than WPA with all the fluctuations stemmingfrom congressional ambivalence.

WPA WAGE POLICY
The adequacy of WPA benefits remained questionable throughoutthe program. Trying to keep its work aspect undefiled, WPA paidwages without respect to family size or individual need. It was alsoclaimed (in tones reminiscent of the recent proponents of demograntplans), that payment of the same basic wage to all workers in a givenclass would eliminate the need for pantry snooping by caseworkers.The earlier practice under FERA of setting wages and hours for eachindividual worker on the basis of family budgetary deficiency wasabandoned by CWA and WPA. Thus, WPA wages were particularlyinadequate for larger families; special allowance was generally madeby the local relief agencies for supplementation of their income byallowing employment of other family members and/or receipt ofwelfare benefits in addition to WPA.

WPA wages were computed on the principle of a security wage-afixed monthly payment of an amount set for different workers onthe basis of three classifications: type of work (professional andtechnical, skilled, semiskilled, or unskilled) ; region of work (fourand later three regions) ; and residence in a county which was urban orrural. Originally, this ranged from $19 per month for the unskilledworker in the rural South to $94 a month for professional and technicalworkers in the urban North. Harry Hopkins confessed that the wagescale was computed less on the basis of cost of living than on standardof living. The initial intention was to set the security wage higher thangeneral relief and public assistance payments to encourage people toturn from direct relief to work relief, but lower than wages in theprivate sector to encourage workers to turn first to private employment.The stress was laid on monthly rather than hourly rates for severalreasons. Much controversy with private employers and organized labormight be avoided by emphasizing monthly rates which provided rea-sonably adequate support instead of haggling over hourly rates. More-over, full-time employment might be easier to guarantee with monthlyrates than by paying prevailing hourly rates, especially given theoverall limitations on appropriations imposed by a relatively ambiva-lent Congress.
Yet, organized labor feared that payment of less than prevailingwages would create an irresistible downward pressure on the wagespaid those of their number who remained employed; and in 1936, Con-gress yielded to pressure from labor by providing for payment of thelocally prevailing wage. This prevailing hourly rate was to be deter-mined by a local board composed (in the best New Deal tradition) ofrepresentatives of labor and business. However, the 'WPA in Wash-ington continued to base its wage policy on the same old monthly rateschedules drawn up in accord with the security wage principle. That
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is to say, the same security wage rates prevailed as before, but the new

prevailing wage rate was divided into the monthly rate to determine

the number of hours that a worker in a particular class could work.

As was to be expected, chaos resulted as different classes of workers

worked different numbers of hours-per day, per week, and per month.

Even on the same project, those receiving higher hourly wages worked

shorter hours than those receiving lower hourly wages-though no one

could work longer than 8 hours per day or 40 hours per week. In 1939,

this chaotic policy was abandoned and return to the original policy

was mandated, with all workers working a uniform 130 hours per

month-or as close to that number as the vagaries of the project and

the program would allow.
Initially, the security wage was to be paid to workers without deduc-

tion for time lost through no fault of their own. That is, if inclement

weather or materials shortages halted work, workers received their

wage nonetheless.
In this sense, their wages were closer to a guaranteed monthly in-

come or salary. However, they received no payment for time lost due

to sickness, though provision was made for them to make up lost time

by working extra hours. But beginning in 1936. workers were not paid

for time lost through no fault of their own, and actual earnings began

to dip below scheduled monthly rates for most workers. Here the work

side of the program came to dominate the relief side in the form of

guaranteed monthly payments. Howard notes how the concept of secu-

rity wage became increasingly meaningless: "Though the alleged

security wage gradually vanished into thin air, the low rates of pay,

which the administration had sought to make more palatable by

garnishing with promises of steady income, continued." 13 Some provi-

sion was made for making up time lost through no fault, but it never

turned out that workers were able to make up all time lost. Recall, too,

the predominance of construction work among WPA projects and its

seasonal nature; though some attempt was made to carry on construc-

tion through the winters, when most T)rivate work stopped, inclement

weather made this an extremely shaky proposition. In the unlikely

event of overtime, no extra pay was given, but later on, hours of work

were cut back to eliminate the overtime surplus.

SKILL PRESERVATION AND MORALE

Among WPA's stated goals were preservation of skills and employ-

ability plus sustenance of worker morale. The sketchy evidence on the

accomplishment of these goals is not very encouraging.

Preservation of skills depends mainly on matching the worker up

with a job which suits his skill level. However, throughout the WPA

experience. from two-thirds to three-quarters of WPA workers worked

in the unskilled category.
This was part of the price paid for emphasizing quantity over qual-

ity of employment. WPA was especially poor at matching factory

workers, miners, farmers, and skilled and semiskilled labor in general

with jobs that would utilize their skills. It was more successful with

those employed in the building trades and other construction work

as well as professional, technical, and general white-collar workers.

is Howard, op. cit., p. 171.
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This inability to match workers' skills and jobs stemmed partly from
the prohibitions against competition with private employment, against
benefiting private interests, and against providing what would nor-
mally be provided by State and local governments.

The maintenance of work habits and employee morale depended in
no small measure on the degree to which WPA approximated the con-
ditions of private employment; that is, the degree to which it was more
a work program than a relief program. However, we have already
seen how, with the passage of time, the relief aspects of the program
came to dominate the work aspects. In order to qualify for WPA to
begin with, a worker had to undergo a period of unemployment while
exhausting unemployment benefits and undergo pauperization to qual-
ify for relief-hardly morale-building experiences. The high turnover
rate cited earlier combined with the payment of a security wage lower
than the prevailing wage could not help but produce demoralization.
Furthermore, the prevailing public image of WPA remained for a
long time that of shovel leaning, leaf raking, and digging holes and
filling them up again. Some evidence exists that having been em-
ployed by WPA stigmatized a worker against future employment in
the private sector.1 4 Some contend that making provision for col-
lective bargaining, guaranteeing the right to organize, establishing
a grievance procedure, and giving workmen's compensation benefits
would further WPA's approximation to real work. But no strikes
were allowed.

The grievance mechanism functioned poorly, and the workmen's
compensation was largely inadequate. Limiting the amount of non-
labor expenditures-which through June 30, 1941, constituted only
26.8 percent of the total costs of WPA-meant using outmoded labor-
intensive methods which could hardly have encouraged workers.

Howard summarizes the situation:
It seems fair to say that the value of WPA employment to workers has beenseverely limited by the increasingly stringent limitations imposed by Congressupon (a) the kinds and number of people who could be given employment; (b)the kinds of work that could be undertaken; (c) conditions of employment; and,(d) the quantities of materials, supplies, and equipment that could be used.`5
In the end we come back to the dilemma posed by a program which

is both work and relief; the more a public employment program
emphasizes one aspect, the more the other aspect suffers.

CoNcLusIoN: THE LEssoNs OF WPA

Naturally, the WPA experience is heavily colored by influencesspecific to the thirties which are no longer present today, including
the extremely high unemployment rates of the Depression, a Con-
gress which had not yet committed itself to the goal of full employ-
ment, relatively unsophisticated planning procedures, and lack of prec-
edent in public employment. Nevertheless, WPA has some important
general lessons for any who would attempt to assemble a massive pub-
lic employment effort today.

"4Ibid., p. 258; U.S. National Planning Board, Security, Work and RelefPolicies, p. 250.
Howard, op. cit., p. 842.
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First, insofar as possible., a public employment progrrami must sup-

plement current employment vet not compete with it. The demand

for this delicate balance is likely to be made bv business, organized

labor, and civil service employees. Congress must pay heed to this

demand if public employment is not to affect the current employment

situation adversely. The diseratum is an overall increase in the level

of employment-not an increase in employment for one part of the

labor force at the expense of another. Public employment wages

should be set high enough not to drag down the wages of those already

employed, yet low enough not to cause a labor shortage for private

employers. Wages should be high enough to attract people from non-

work-lelated welfare programs, yet low enough to encourage them

to seek private employment where possible. As far as possible. public

employment should be specifically that employment in the public sec-

tor which does not compete with private production of a good or

service. At the same time, it should avoid competition with those cur-

rently employed in the provision of public goods and services. There

are political constraints which must be observed in the design of any

public employment program.
Second, a choice has to be made between quantity and quality of

public employment. If public employment is viewed as an emergency

program to employ as many people as possible as quickly as possible,

some sacrifice mnust be made in the long-term quality of public employ-

ment. including such things as matching skills to jobs, stability of emi-

plovment, and social utility of the jobs provided. At the extreme, if

we wanted to give as many as possible an income linked to a job, we

could have them dig holes and refill them; there is little administrative

overhead or planning expense involved in such a program. But to the

extent that we waant something more than just a job with inconie, we

may have to sacrifice some of the quantity of jobs to Job quality. A

partial solution to this dilemma is the suggestion made above-vesting

responsibility for planning and periodically revising a contingency

national public employment program in some Federal agency.

Third, public employment programs are inevitably somewhat con-

tradictorv insofar as thev are both work and relief, employment. and

vwelfare. Here as in so mnany other social programs, when we trv to

satisfv one of these purposes the other suffers. WVe cannot fully satisfy

both simultaneously. So some hard choices have to be made. Shouldl,

our -wage scale be based strictlv on need, or are we going to make some

attempt to compeiisate for skill? Should we reward good perfornmance

and penalize poor performance, or is performance irrelevant if the

program's purpose is to provide income to the impoverished? Should

wve favor labor-intensive projects that provide a great deal of employ-

ment, or should we emphasize more technologically sophisticate d,

capital-intensive work that yields greater efficiency and provides more

challenging employment? These are only a few of the questions which

the dual nature of any public employment program raises. Perhaps

they are insoluble. and the widest counsel is merely not to expect the

simultaneous fulfillment of the goals of providing worthwhile employ-

ment and providing adequate income.
Fourth, if this is really to be an employment program rather than

merely another manpower training program, some criteria of employ-

ability must be established. In other words, we must take the unem-
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ployed as they are and attempt to create jobs to suit their skills. Special
provisions will have to be made for certain elements of the unemployed
population, including women, those in remote nonurban areas, the
aged and the middle-aged, teenagers, white-collar workers, and other
groups. Some people are simply unemployable as they are; it is ques-
tionable whether it is within the province of a public employmnenit pro-
g ram to enhance their employability. Logically, that would seem to be

the role of manpower programs, wvhich could, if necessary, be linked
to public employment.

Finally, we must make a decision about our commitment to the ideal
expressed in the Employment Act of 1946. If we are truly committed to
full employment and to providing every American with "useful work
opportunities," public employment seems an important vehicle for
attaining that ideal, particularly in times of high unemployment. But
if our commitment to supplement private employment through public
employment is to fulfill its promise, it must be through public employ-
ment on more than an ad hoc emergency basis. Perhaps the major flaw
of WPA was that Congress remained ambivalent in its commitment
to providing public employment. We need a long-term commitment
and long-term funding if public employment is to be more than just
emergency relief; otherwise we can save the money spent on admin-
istrative overhead by simply distributing money to the unemployed
through increased public assistance payments and unemployed insur-
ance benefits. Successful public employment is more than just an in-
come maintenance strategy; it can produce worthwhile puiblic goods
and services and boost the morale and maintain the skills of the unem-
ployed. Insofar as WPA failed, it was because congressional conserva-
tism forced the relief side of the program to predominate over the
work side of the program; for success, work and relief must remain in
balance in a public employment problem.
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THE INDIRECT MARKET EFFECTS OF WAGE SUBSIDY

AND PUBLIC EMPLOYMENT PROGRAMS

By PErnn MIESzKOWSII*

S-UMMrARY

Work subsidy plans have attracted considerable attention in recent

years as viable income supplement program alternatives. Although

wage subsidy I and public employment plans are popular approaches

because of their work-encouraging features, the overall desirability

of work subsidy plans relative to pure income support plans is a highly

controversial matter. A good part of the controversy has to do with

the potential impact of the various kinds of support programs on the

behavior of workers and firms. Those favoring work subsidy programs

argue that pure income support programs will cause recipients to

reduce their work hours and thereby increase the Government cost of

reducing poverty. Critics of wage subsidy plans charge that program

benefits will go primarily to employers in the form of reduced wage

costs instead of to workers.
This paper offers a careful theoretical examination of the wage and

profit effects of work subsidy programs. Of primary interest is the

impact of such programs on the wage employers pay for subsidized

workers, on the total wages subsidized workers receive, on the wage

unsubsidized workers receive, and on the profits firms reap. A variety

of economic models along with some numerical estimates are used to

assess the likely effects of wage subsidy and public employment

programs.
The conclusions drawn from this paper's analysis are:

(1) The benefits resulting from a wage subsidy program are

likely to go almost entirely to workers. It is unlikely that a wage

subsidy program would make it possible for firms to reduce their

wage payments.
(2) Some decline may occur in the wages employers pay low-

wage workers if a wage subsidy program rather than a negative

income tax is enacted. A negative income tax makes cash payments

related to income need and family size.
(3) A wage subsidy which helps low-skill workers may have a

negative effect on the wage rate of semiskilled workers. However,

the size of such a negative effect is likely to be small. Wages of

high-skill workers and the return to capital may increase as a

result of the subsidy.

*Professor of Economics, University of Houston.
'In a wage subsidy plan, the Government pays a low-wage worker some per-

centage of the difference between his wage and a Government-set target wage.

If the percentage is 50, and the target wage is $3, a worker earning $2 an hour

would receive an hourly subsidy of 50¢.
(138)
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(4) A wage subsidy paid to low-wage, nonunion workers isunlikely to reduce the wages of high-wage, union workers despitethe fact that the two kinds of workers are employed by competingfirms. Although the differential in wages received by union andnonunion workers would probably narrow, the differential wagecost to union and nonunion firms would remain the same. A highlylikely result is that a wage subsidy to low-wage workers couldraise the market wage paid to high-wage, union workers.(5) A public employment program concentrating on low-wage,low-skill workers could cause a reduction in the market wage ofskilled and semiskilled workers. This result is plausible if govern-ments hiring added low-skill workers can use them as partialsubstitutes for semiskilled and skilled workers. The release ofsemiskilled and skilled workers onto the private market may lowerthe overall wage paid to these workers.
The most important program impact is on the labor supply of work-ers eligible for subsidized wages. If a wage subsidy program did notincrease the work time of such subsidized workers, then the analysisof market effects need go no further. The benefits of the program wouldgo entirely to the workers or to unsubsidized workers. Thus, firmswould not lose or gain profits from the introduction of a wage subsidy.Evidence from a variety of labor supply studies indicates that amoderate level wage subsidy program would not in fact cause a sig-nificant change in the amount of labor subsidized workers supply. Itis this line of reasoning that supports conclusion (1).Wage subsidy programs may influence market wage rates if theydo stimulate additions to the work force or increases in average hoursworked, thereby pushing wages downward. Such increases in workeffort are likely if the wage subsidy susbtitutes for a cash programbased on income need alone. How large the reduction in market wagesis depends on a variety of factors in addition to the increased laborsupplied by subsidized workers. The decline in the market wage islargest if unsubsidized workers do not decrease their work time, iffirms have great difficulty substituting workers for machines, and ifsavings and investments are insensitive to changes in interest rates.Using reasonable estimates of these parameters, one finds that awage subsidy that increases labor supply of subsidized workers byas much as 30 percent would likely cause a 5 percent reduction in wagerates. The true effect of substituting a wage subsidy for a need-relatedcash program would be considerably smaller since the induced in-crease in labor supply would likely be less than 30 percent.Wage subsidies that encourage added work on the part of subsidizedworkers could also influence the wages of different groups of unsub-sidized workers. In general, those workers most interchangeable withsubsidized workers would suffer the largest wage reductions relativeto those affecting subsidized workers. On the other hand, workerswho are needed as complements to subsidized workers would gainwage increases. The size of such effects on wages is likely to be smallnot only because subsidized workers are not likely to increase theirwork hours significantly, but also because a reduction in wages paidby employers may cause them to increase output and their overalldemand for workers.
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The analysis of wage subsidy effects on unsubsidized union workers

is similar to that covering effects on different skill groups. To the

extent that subsidized nonunion workers do not increase their work

time, nonunion firms could not reduce the wages they pay. Any

reduction that did occur would have only a partial impact on union

wages because the wage reduction would cause the substitution of

labor for capital and would increase the demand for labor in all

industries.
The impact of a public employment program on market wages de-

pends on the reaction of workers as well as the reaction of firms. A

large increase in Government hiring of low-skill, low-wage workers

would mean a rise in the private market wage paid to these workers.

The wage increase would be higher the smaller the induced increase

in labor supply and the more limited the possibilities for firms to sub-

stitute machines for workers. Wage changes for workers at other skill

levels also depend on these two factors. In addition, the Government's

secondary response to the added hiring of low-skill workers is also

relevant. To the extent that the Governmnent can substitute low-skill

for Iihli-skill workers without heavy losses in production and to the

extent that there is a desire to limit the induced increase in the Gov-

ernment's share of total output, the Government's employment of

semiskilled and skilled workers may decline. As these displaced

workers add to the supply of such workers in the private market, their

private market wage rates may fall. Thus, a Government attempt to

shift toward hiring lowr-skill workers may reduce overall wage

differences between workers at different skill levels.

1. INTrODUCTION

Wage subsidy and public employment programs are becoming in-

creasingly attractive to a, wide segment of the public. The appeal of

these wvork-conditioned income supplements is based on the work

ethic and on the reluctance of many taxpayerfs to provide unrestricted

income transfers to able-bodied persons. During the last several years

a number of economists have proposed wage-rate subsidies as part of

an antipoverty strategy.2 More recently, the Senate Finance Commit-

tee reported out a bill that would have replaced much of the current

welfare system with a combination wage-subsidy/guaranteed public

employment program.3

2 Richard 'Muth, "The Evaluation of Selected Present and Potential Poverty

Programs," Institute for Defense Analysis, study S-244, Washington, D.C.,

1966; also Muth, project leader, "Federal Poverty Programs," Institute for

Defense Analysis, report R-116, Washington, D.C., 1966; J. Kesselman, "Guar-

anteeing Incomes or Wages," (Cambridge, Mass., 1968), condensed as: "Guar-

anteeing Wages: A Modest Proposal," Comrnonwealthb, LXXXIX, 700-703; see

also J. Kesselman, "A Comprehensive Approach to Income Maintenance:

SWIFT," Journal of Public Economics, II, part I (February 1973), 59-88; and

R. J. Zechauser and P. Sehuck, "An Alternative to the Nixon Income Main-

tenanCe Plan: A Solution to the Problem of Work Incentives," Public Intcrest,

XIX (spring 1970). 120-130.
U'.S. Congress, Senate, Committee on Finance, Social Security and Welfare

Reform: Summary of the Principal Provisions of HER. 1 as Dcterntincd by the

Committee on Finance, 92d Congress, 2d session, 1972.
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Work-conditioned plans have been offered as a major welfare re-form alternative to the negative income tax. One basic difficulty withthe negative income tax is its imposition of a highly implicit tax rate.on earnings. By subjecting recipient earnings to benefit-loss rates of50 percent or more, the negative income tax may distort the work-leisure choice of the working poor. As a result, some members of thelow-income population may be better off under a wage subsidy pro-gram than under an income guarantee program with the same budgetcosts. The wage subsidy may encourage persons to work added hoursand gain more income but less leisure than they would have if offeredan income guarantee and an implicit tax on earnings.4
This paper addresses questions concerning the market effects ofwork-conditioned programs. Would wage subsidies lead employersto lower their wages so that program benefits accrue to employersrather than to low income workers? Would wage subsidies underminethe wage position of organized labor in the unorganized sector of theeconomy? Would wage subsidies stimulate an increase in the supplyof unskilled labor, thereby improving the wage position of skilledworkers but possibly worsening the wage position of semiskilledworkers? The market effects of public employment programs are also*of considerable interest. As public employment programs draw inworkers previously employed in the private sector, to what extentwould wages of unskilled workers remaining in the private sectorrise? Would increased hiring of unskilled workers for public jobssubstitute for the services of skilled public employees? If so, whateffect would such displacements have on the wages of skilled workersemployed in the private sector?

Answering these questions certainly does not provide a completeassessment of work-conditioned plans. But the market effects of theseprograms are important criteria by which to judge their efficiency. Inlight of the political and economic appeal of wvork-conditioned pro.grams, improved understanding of their market effects is particularlyimportant.
This paper uses a number of theoretical models of the economy toassess the market effects of work subsidy programs. The follow-ingsection considers how a wage subsidy program would influence wagesand profits in a single-industry model of the economy. In this modelthere are three classes of workers that are perfect substitutes for eachother at some fixed ratio. Estimates appear on the possible quantita-tive effects on wages and profits of substituting a wage subsidy for anegative income tax. Section 3 examines a model in which firmshave difficulty substituting between different classes of workers. Thefourth section considers a union fear that subsilizing low-wagae work-ers could worsen the competitive position of union workers. Using atwo-sector economic model, we analyze how a wage subsidy applied toa, low-wage non-unionized sector of the economy would affect wagesin that sector and in the high-wage unionized sector. The finall sectionassesses the market effects of a public employment program by draw-ing on the results of earlier sections.

'R. J. Zeckhauser, "Optimal Aleehanisms for Income Transfei," Ameri.7aEconom ic Review, LXI, 324-34.
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2. THE EFFECTS OF WAGE SUBSIDIES IN A SINGLE-IN'DUSTRY

MODEL OF THE EcONoMY

This section uses two major assumptions in order to derive the

market effects of a wage subsidy. First, all commodities are aggre-

gated into one quantity, income (Y). Income is produced with capital

(K:), and labor (L). Second, workers of varying skill levels are per-

fect substitutes for each other in the production process. That is, there

is a constant ratio that determines the number of unskilled workers

necessary to replace a given number of skilled workers while main-

taining a constant production level. Assuming A, B, and C type

workers earning $1, 2, and $3 per hour, respectively, three type A

workers are exactly equivalent to one type C worker. Under this as-

sumption, the wage structure is fixed. For example, a 50 percent fall in

worker A's wage will mean a comparable 50 percent fall in wages of

types B and C workers. The wage of one type of worker, the efficiency

wage, is the benchmark against which to assess wage changes to other

types of labor. The assumption of perfect substitutability between

different types of labor greatly simplifies the analysis by allowing

one to treat labor as a "homogeneous" input and to measure labor input

in efficiency units.
The direct impact of a wage subsidy would be to reduce wage dif-

ferences among workers. Consider a wage subsidy program under

which the government would pay workers half the difference between

the "standard" wage of $3 per hour and the worker's actual wage. As

table 1 shows, the worker originally earning $1 per hour would re-

ceive a $1 per hour subsidy and a worker originally earning $1.50 per

hour would receive a $0.75 per hour subsidy. Thus, the direct effect

of the wage subsidy would be to reduce wage differences up to $3 per

hour by 50 percent.

TABLE l.-Presubsidy and postsubsidy hourly wages under a wage

subsidy pWan

Subsidy under a
standard rate of $3

and a subsidy rate of Total hourly
50 percent wages

Wage rate before subsidy:
$1.00 - ---------------------------- $1. 00 $2. 00

$1.50 -. 
75 2. 25

$2.00 -. 
50 2. 50

$2.50 -
25 2. 75

$3.00- 
0 3. 00

$4.00- 
0 4. 00

Although the direct effects are easy to determine, they take no

account of worker and employer responses to the wage subsidy. Yet

these responses may be of considerable importance. The way workers

and firms react to the subsidy program would determine how much of

the benefits go to unskilled workers, how much to skilled workers, and

how much to employers. For example, consider two polar cases. Sup-

pose that the increased total wage, including the wage subsidy,

available to low-productivity workers has no effect on the number of

such workers available or on the average amount of time each works.
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In this case, the full subsidy would go to the workers. Alternatively,
suppose that because of the wage subsidy added workers seek employ-
ment and/or current workers seek to work longer hours. Further, sup-
pose that the number of unskilled workers employers hire varies only
slightly with changes in the wage rate. Then, employers would absorb
the added workers only if their wage payments decline significantly.
In this case, workers might gain little from the wage subsidy. The
Government subsidy could be largely offset by the decline in the wage
employers pay.

Knowing that the wage subsidy could go mostly to workers or could
go mostly to employers is not particularly helpful. To investigate the
likely effects requires the use of economic theory and some estimates of
probable behavioral responses by workers and employers. The first
step is to derive the theoretical effects of a wage subsidy. For sim-
plicity, we distinguish between two types of labor: group A, the group
which receives the wage subsidy, and group B, the more productive,
higher-income group which remains unsubsidized.

The percentage change in the supply of labor effort by group A,
dL,-, is equal to

LA

dLA (dw+s) dw<O; s>O
LA w dw+s=net wage change

where IA is the elasticity of labor with respect to wages for group A,
w is the efficiency wage rate, and s is the hourly subsidy paid to group
A, expressed as per unit subsidy. Similarly the percentage change in
the labor supply of group B is

dLB= aB(-w (2)
LB

The percentage change in the overall supply of labor can be shown
to be equal to

dL-=[lAa+lB(l_-a] dw +lAa (3)

where

a= LA
LA+LB

In order to maintain equilibrium in the labor market the change in
the supply of labor must be equal to the change in the demand for
labor.

It is possible to derive the following relation for changes in wages
and profits in terms of changes in factor proportions 5

dw J: tdK dL) \
w J K L (4)
dr fL dK dL
_r _ JY -li

6 A. A. Amano, "Neoclassical Biased Technical Progress and a Neoclassical
Theory of Economic Growth," Quarterly Journal of Economics, LXXVIII (Feb-
ruary 1964), and P. A. Diamond, "Disembodied Technical Change in a One
Sector Model," International Economics Review, VI (May 1965) have independently
derived these relationships.
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whereJK andfL are the shares of capital and labor respectively and J is
the elasticity of substitution between labor and capital. The presump-
tive sign of this parameter is negative so that an increase (decrease) in
the amount of labor relative to capital will decrease (increase) the real
wage.

Assume that the supply of capital is positively related to the rate of
return on capital, r, so that the change in the supply of capital is given
by the relation

dK 1Kr (6)

where lK is the elasticity in the supply of capital with respect to changes
in the return on capital.

Solving for dw/w we obtain

dw _/ lAa \
w K7Aa+lB(la)f+k K)

Equation (7) determines the changes in the wage rate employers
pay as a result of the wage subsidy. In turn, this change determines the
change in the worker's total wage inclusive of the subsidy. If expres-
sion (7) is positive or only slightly negative, the implication is that
workers receive the full amount of the subsidy without offsetting re-
ductions in the wages paid by employers. Similarly, if expression (7)
were a large negative number, then the reduction in wages paid by
employers might substantially offset the worker's subsidy payment,
leaving him no better off.

As equation (7) shows, the impact of the wage subsidy depends on
the following economic forces: The labor supply response to wage
changes by subsidized and by unsubsidized workers, the ease with
which firms can substitute workers for machines, and the savings and
investment response to changes in the interest rate. As noted above,
the change in wages would be zero if the wage subsidy did not attract
more subsidized labor either through longer hours or through more
workers, that is, if 1A equals zero. On the other hand, the subsidy may
simply reduce market wages and leave subsidized workers with no
increased income if unsubsidized workers do not change their work
and work-seeking patterns (lB equals zero) and if substitution possi-
bilities between workers and capital are poor (J equals zero).

Looking at the factors in equation (7) singly, one finds that the
decline in the market wage is largest if subsidized workers respond to
the wage subsidy by seeking significantly more work hours, if unsub-
sidized workers do not decrease their work effort in response to lower
wages, if firms are unable to substitute workers for machines, and if.
savings and investment are insensitive to changes in the interest rate.
Although these results make sense, they are general and not partic-
ularly useful for policy. To assess the probable quantitative effects
of the wage subsidy requires reliable estimates of the parameters in
equation (7) such as IA and J.

Fortunately, a large amount of empirical work has recently been
done on the supply response of labor with respect to changes in wages.
The effect of a wage change on labor supply can be divided into an
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income effect and a substitution effect. Viewing the decision to workas a choice between commodities and leisure, an increase in the wagerate increases the cost of leisure in terms of commodities and thesubstitution effect induces the consumer (worker) to substitute com-modities for leisure. On the other hand, higher wages increase incomeand this rise in welfare is expected to increase the consumption ofleisure. Hence the income and substitution effects are of oppositesigns and may largely offset each other.
In fact, a variety of studies on labor supply I indicate that for maleworkers the income effect dominates the substitution effect so that aswage rates increase, male workers tend to work less.' A typical estimateis that a 1-percent rise in wages will lead to a 0.2-percent fall in workeffort by males.
The picture is somewhat different for female workers. Beginning

with the work of Mincer, evidence has accumulated that womenwill work more with increases in their wage rate but will work lesswith increases in other household (husband's) income. The work ofAshenfelter and Hechman suggests a wage elasticity of labor supplyfor women workers that is as high as + 1. The other estimates of thisparameter are somewhat lower, yet it is quite probable that 1,X, forfemale workers, is equal to 0.5 or more.
Even with a moderately high supply response for women and othersecondary workers it is difficult, on the basis of existing empirical

evidence, to argue that labor supply is quite responsive to change inwages. In fact, If for labor as a whole, may be negative, and if it ispositive, it is probably no greater than +.2. This fact implies that thelabor supply effects of a wage subsidy plan which is added to existing
income maintenance programs to cover workers not covered byexisting welfare programs would be quite modest. As the effects onlabor supply would probably be small, the indirect market effects ofthe wage subsidy program would be unimportant, possibly negligible.

This consideration notwithstanding there are two principal reasonsfor presenting some sample calculations on the secondary effects of awage subsidy plan. First, actual labor response in such a system may belarger than that implied by the empirical research. Second, the relevant
program comparison might be between a wage subsidy plan and ageneral income maintenance system of the negative income tax type.The change in labor supply arising from a changeover from one typeof income maintenance system to another type may be much moresignificant than from the introduction of a iwage subsidy program tocover persons not covered by welfare.

6 G. Cain and H. Watts, ed. Income Maintenance and Labor Supply: EconometricStudies (Chicago: Markham Press, 1973). A]l of the quantitative evidence dis-cussed here appears in this book.
7The wage elasticity, l., is given the relation 1tt= 1,0+ ID k where l,,' is the income-compensated wage elasticity of supply of labor (the substitution effect expressedas an elasticity) 1,, is the income elasticity and k is the proportion of total incomea person receives in the form of wage income. For simplicity we shall assumek= 1. A typical estimate of l,, for male workers is + 0.3 and a typical estimatefor 1,, is -0.5, so l.= -0.2.
8 For a review of this evidence consult the articles by Irwin Garfinkel and byCain and Watts in U.S. Congress, Joint Economic Committee, Subcommitteeon Fiscal Policy, How Incomze Supplements can Affect Work Behavior, Paper No. 13(W5 ashington, D.C., Government Printing Office, 1974).
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The market effects of a wage subsidy may be considerably different

from those of a negative income tax of equal budget cost. One im-

portant reason is the difference in filing units. A negative income tax

plan generally uses the family as filing unit while many wage subsidy

plans use the individual worker as filing unit. As a result, single in-

dividuals would gain significantly at the expense of families with

children if a wage subsidy replaced a negative income tax.9 For ex-

ample, consider plans each with budget costs of $13 billion in 1966.

Such a sum would have financed a wage subsidy plan paying half the

difference between $2 per hour and the worker's wage or a negative

income tax with an income guarantee of $2,400 a year for a family of

four and an offsetting benefit-loss rate of 50 percent. A low-income

family of four with a single worker earning $2,400 per year by working

1,600 hours per year at $1.50 per hour would have received $1,200

per year under the negative income tax but only $400 per year under

the wage subsidy program. In contrast, a single individual with the

same work record would have received $400 under the wage subsidy

and nothing under the negative income tax.
Although one might expect that work reductions would be larger

under a negative income tax than under a wage subsidy program,

logic alone does not provide a reliable basis for prediction. One in-

teresting case is those families who would receive equal payments

from the two programs at their original level of work hours. For ex-

ample, consider a family of three whose family head worked 2,000

hours per year at $1.50 per hour to earn the family's only private

income. This family would receive $500 under a negative income tax

with a $2,000 guarantee and a 50-percent benefit-loss rate and $500

under a wage subsidy paying a per hour subsidy of one-half the dif-

ference between $2 and the worker's wage. In terms of allowing the

family to afford increased leisure, the two programs would have the

same effect.
But the "price" of leisure (that is, income lost by not working) is

$1.75 per hour under the wage subsidy program as compared to $.75

per hour under the negative income tax. The effect of this higher

price would be to encourage longer work hours under the wage sub-

sidy program. If families eligible for equal benefits work longer under

the wage subsidy, one might conclude that the wage subsidy would

necessarily mean a larger labor supply than a negative income tax of

equal cost. But, in fact, the result may go the other way. The negative

income tax may exert its largest income effects on groups such as male

heads of families, whose labor supply does not vary a great deal;

while those with the largest increases in income under a wage subsidy,

such as single individuals, may show substantial variations in work

effort.
One attempt to answer the empirical question indicated that the

negative income tax would cause a larger work reduction than a wage

subsidy of equal budget cost. Samuel Rea simulated the effects various

wage subsidies and negative income taxes (NIT) would have had in

1966 on all families and individuals with at least one person over 24

and in the labor force at some time during 1966. Comparing a negative

9 It is possible, of course, to vary net wage subsidy benefits by family status

and family size. For an example, see the JOIN plan presented by Robert I. Lerman

in this volume.
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income tax with a $2,400 guarantee and a 50-percent tax rate with awage subsidy paying half the difference between $2 and the worker'swage, Rea calculated that the nearly 10 million NIT filing units wouldhave shown average decline in work hours of 12 percent while the 12.4million wage subsidy units would have reduced their hours worked anaverage of only 1.7 percent. The fact that one would predict a largersupply of labor under a wage subsidy than under a negative incometax suggests that indirect market effects could also differ.In order to analyze the effects of these changes on market wages weshall develop a numerical representation of the model developed above.The numbers are based on the 1967 Survey of Economic Opportunity.
TABLE 2 .- Wages and work hours of low- and high-wage workers in1966 1

Group A 2 Group B

Number of persons (million) -32. 4 42. 7Average annual hours per person (hours) 1, 337 1, 951Average hourly compensation- $1. 38 $3. 94Average annual compensation per person $1, 845 $7, 686
Total person-hours (billion)- 43. 32 83. 31
Total compensation (billion)- $59. 6 $328. 5

I Total compensation for the year 1966 as calculated from the survey data amounts to about $388,000,000..000. This figure is far short of the $170,000,000,000 compensation of employees reported in the nationalaccounts. About $45,000,000,000 of this figure are supplements to wages and salaries. We are not in a positionto reconcile these 2 sets of figures. We note, however, that persons over 65 and under 16 are excluded from theSurvey of Economic Opportunity and that there is some presumption of underreporting of wage incomein the survey at low levels of income. Actually for our purposes it is the distribution of wage income between2 broad categories which is important, not the total amount. Thus to the extent that underreporting isindependent of wage level our results are unaffected by the underreporting.2 Group which originally receives a wage subsidy for a standard wage rate of $2.

Workers have been divided into two broad groups, A and B. GroupA consists of low-wage, low-productivity workers who make less than$2 an hour and whose mean wage rate is about $1.40; group B is themore productive group which remains unsubsidized. A wage subsidyplan paying half the difference between $2 and the worker's wagewould have provided an average subsidy of $0.30 an hour. Assumingworkers in the two groups to be perfectly interchangeable for one an-other at the constant rate of transformation 3.94/1.38= 2.85 workers oftype A for one worker of group B, we choose labor units so that theoriginal wage rate for group A is equal to $1 per hour. If the averagehourly wage for group A is $1.40, each hour of group A's labor equals14/10 labor units. It follows that group A originally provided 59.6 bil-lions labor units while group B provided 328.5 billions labor units.Consequently, a, the proportion of total labor provided by group A is59.6/388.1=0.153. This parameter is important and will vary for vari-ous programs under consideration. For example, if we consider theeffects of changing from an income guarantee program with a basicallowance of $2,400 and a benefit-loss rate of 50 percent to a wagesubsidy program, families with incomes at least up to $4,800 wouldhave been affected by the change in programs. If we allow for multiple-worker families such a policy change could have affected the workeffort of workers who make considerably more than $2 an hour. In fact
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up to 40 percent of the labor force might have been influenced by

rather modest income guarantee programs.

To examine the change in wages resulting from a wage subsidy plan,

we use expression (7) repeated here for convenience.

dw / lAa\

l Aa+lIB(1-a)±J-+ 
1K) 7

W ~ ~ ~ ~ fL )w (7)

The numerator of this expression

lAa

is the percentage change in the supply of labor of type A, times the

share of type A labor, dLA

-- a,
LAa

resulting from the introduction of the subsidy. This effect will be

referred to as the primary effect of the policy, which occurs before

any change in the market wage rate w.

Labor supply might also adjust as a result of wage rate adjustments.

The terms associated with these secondary adjustments, 1Aa + lB(1-a)

appear in the denominator of expression (7). The empirical evidence

suggests that income and substitution effects of a wage change are

approximately equal or possibly that the income effect dominates the

substitution effect (IA < 0 and lB < 0). However, in order to simplify

the analysis, we assume that the secondary adjustments of labor

supply changes resulting from wage rate changes are zero, (IA = 1B = 0)

Now if lA=O0 it follows that the numerator of (7) is also zero if the

introduction of a subsidy program is considered in isolation. However,

as discussed above, the partial or complete substitution of one form

of income maintenance system for another or a change in policy which

would require certain family heads to work might have substantial

primary effect on the overall supply of work effort even when the

secondary wage rate effects are zero.

Rather than trying to develop an elaborate analysis which would

contain sufficient program detail to allow for a positive primary effect

and negligible secondary effect we shall instead simplify matters by

taking the primary effect to be of some positive value and assuming

that the secondary effects are zero. Thus, expression (7) simplifies to

d dLA)

dw J±JL,) 
7_V L J +a

This relation allows us to calculate the change in the wage rate result-

ing from a policy change which leads to a change, dLA, in the supply

of labor by the group A, which is directly affected by the change.
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Given 0.30 as the value of capital's share in total output, fK, thepercentage change in the market wage rate, depends essentially onfour other parameters:
dLA

LA

the change in the supply of labor resulting from the policy change;a, the proportion of the affected group in the total labor supply; J, theelasticity of substitution between labor and capital; and 1
K, elasticityof the supply of capital. For expositional simplification, it is assumedinitially that the supply of capital is fixed, that is, IK==0.Since the numerous studies on the elasticity of substitution arequite inconclusive,10 we present results for three values of J, -. 0.3,-0.5, and -1. The value of -1 corresponds to the Cobb-Douglasproduction function, -0.3, is the lower bound of the estimate of theelasticity of substitution obtained for aggregate time-series studies,and -0.5 is an intermediate value. The values of

dLA

LA

and a depend on the policy changes under consideration; a is likely tovary between 0.20 and 0.40 while

dLA
LA

will be taken to be anything from zero to 0.30.If the upper bound for

dLA
LA

is taken to be 0.30 (30 percent change in labor supply by the groupaffected by the policy change), the values a=0.40 and J=-0.30imply a 12 percent change in the wage rate. On the other hand, if only20 percent of the labor force is affected by policy change and J= -1,the wage rate will change by only 2.4 percent, even when the primarychange in labor supply is 30 percent.
Given this wide range of possibilities, a compromise estimate ofdw/w is 5 to 6 percent. This change may not appear dramatic. It meansthat the average hourly wage rate for group A described in table II willfall from $1.38 to $1.31 an hour while the hourly wage rate for group Bwill fall from $3.94 to $3.74 an hour. However, through the 1960'sthe average annual increase in real wages averaged about 1.6 percentso that a 5 percent decrease in real wages will represent 3 years ofgrowth in real income. Also the fall in wages represents a significant

10 Marc Nerlove, "Recent Empirical Studies of the CES and Related Produc-tion Function," in The Theory and Empirical Analysis of Production, ed. MurrayBrown, Studies in Income and wealth, XXXI (New York: Columbia Univer-Sity Press for the National Bureau of Economic Research, 1967).
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transfer of income from labor to capital. The total wage bill in table II

is $388.1 billion, while capital income (assuming f=0.3) is $166.3

billion. Consequently a 5 percent decrease in real wages will in-

crease profits by $19.4 billion. This represents an 11.7 percent in-

crease in profits.
This significant change in profits will occur only if there is signifi-

cant change in the supply of labor. As established above, such a

change will occur only if the policy change causes income and sub-

stitution effects that reinforce each other in increasing or decreasing

labor supply. One such policy might be the changeover from a general

income guarantee program to a general wage subsidy program. Most

policy changes will produce less dramatic effects on the supply of

labor than this change in policy. A wage subsidy program which

applies primarily to the working poor will have, given existing empiri-

cal information, negligible effects on labor supply and the level of

wages.
The recent proposal of the Senate Finance Committee is unlikely

to have significant effects on overall labor supply. Under the pro-

posals of the Finance Committee bill AFDC cash transfers would

be continued only in single-parent families in which the parent has

a child under age 6 or is ill or incapacitated, attending school full

time or residing in a geographically remote region. About 60 percent

of the current AFDC population of 3 million families fall into this

category. For the remaining 1.2 million families with an employable

head a number of options would be provided. The Work Administra-

tion (WA) created by the bill could place the participant in a job

paying more than $2 an hour.
Alternatively the participant, if placed in a job paying less than

the national minimum wage, will be subsidized by three-fourths of

the difference between his wage rate and the minimum wage, recently

raised to $2 an hour. As about 600,000 AFDC families are male-

headed, the maximum number of adults affected by the change will

be 1.8 million. This assumes that there are two adults in each male-

headed household and that both members would have worked. On

the assumptions that each new labor-force member would have

worked 2,000 hours a year, would have been paid $2 an hour, and

ignoring possible net increases in public employment, this would

have represented an increase of 7.2 billion efficiency units of labor, a

7 1.9%
388.1

increase in labor supply. Applying formula (7'), this will result in a

1.9 percent fall in wages if the elasticity of substitution is =0.3 and

a 0.58 percent decrease when J= 1. Hence, although these assumptions

unquestionably exaggerate the labor supply effects of the Senate

Finance Committee proposals, a 1 percent fall in real wages would

not be out of the question but a 0.5 percent decrease seems equally

likely. The increase in labor supply will result in an increase in real

profits in excess of $1.5 billion. Consequently, a case can be made for

financing a substantial part of any program which leads to an

increase in the labor supply through additional profit taxation.
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To this point we have assumed that the supply of savings (capital)
is insensitive to changes in the rate of return on capital. From rela-
tion (7'), it follows that the larger the value of iK, the smaller will be
the changes in real wages. Cohn Wright has estimated the interest
rate elasticity of savings to be about +0.30.11 Taking this to be the
response in the supply of savings we see that the importance of the
addition of the savings effect depends on the size of the elasticity of
substitution, J. For the Cobb-Douglas case, J= -1, where fK=0.3
andfL,=0.7. The denominator of (7') is equal to 3.3 when lK=0 and to
4.0 when 1K is taken to be equal to 0.3.

Assuming other parameters consistent with dw/w of 6 percent,
the addition of the savings effect will decrease this estimate by about
one-quarter to 4.4 percent. In general, the more responsive is the
supply of capital to changes in the rate of interest the smaller will
be the effects of labor supply changes on the wage rate.12

3. A MODEL WITH THREE TYPES OF LABOR

One of the more restrictive assumptions made in the previous
section is that the wage structure is fixed for labor of varying skills
and that different types of labor are perfect substitutes for one
another at a fixed rate of transformation. Consequently, if the supply
of unskilled labor is increased, the wage rate of different types of
labor is decreased in the same proportion. The assumption eliminates
possible changes in the wage structure and the possibility that some
types of labor will gain as the result of an increase in a particular type
of labor while labor of different skill will lose.

In a two-factor model, where the two inputs are labor and capital,
an increase in the supply of labor relative to capital will increase
the total return to capital. In a three-factor model it is not at all clear
whether the return to both "complementary" factors will increase
as the result of an increase in the supply of one of the three factors.
The reason for the ambiguity is that there are two effects associated
with an increase in the supply of one of the factors, an output or
complementary effect and a factor substitution effect.

Consider a case where the three factors are unskilled labor, L.,
semiskilled labor, L.emi, and skilled labor, L,. An increase in L. will
increase output and this increase will give rise to an increase in the

"1 Colin Wright, "Saving and the Rate of Interest," in Taxation of Income
from Capital, ed. A. C. Harberger and M. J. Bailey (Washington, D.C.: Brook-
ings Institution, 1969).

12 The results presented above are the impact of short-run effects of labor
supply change. Martin Feldstein, in an unpublished paper, has shown that in
long-run analysis when the economy is compared in two alternative steady-state
equilibria, a change in the supply of labor will have no lasting effect on the wage
rate or the return to capital. Consequently, the lonfger the planning horizon of
policy makers the less important are the indirect effects of wage-subsidy policies,
even when labor supply is elastic. Feldstein's result applies only in the very long
run, say 50-75 years. His basic intuitive explanation for the longrun independ-
ence between the labor supply and factor prices is that the wage rate and rate of
return in the longrun equilibrium of a growing economy depends not on the absolute
size of the labor force but only on its rate of growth. A change in the labor supply
in effect only alters the size of the labor force and therefore does not affect factor
prices in the long run. See Feldstein, "Tax Incidence in a Growing Economy
with Variable Factor Supply," Discussion Paper Number 263, Harvard Insti-
tute of Economic Research, Cambridge, 1972. This paper is forthcoming in the
Quarterly Journal o.f Economics, (November 1974).

44-271-75--11
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demand for Lem, and L,. However, the increase in the supply of
L. will decrease the unskilled wage rate and so will put downward
pressure on the return to factors for which unskilled labor is highly
substitutable. In our example, we assume skilled labor-professionals,
managers, and so forth-and capital are complements, and for this
reason capital is not explicitly introduced."3

The expectation is that an increase in the supply of unskilled labor
will increase the wage of skilled labor. The ambiguous question is
whether the wage rate of semiskilled labor increases or decreases.14 If
unskilled and semiskilled labor are highly substitutable for one another,
the return to semiskilled labor will decrease; if the factor substitution
effect is moderate, it is possible that the output effect will dominate
and the wage rate for semiskilled labor will rise.

To analyze these possibilities, we present the following one-sector
model.

Lu=f(T2Vu, W.,,l Ws, X)(1)

lseml~("xW~em.i, W.,, X) (2)

PX=WuLu±Wemi Lsemi+WsLs (3)

Relations 1 and 2 are general demand functions for unskilled and
semiskilled labor respectively. They are both written in terms of the
three wage rates and the level of output X. There are only two
independent factor demand relations. The third relation which closes
the system is a total revenue function which expresses the price of
X as a function of factor prices.

Differentiating this system with respect to a change in the supply
of unskilled labor we obtain

Lu =fuauud~u+fsemlausemidfWsemi+f JaudW3 ±+ dX ('1)

dXO=Juasemi udV~u±Jsemiasemi semdl~gatewi+fsasemisdW's+ Xy (2k)

O=fudWu+fsemidWsemt +fJdW5 (3')

where fu, Jsem, Js are the shares of unskilled, semiskilled, and skilled
labor respectively. The af,'s are the partial elasticities of substitu-
tion between factor i and factor j.

R. D. G. Allen showed that aii<0 and that

jia-+lfsemiai Sem+fsaiS=O for i=u, semi, s.

In the numerical experiments we have conducted we tookfu=faem=

0.25 and fJ=0.5 and assumed that the supply of unskilled labor

13 There is some empirical evidence that the partial elasticity of substitution

between skilled labor and capital is negative. See E. R. Berndt and L. R.

Christensen, "The Internal Structure of Functional Relationships: Separability,
Substitution, and Aggregation," SSRI Workshop Series No. 7218, Madison,
Wis., 1972.

14 This point generalizes to a many factor model where some proportion of the

factors gain as a result of a change in the supply of one of the factors and the
remaining factors lose.
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increased by 10 percent, dLu1Lu=0.10, so to a first order approxi-
mation

dX 0.025-
X

As expected dTW7u was negative throughout, dIV. was positive, and
dlV/sem was positive or negative depending on the values of the partial
elasticities of substitution. Two representative changes in wages are:
for i54j afj=l, dWV=-0.075, deWsem=0.025 and dW,=0.025; and
for au Eemt=5, aus=1 and agemi ,=1, dW,=-0.04, dWaem,=-0.008
and dW,=0.025. For the Cobb-Douglas case, a 10-percent increase
in the supply of unskilled labor results in a 7.5-percent decrease
in the real wage of unskilled labor and results in a 2.5-percent in-
crease in the real wages of both semiskilled and skilled labor. In the
second case the partial elasticity of substitution between unskilled
and semiskilled labor is increased to 5, other things remaining un-
changed, the fall in W,,, the unskilled wage rate, is nearly halved,
the wage rate for semiskilled labor falls slightly by less than 1 per-
cent, and the skilled wage rate increases by 2.5 percent..

These partial numerical results confirm the earlier qualitative dis-
cussion. They demonstrate that the workers who have most to fear
from an increase in unskilled labor are those groups of labor most
directly competitive with the factor which expands in supply. Thus,
if wage subsidy programs would increase the supply of the least
skilled members of the work force, it would be the second group of
least skilled workers that will have the most to lose from this change.
Fortunately, the output effect would cushion the fall in their wages
so that any reduction in semiskilled wages would be small. Note that
in the second numerical example the wage rate for semiskilled labor
fell by less than 1 percent. However, there is a distinct need to
cushion the indirect redistribution. At the very least, skilled workers
and capital should bear the financing cost of the wage subsidy.

4. REDISTRIBUTIVE EFFECTS IN A TwO-SECTOR UNIONIZED ECONOMY

Union workers might well oppose a wage subsidy program on
grounds that it would enhance the competitive position of low-wage
nonunion firms and thereby weaken union bargaining power. Whether
such union fears would be justified depends on the impact of a wage
subsidy on different industries and different firms within the economy.
This section examines the likely consequences of a wage subsidy for
union and nonunion workers in two ways. The first approach is a
two-sector model in which one sector hires only union workers and
the other hires only nonunion workers. The second allows for union
and nonunion firms within the same industry.

Various authors have established the fact that unions are able to
increase their members' wages relative to wages of nonunion workers
partly by controlling the supply of workers to specific firms, indus-
tries, and occupations.1 5 One element of union power comes from the
existence of a segmented labor market, whereby a strict division
occurs between heavily unionized and other industries. Consider a
simple model of an economy in which industries are either completely

15 H. Gregg Lewis, Unionism and Relative W~ages in the United States (Chicago:
University of Chicago Press, 1963).
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union or nonunion. Assume there are two broad sectors, a unionized
manufacturing industry (Y) and a nonunionized service industry
(X). Suppose that unionization adds a fixed markup (m) on labor in
industry Y so that a fixed wage differential exists between union and
nonunion labor. Johnson and Mieszkowski 16 have analyzed the effects
of this markup on the base wage. The concern here is to determine
whether the payment of a wage subsidy to the low-skill nonunion
members will decrease the real wage of union members.

Throughout the analysis we assume that the aggregate supply of
labor would not change in response to the introduction of a wage
subsidy. We also assume that laborers always would prefer to work
at the higher real wage prevailing in the union sector. Finally, we
assume that the union wage rate would continue to exceed the non-
union wage rate after the subsidy is introduced, and that unionized
labor would not cross over to the nonunionized sector.

Unions might or might not increase their wage demands in
response to a narrowing of the union-nonunion wage differential.
Consider first the case where unions do not react to the wage subsidy.
For this case, as long as firms in both industries are paying workers
the value of their marginal products, the real wage of unionized
workers would not be affected by the wage subsidy paid directly to
the nonunionized workers of lowest skill. Of course, the relative
position of union workers would fall as the result of the subsidy, but
the base wage would not be affected since the supply of labor to both
the union and nonunionized industry would remain constant and
the factor prices firms use to make factor proportion decisions also
would remain constant.

If producers are subsidized to hire low-paid nonunion labor, the
total wage rate in the nonunion sector would increase by the amount
of the subsidy without affecting the real wage in the union sector.
Suppose that before the imposition of the subsidy the union labor
wage was w0 +m and nonunion labor wage was w,. In the original
equilibrium, both types of labor would have been paid the value of
their marginal product. If employers are now paid a subsidy, s, to
hire nonunion labor and the union wage remains unchanged at
wo+m, the nonunion wage rate will rise by the amount s. The sup-
plies of labor to the two sectors will remain unchanged as long as
the union wage rate continues to exceed the nonunion wage rate.
Also, by assumption the overall supply of labor remains fixed. The
net cost of labor to producers in the nonunion sector will remain
unchanged at w0, but because of the subsidy they will bid up the
total wage rate in the unorganized sector to wo+s.

In the second case, union labor resists the narrowing of union-
nonunion wages and insists on maintenance of the markup, m. Here
the "base" wage rate would change and there are good reasons for
believing that it will actually increase.

The analysis of this case is virtually identical to A. C. Harberger's
investigation of the corporate tax incidence"' and to the Johnson-

16 Harry G. Johnson and Peter Alieszkowski, "The Effects of Unionization
on the Distribution of Income: A General Equilibrium Approach," Quarterly

Journal of Economics, LIV (November, 1970).
'7A. C. Harberger, "The Incidence of the Corporation Income Tax," Journal

of Political Economy, LXX (June, 1962), 215-240.
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Mieszkowski analysis of the distributive effects of trade unions. For
a constant union markup, m, it is possible to ignore the existence of
the union-nonunion differential and to simply analyze the effect on
the wage of a wage subsidy in the nonunion industry. For the two-
factor, two-commodity case where the overall supplies of labor and
capital are fixed, the payment of the subsidy to producers in X will
have two basic effects.' 8 One of these effects is that producers will
substitute labor for capital in X as the cost of labor is decreased by
the subsidy and the output of X will increase as its price will fall.
As the demand for labor in X increases, labor will shift from Y to
X. Although the factor substitution effect will always work in labor's
favor by increasing the demand for labor relative to capital, the
effect of the change in the composition of output is ambiguous and
depends on the relative factor intensities of the two industries. If the
expanding industry X is labor (capital) intensive relative to Y, the
output effect will be favorable (unfavorable) to labor. Consider as
a reference point the level of output, commodity Y, which prevailed
before the imposition of the subsidy. Due to the wage subsidy in
X the capital-labor ratio has fallen in X and has risen in Y. The
increase in the capital-labor ratio in Y means that union labor is
better off in terms of both commodities as the price of Y in terms of
X is increased. Hence, if the composition of output is held fixed and
m is constant, both union and nonunion labor are made better off as
a result of the subsidy. However, production cannot remain at its
original level as the price of X has fallen relative to Y, and X will
expand while Y will contract. If X is labor intensive, an expansion
in the output of X will result in an increase in the capital to labor
ratio in both industries and so the real wages of both union and non-
union labor will be even higher than they were at the original ref-
erence point where the output of Y was taken as fixed. On the other
hand, if X is capital intensive the change in output composition will
weaken labor's gain resulting from the factor substitution effect. It
is even possible that labor is made worse off as a result of the wage
subsidy.

Consequently, although the results of the analysis are ambiguous,
a strong presumption is that the favorable factor-substitution effect
will help cause wages of both union and nonunion labor to rise as a
result of the wage subsidy to nonunion labor." The formal analysis
of this case appears in appendix A. The conclusion is that only in
special circumstances would union labor lose as a result of the partial
wvage subsidy which applies to the low-wage, nonunion sector. Orga-
nized labor can maintain its income differential vis-a-vis unorganized

labor without seriously compromising the objectives of the wage
18 The assumption that the subsidy is paid to the producer in no way limitsthe generality of the analysis. The direct payment of the subsidy to workers inX increases the wage there, and will be followed by an increase in wage demandsin Y. This in turn will release labor from Y and will decrease wage costs in X.
19 In this exercise we are ignoring the union-nonunion wage differential. If asubsidy is paid in nonunion industries labor may not voluntarily shift out of thehigher paying union sector and so the basic effect of the wage subsidy will be toincrease the nonunion wage. However, as the overall size of the union sector willshrink as a result of the decrease in the price of nonunion labor, so labor mayhave to accept lower paying nonunion jobs in order to remain employed. So,to this extent this shift occurs some labor will lose as the result of the subsidy.
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subsidy program. In the context of the two-factor model, both

organized and unorganized labor can be expected to gain as a result

of the wage subsidy. The subsidy, by increasing the demand for

labor in one of the two industries, tends to increase the real wages

paid to all labor. Only if the factor-substitution effect is very small

and the factor-intensity effect is unfavorable to labor will the subsidy

lead to a general decrease in the real wage.
The result that a partial wage subsidy is likely to enhance the real

income position of both unionized and nonunionized workers is quite

provocative and is to some extent counterintuitive. Consequently,

it is important to restate the basis for this result in commonsense

terms and to indicate the limitations of this argument. In so doing,

we extend the analysis to cover industries with union and nonunion

firms.
Commonsense suggests that nonsubsidized workers compete with

subsidized workers since both groups produce commodities which

are substitutes in demand. Consider a particular industry, such as a

textile industry, that is composed of unionized firms and low-paying

unorganized enterprises. A wage subsidy which benefits the unorga-

nized low-pay firms would appear to provide subsidized firms with a

competitive edge and apparently would result in a decrease in sales

and employment in the unionized parts of the textile industry.

Although in certain circumstances a wage subsidy paid to firms in

the unorganized sector would lower wages and pri es, the advantage

there would be partial and temporary if wage rates are competitively

determined in the unorganized sector. In other words, if firms pay

their workers the value of their marginal product, competition for

workers' services would increase the real wage in the unorganized

sector by the amount of subsidy. It would be the employees and not

the employers who benefit from the subsidy.
The argument that wage subsidies will promote sweat shops and

retard union organization depends on the existence of labor market

imperfections which allows firms individually or collectively to set

wages in an arbitrary fashion, and to take advantage of wage subsidies

by decreasing their wage payments to their employees.
Although a wage subsidy would probably weaken the incentive

to join or to form unions in partially unionized industries and the

union-nonunion wage differential would probably narrow in such an

industry, it does not follow that a wage subsidy would affect the

competitive position of unionized firms relative to nonunionized

firms. A subsidy paid directly to the worker merely would increase

his real wage by the amount of the subsidy. A subsidy paid to pro-

ducers would have the same effect as long as there was competitive

bidding for labor. Unless unions increase their wage demands as a

result of the narrowing of the union-nonunion differential, a wage

subsidy would not change the relative labor costs of unionized and

nonunionized firms.
In the formal analysis in appendix A we emphasize the distinction

between unionized labor by considering two broad sectors X and Y.

Among the industries in the nonorganized sector, X, are agriculture,

services, and retail trade. The organized sector, Y, includes manufac-

turing, construction, and utilities. The commodities produced by

these two broad industry groups, although somewhat competitive

mith each other, are far from perfect substitutes in consumption.
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Since substitution in demand for the two broad commodity groupsis moderate, the favorable effects of the wage subsidy in industryX are almost certain. The subsidy for the use of labor in industry Xincreases the demand for labor in that industry relative to the use ofcapital. So the favorable factor-substitution effect resulting fromthe wage subsidy in X would come at the expense of capital. Laborin the organized industry Y indirectly would benefit from this favor-able substitution of labor for capital in industry X as labor wouldbecome scarcer in the economy as a whole. Further, the capital thatwould be released from industry X, as a result of the substitutionof labor for capital in the unorganized sector, would have to beabsorbed in the unionized sector, thereby increasing the real wagein that sector.

5. THE INDIRECT EFFECTS OF PUBLIC EMIPLOYMENT
There are a number of possible justifications for the expansion ofpublic employment. One reason is to provide sheltered employmentfor workers of low productivity. Another is to add to overall employ-ment by providing qualified persons with jobs they would not obtainbecause of deficient effective demand in the economy.In this study we disregard the possibility of Keynesian unemploy-ment and the indirect effects of public employment in that situation.However, it is important to recognize that in the presence of Keyne-sian-type unemployment, other means of stimulating effective demandare available as feasible alternatives to public employment. Oneadvantage of public employment over general tax cuts or monetaryexpansion is in combating unusually high unemployment in someparts of a country at a time when labor markets in other parts of theNation are moderately tight. Of course, the basic indirect effects ofa general nationwide expansion of public employment would be thefamiliar Keynesian multiplier effects. In the regional context, it isnecessary to calculate the indirect effects of increases in public employ-ment in a particular region on employment in other regions.Apart from these general remarks, we restrict ourselves to situa-tions where all resources are fullv employed except for the possibilitythat minimum wage laws and/or other market imperfections preventsome low-productivity workers from finding jobs. We assume ineffect that in the absence of market imperfections there would beno involuntary unemployment. In this situation, public employmentmight be used to induce persons who are presently on welfare toaccept employment in the public sector. Or public employment mayinvolve paying workers wages that are higher than the value of theirmarginal contribution to output. The latter is the sheltered employ-ment aspect of public employment and is analogous to a generalwage subsidy designed to raise the wage of low-productivity workers.The principal indirect effect of an expansion of public employmentis the change in the wage rate. Under certain circumstances theanalysis of this effect is virtually the same as the analysis of theeffects of wage subsidies presented above in this study. Assume thatworkers of varying skills are substitutes for one another at somefixed rate of transformation and that the division of total productbetween private consumption and public expenditure is made on thebasis of resource endowments and preferences rather than on 1 he
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basis of public employment considerations. Then a substitution of a

public employment program for a direct income transfer (welfare)

system is virtually equivalent to the substitution of a wage subsidy

program for a welfare system. The increase in labor supply brought

about by the public employment programs represents additional

resources available to society. If the new workers are all put to work

in the public sector, other labor might be released from public

employment unless it is the collective decision to allocate the complete

increment in resources to public consumption. Consequently, it is

immaterial for the final allocation of resources between private and

public production and for equilibrium factor prices that the persons

who are added to the labor force are all employed in the public sector.

If we assume that the total stock of capital is fixed and is efficiently

allocated between private and public production, the analysis of the

indirect effects of public employment merges with the analysis of

wage subsidies presented above.
Nevertheless, it is possible that the net increase in public employ-

ment could equal the increase of the labor force. In this case, addi-

tional public capital might be accumulated or the decrease in labor

productivity in the public sector will be larger than for the case where

the marginal products of capital in the private and public sectors

are maintained at equality.
A more complicated situation arises if different types of labor are

not perfect substitutes for one another at some fixed rate of trans-

formation and have to be treated as separate inputs. In this case,

the wage structure will change since the effect of public employment

is to increase the demand for unskilled labor. This effect will be

further strengthened if the wage and employment conditions of

public employment are sufficiently improved so that unskilled workers

leave employment in the private sector and seek jobs in the public

sector.
To analyze these effects more precisely we shall disregard the

inputs of capital and use two-factor production functions defined in

skilled and unskilled labor. The objectives will be to develop a few

simple relationships which will provide some information on the

decrease in the wages of skilled workers resulting from an increase

in the public employment of unskilled workers.

The adjustment process is as follows: Initially, there is an increase

in the overall supply of labor brought about by an increase in public

employment. The labor force increases either through a change in

income maintenance procedures which forces welfare recipients to

accept public service jobs or because sheltered employment is pro-

vided at real wage rates above the workers' real productivity.

The new members of the labor force, who are all unskilled, work

in the public sector. The increase in the output of the public, sector

resulting from this increase in employment is

dY 2=Wu2dl2u (1)

where:
dY2 is the change in the output of the public sector

W,12 is the marginal product of unskilled workers in the public

sector
dL2. is the change in the number of unskilled workers employed

in the public sector
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The increase in total potential income resulting from the increase
in labor supply is

dY=W,~dl 2 u (2)

unless society chooses to spend all of its additional income on the
public goods. The increase in the demand for public goods and
services will be

ndY (3)

where n is society's marginal propensity to spend on the public good.
Consequently, unless n is equal to unity, skilled workers will be

released from the public sector and will have to be absorbed in the
private sector. From equations 1, 2, and 3 we can derive the relation-
ship between the increase in the employment of unskilled labor in
the public sector and the decrease in the employment of skilled workers
to be

(1-n)W. 2dL2 .+W,2 dL23=O (4)

where WS2dL2S are the marginal product of and change in the input
of skilled labor in the public sector respectively. Assuming that the
wage rates of the two groups are approximately equal to their respec-
tive marginal productivities, relation 4, after appropriate manipu-
lation, can be rewritten as

(1-n)g. dL 2 +g, dLb2 s (4')

where g,, g, are the shares of unskilled and skilled labor in the produc-
tion of the public good respectively.

The additional relationships required to analyze the effects of
public employment on wage structure were presented earlier in a
different context and are repeated for convenience. They are:

dW__ fu dLl dLsi=-J, (5)
W, J V Llu L,,y 5

d~u Jo (dLIu dLIS) (6)
Wu _J LI. L1S,

where Wu, W, are the unskilled and skilled wage rate respectively,
U, are the shares of unskilled and skilled labor in the private sector

respectively, L1u, LJ are the numbers of unskilled and skilled workers
in the private sector respectively, and J is the elasticity of substitu-
tion in the private sector. The presumptive sign of J is negative. If
we ignore the effects of changes in relative wages on factor proportions
in the public sector, it is a straightforward matter to calculate the
effects of change in public employment on relative wages.

Imagine a policy change in the field of income maintenance which
leads to a 4-percent increase in the employment of unskilled workers
in the public sector, that is

dL2 u=0.04
L2u
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For simplicity we shall assume that g=-gs=fJs=0.5; that is, the shares
of unskilled labor in both sectors is equal to one-half. If we take the
marginal propensity to spend on public goods to be equal to 0.25,
a 4-percent increase in the employment of unskilled workers in the
public sector will lead to a 3-percent decrease in the employment of
skilled workers there. If the private sector is roughly three times as
large as the public sector, then absorption of these skilled workers
in the private sector will represent a i-percent increase in employ-
ment of skilled workers there. Taking the elasticity of substitution
as -0.5 and fs= 0.5, the wage rate of skilled workers will fall by 1
percent. For the Cobb-Douglas (J=1) technology, the fall in wages
of skilled workers will be only 0.5 percent.

Consequently, given the above assumptions about the parameters,
it would appear that for every percentage point change in the
employment of unskilled labor in the public sector due to an overall
increase in the supply of labor, the wage rate of skilled labor will
fall bv 0.12 to 0.25 percent. So the percentage change in unskilled
labor is from four to eight times greater than the percentage change
in the skilled wage.

This fall in the skilled-worker wage relative to the unskilled-
worker wage would be accentuated if unskilled workers previously
employed in the private sector present themselves for employment
in the public sector as a result of an increase in the availability of
public service jobs. From equation 5 it follows that if fu-=J =0.5,
the impact effect of a 1-percent outflow of unskilled workers from
the private to public sector will be a decrease in the skilled wage
rate of about 1 percent. The secondary effects will be roughly of the
same magnitude as skilled workers will be released from the public
sector and will have to be absorbed in the private sector, further
depressing the skilled wage rate.

It appears, therefore, that the magnitude of the secondary effects
associated with increases in public employment depends partly on
whether unskilled workers employed in the private sector cross over
and seek employment in the public sector. This decrease in the
supply of unskilled labor to the private sector and the release of skilled
labor from the public sector both would decrease the wage rate for
skilled labor.

The possibility of minimizing the effect of expanded public employ-
ment on the skilled wage rate at first glance seems to depend on the
success of segmenting the private and public labor markets and
preventing labor crossing over from the private sector to the public
sector. However, the "crossover" may be minimized, without the
selection of specific types of workers for specific industries, if workers
previously unemployed or underemployed can be employed in the
private sector. For example, if 50,000 public service jobs are created
and all taken by people previously employed in the private sector,
this will create 50,000 vacancies in the private sector. Also the rising
wage rate for unskilled labor in the private sector will moderate the
"crossover" from the private to the public sector and will attract
those previous unemployed to employment. There is, of course, the
possibility that those most in need of jobs cannot meet skill and
discipline requirements of private industries. In this case public
employment would have given priority to those workers whose pro-
ductivity is below the socially acceptable minimum wage. At the same
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time, unless the private sector does not hire labor that is unable to
meet minimum skill requirements, the public employment agency
can increase the wage rate and the employment of those previously
unemployed in the private sector by increasing the real wage in the
public sector for unskilled labor. Unskilled labor will be attracted to
the public sector, creating employment possibilities for unskilled
workers in the private sector and increasing the supply of skilled
labor there. Thus, as long as the public sector stands ready to act
as the employer of last resort, it can increase the prevailing real wage
(adjusted for labor efficiency) of unskilled labor. Of course, the
higher the real wage set by the public sector relative to the produc-
tivity of the labor hired the greater will be implicit subsidy paid to
unskilled labor.

For the model used in this section where skilled and unskilled
labor are distinct inputs in the production technology of the private
sector, the higher real wage paid to unskilled labor will lower the
real wage of skilled labor (apart from the payment of higher taxes
required to finance the increase in public employment). The decrease
in the real wage of skilled labor depends in large measure on the possi
bility of substituting unskilled for skilled labor in the public sector.
This substitution increases the ratio of skilled to unskilled labor in
the private sector. In conclusion, the indirect effects of expanded
public employment, working through factor prices, are socially
desirable as they strengthen the market position of the weakest
members of society at the expense of those who can best afford
modest decreases in their real incomes.

6. CONCLUDING REMIARKS

In this paper I have developed a number of simple models which
are designed to capture the important indirect effects of wage sub-
sidies and public employment programs. The central question is:
are changes in the supply of unskilled workers that result from work
subsidy programs likely to produce a significant indirect effect on
real wages and wage structure? The tentative answer is that indirect
effects will be quite modest and that the programs under considera-
tion are unlikely to lead to a significant decrease in market-determined
real wages or to a large change in the relative wage of skilled and
unskilled labor. The argument that wage subsidies are likely to
accrue primarily to employers and to owners of capital simply does
not stand up to careful analysis. At the same time, it was demon-
strated in section 2 that the indirect benefits to capital arising from
an increase in the supply of labor are proportionately quite large and
for this reason a case can be made for financing wage subsidy programs
through taxes on capital.

However, in putting forth these principal conclusions I wish to
repeat two major qualifications. The first is that for some values
of the demand and supply parameters the indirect effects could be
quite large, and, second, the analysis is quite aggregative. By dealing
with averages and central tendencies, the analysis downplays the
possibility that certain narrowly defined groups would be affected
significantly by either wage subsidy or public employment programs.
Section 3 presented an example of effects on specific subgroups by
distinguishing between three types of labor.
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In closing, it should be emphasized that the indirect effects ana-
lyzed in the paper arise only if policy changes influence labor supply.
If the induced change in labor supply is small, the indirect effects
of wage subsidy and public employment programs will be inconse-
quential. The direct increases in wages and employment will consti-
tute the full program effect.

APPENDIX A

THE WAGE SUBSIDY IMPACT ON UNION AND NONUNION
INDUSTRIES

To formalize the analysis appearing in section 3 of the paper, we now present
an algebraic formulation of the model. Except for the specialized demand func-
tion this is the same model developed by Harberger to analyze the incidence of
the corporate income tax. The model consists of a demand function, a supply
function that relates the output of one of the two industries to changes in the
factor inputs in that industry, a factor-demand function for each of the two
industries that relates factor proportions to relative factor prices, and two price
equations that relate commodity prices to factor prices. We differentiate this
system of equations with respect to a subsidy to labor in industry X and solve
for the change in the base wage rate, PL, paid to workers in the union and non-
union industries The cost of labor to producers in the nonunion industry is
PL-8, where s is the subsidy per unit. The wage rate in the union sector is
PL+m, where m is the union markup. Care should be taken in interpreting the
magnitude of s. Only low-wage workers in X would receive the subsidy. The
25-cent hourly subsidy for about 10 percent of the workers in X represents a
much smaller subsidy for the overall labir input than if all nonunion members
received the subsidy. Formally, the precise treatment of this problem requires
a distinction between different grades of labor, some of which are subsidized,
others which are not. To avoid this complication, we perform the analysis as if
all nonunion labor is subsidized. The qualitative aspects of the analysis should
not be affected by this assumption.

The differential of the base wage rate with respect to the subsidy 3, is given
by the relation L

-(Lp(= lC) (K._L.)_ 8 (Lbf 5+fL K-V.(1

(c(L.+Lt,) L.)(K 2 _ PL) \o LQ, +f, _(
(~~X -f SKU L, PL:C L,, K J P v,

where L. and L, are the original amounts of labor employed in industries X and
Y, respectively; K. and K,, are the original amounts of capital; X is the original
amount of X produced; fk and fL are the original share of capital and labor,
respectively, in the unionized industry; PL, and PL, are the original prices of
labor in industry X and Y, respectively; S. and S., are the elasticities of sub-
stitution between labor and capital in industries X and Y, respectively, the
presumptive signs of which are negative; and c is the proportion of money
income spent on X (that is, if N is the total value of income measured in terms
of the numeraire, pX=cN).

This change in the wage rate, or price of labor, i; relative to the return on
capital, PK. In the derivation of (8), the return to capital is taken as the numer-
aire so that dPK=O-. While the sign of dpL does not indicate what happens to
wages relative to the price of the two commodities X and Y, the change in the
prices of these two commodities Px and p, can be readily calculated:

dp.=fL(dpt- )
dp,,= 9L(dPL)

' This relation is based on the following general equilibrium system: a demand function for X which
assumed that expenditures on Xare a constant proportion of income: a supply relation (production function)

for X; a factor demand relation for each industry where factor proportion in each industry are a function
of relative factor prices: two price relations that express pr and py as a function of factor prices, and a

overall factor endowment relation for each industry. Also by convention the return to capital is taken

as the numeraire. For a detailed exposition and solution of this model see A. C. Harberger, op. cit.
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As fL and gL, the shares of labor in industries X and Y respectively, are bothless than one, an increase in p[, implies that the wage rate will increase in termsof both X and Y.
It follows very simply from (I) that if X is labor intensive,

KL)<0(Kv Lv)<

or if the two industries are of the same factor intensity, dpL win be positive.2 Con-sider the case where the factor intensities are the same

K.
Here expression (1) reduces to

Ss (L fk K. f

dpL= PLD \L, K) 1

-- S(L. f f KU) KLV
PL~ L. K PL,,

As the presumptive signs of S. and S, are negative, it immediately followsthat dpL is positive. Even if X is capital intensive, the subsidy will increase thewage rate unless the elasticity of substitution in the subsidized industry is quitesmall.
Consider the case where the two sectors are originally the same size, c=0.5,and fs=0.4 and gK=0.2 . Hence K./K,=40/20, L,/L5 =60/80 and X=100.3Substituting these values in the numerator of (1), we obtain

dpL=[-.3(2-.75)-S(.75X.4+.6X2)]s.

This expression will be positive as long as ISxI>0.25. Given the existing esti-mates of the elasticity of substitution, it is likely that this inequality will besatisfied.
2 The term

(e X K L)

which represents the "demand effect" of a change in factor prices. is more difficult to interpret. As the sizeof this term is ambiguousi the sign of the denominator Is amb!guous, making poisible a number of para-doxical reiults. For example, when S. and S, are smali relative to the demand terms in the numerator anddenominator, dPL/Xds may be negative (positive) when X is labor (capital) intensive, implying that theoutput of X will increase, not decrease when a wage subsidy is paid to labor In X. To have produced thisresult, the original equilibrium must Lave been unstable and we exclude It from further consideration.These numbers are roughly representative of the U.S. 'economy for the years 1953-50. See Johnson andMileszkowskid, page 551.
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